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About This Report

In this report, we describe a combined research effort from the RAND Corporation and the
Asan Institute for Policy Studies focused on the North Korean chemical and biological weapon,
electromagnetic pulse, and cyber threats. It is a follow-on to a report on the North Korean
nuclear weapon threat issued in 2021.1 Because North Korea denies most information on its
capabilities in these areas, we estimate the North’s apparent capabilities based only upon open
information. We note that these capabilities serve the key North Korean objectives. We describe
how these capabilities might be employed to serve the North Korean objectives, and the impacts
that employment might have. We then propose actions that the Republic of Korea (ROK) and
the United States can take to deter and, if necessary, counter these uses. As such, we intend to
provide policymakers, including national-level military and civilian leadership, with possible
courses of action to counter these North Korean threats along with open information they can
use to explain their policy choices to the general population. In addition, we intend to provide
information on these North Korean threats to general civil society stakeholders and influencers.

RAND National Security Research Division
This research was sponsored by the Asan Institute for Policy Studies and conducted within
the International Security and Defense Policy Center of the RAND National Security Research
Division (NSRD). NSRD conducts research and analysis for the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, the U.S. Intelligence Community, the U.S. State Department, allied foreign governments,
and foundations.
For more information on the RAND International Security and Defense Policy Center, see
www.rand.org/nsrd/isdp or contact the director (contact information is provided on the webpage).

Asan Institute Collaboration
The Asan Institute is an independent, nonpartisan ROK think tank dedicated to undertaking
policy-relevant research to foster domestic, regional, and international environments conducive
to peace and stability on the Korean Peninsula. RAND and Asan analysts have collaborated on
many conferences and other Korean security activities over the years.
Chapters 2–6 of this report were each initially drafted by one RAND analyst and one Asan
analyst.
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Summary

In 2021, the RAND Corporation and the Asan Institute produced a report on “Countering the
Risks of North Korean Nuclear Weapons.”1 Nuclear weapons are but one type of weapon of
mass destruction (WMD). The other types are chemical, biological, and electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) weapons, referred to herein as other WMD (OWMD). This report is a follow-on joint
effort that characterizes the North Korean OWMD and cyber threats.

Issue
The North Korean regime perceived decades ago that it needed to field powerful military
weapons to secure the survival of the regime and to position it to dominate the Republic of Korea
(ROK, or South Korea) and impose unification on the ROK. Initially denied access to nuclear
weapons by the Soviet Union, North Korea pursued chemical and biological weapons. More
recently, it has also pursued EMP and cyber capabilities. But in the last two decades, North Korea
has acquired significant nuclear weapon capabilities, as described in our 2021 report.
Despite fielding many nuclear weapons, North Korea retains OWMD capabilities and is
actively using its cyber capabilities. How does the North use these weapons to affect the peacetime
and prepare for a major war with the ROK that could differ significantly from a conflict with just
conventional weapons that is normally expected? We have sought to describe these activities based
on open literature, while recognizing the serious uncertainties in each of these areas because of
North Korean information denial. We also propose options that the ROK-U.S. could take to defend
themselves against these weapons. We ultimately hope that stronger ROK-U.S. defenses will help
deter North Korean aggression.

Approach
This report compiles information on North Korean OWMD and cyber capabilities from a wide
range of open sources. The authors then employ their military expertise, knowledge of North
Korea, and the history of North Korean OWMD and cyber usage to identify how these capabilities
are and could be used in peacetime and to postulate how they might be used in crises or wartime.
The basic theory of deterrence is presented with an explanation of how the ROK-U.S. could use
that theory to support deterrence of North Korean attacks. Simple estimates of the potential areas
affected by OWMD and the population densities in the ROK were used to estimate potential
civilian casualties caused by OWMD employment, while the effects on facilities and equipment
were drawn from various sources. The authors then compiled options for countering these threats,
adding some innovative proposals of their own.
1
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Key Findings
Our examination of the North Korean OWMD and cyber threats led us to conclude the
following:
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

North Korea has apparently amassed a substantial inventory of chemical weapons
(reportedly 2,500 to 5,000 tons), but an unknown quantity of biological weapons. It likely
has sufficient nuclear weapons to execute nuclear EMP attacks, but an unknown capability
to execute conventional EMP attacks. North Korea has created a very active cyber hacker
force, though its ability to penetrate cyber defenses around key ROK-U.S. infrastructure is
not known (but they likely have some successes over time).
North Korea primarily uses its nuclear weapons rather than OWMD for peacetime
deterrence, coercion, and influence. North Korea has apparently avoided employment
of OWMD except for reportedly testing chemical and biological weapons on people
and carrying out some assassinations with chemical weapons. North Korea’s peacetime
restraint has probably been due to its fear of a retaliation that could jeopardize regime
survival.
North Korea has actively employed its cyber capabilities in peacetime to collect
information, steal money, and cause damage (e.g., the Sony Pictures hack).
North Korean provocations in peacetime have many purposes, but internally, a key
purpose is demonstrating North Korean regime empowerment to counteract the regime’s
many failings. Externally, Kim Jong-un seeks to demonstrate North Korean superiority
over the ROK,2 as well as his claim that North Korea is a peer of the United States.
North Korea seeks to exercise influence over South Korea as well as the United States
through provocations. North Korean peacetime provocations pose a risk of escalation to
war, which could include WMD use. And North Korean provocations such as missile
and nuclear weapon tests also facilitate the growth in the North Korean WMD threats—
something the ROK-U.S. want to prevent.
North Korea may in the future more aggressively employ its OWMD and cyber
capabilities in peacetime, anticipating that its nuclear “shadow” would deter many
ROK-U.S. responses.
In wartime, North Korea would likely employ all of its WMD and cyber capabilities,
including nuclear weapons, hoping to win the conflict and avoid suffering regime
destruction. These weapons would substantially transform the nature of a major war in
Korea and cause immense damage to ROK-U.S. military capabilities and civil society.
Failure to adequately prepare for such a conflict could be a disaster for the ROK-U.S.

Recommendations
Based on the available open information, we therefore recommend the following lines of
effort:
2
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•

•

•

•

Countering limited OWMD/cyberattacks. To deter any North Korean limited
employment of OWMD and cyber capabilities, the ROK-U.S. need to enhance their
ability to detect and attribute North Korean attacks. North Korea needs to understand
that even limited WMD attacks would constitute an act of war and be hard to distinguish
from precursor attacks before a major invasion. If the ROK-U.S. judge that a major war
is actually starting, they would be fully justified in launching an early conventional
counterforce response to eliminate North Korean missiles and nuclear weapons, in an
effort to blunt the expected subsequent North Korean main attack that the regime has
said it would use to eliminate the ROK military forces in a single strike.3
Countering major OWMD/cyberattacks. ROK-U.S. military planning needs to
assume that a North Korean invasion of the ROK would include the employment of
nuclear weapons, OWMD, and major cyberattacks. They need to develop the strategy
and capabilities for such a conflict, including surveillance and warning approaches,
counterforce operations, active defenses, passive defenses, recovery and reconstitution,
and civil defense. The ROK-U.S. governments and the Combined Forces Command
(CFC) may have done these things, but if not, they should. A “strategic deterrence and
warfighting group”4 could recommend the strategy and capabilities needed to enhance
deterrence against the North’s threats and to defeat it if deterrence fails. The ROK-U.S.
CFC should build a war plan consistent with the proposed strategy, and the ROK-U.S.
governments should fund the capability enhancements needed to implement the strategy
and war plan.
Deterring conflict. The ROK-U.S. should seek to deter all North Korean provocations.
This recommendation goes beyond provocations involving OWMD and cyberattacks
because of the escalatory nature of any confrontation with North Korea and because the
North’s perceived “nuclear shadow” may increase North Korean willingness to escalate
to OWMD use. The ROK-U.S. need to convey to North Korea the costs it will pay for
any provocations. For example, this strategy could respond to the North’s ballisticmissile tests that the ROK-U.S. have been allowing with a flood of outside information
into the North about ROK society and culture (which Kim Jong-un considers a “vicious
cancer”5). The ROK-U.S. could also consider publicly revealing Chinese and other
violations of the United Nations (UN) Security Council sanctions against North Korea.
And they could threaten to interdict and seize North Korean ships carrying cargos such as
coal that violate UN Security Council sanctions, disrupting North Korean access to the
hard currency that supports its military programs.
Counter claims of hostility. The ROK-U.S. could undermine the Kim family regime’s
justification for escalation of peninsula confrontations by asserting and demonstrating that
the ROK-U.S. are not hostile toward North Korea. This can be done in part by actively
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•

rebutting North Korean misinformation on ROK-U.S. hostility. In addition, the ROK-U.S.
could take the initiative on negotiations by unilaterally implementing a “carrot and stick”
strategy, avoiding North Korea’s refusal to negotiate. The ROK-U.S. could propose an
initial warm-up offer to the North, including some Pfizer and Moderna coronavirus disease
(COVID) vaccines, academic opportunities for young North Koreans, and seeking UN
agreement to relax some of the textile-related export sanctions. In exchange, the ROK-U.S.
could seek inspection of the reported Kangson uranium enrichment facility and the KN-23
ballistic missile. If North Korea refuses, many North Korean elites would likely be upset
by Kim’s refusal (one “stick”). A second stick could be the ROK-U.S. tightening the
economic sanctions on North Korea by interdicting and seizing North Korean ships
involved in illicit ship-to-ship transfers (perhaps putting pressure on China to join in
the interdictions).
Breaking the negotiation impasse. North Korea has made it appear to many inside the
North and outside that the onus for resolving U.S./North Korean problems is on the United
States. By making reasonable and even generous proposals to the North, the United States
may be able to break the North’s negotiation impasse and shift the onus to the North if it
refuses proposed ROK-U.S. agreements.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

North Korea is transforming its threats in Northeast Asia, seriously pursuing weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) and sophisticated cyber capabilities. The biggest transformation is with
the developing North Korean nuclear weapon threat, which is substantially changing the security
environment, especially on the Korean peninsula. In April 2021, the RAND Corporation and the
Asan Institute for Policy Studies released a study on Countering the Risks of North Korean
Nuclear Weapons” to address this transformation.1 But North Korea continues to pursue other
WMD (OWMD), including chemical and biological weapons (CW and BW) and electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) weapons, which also pose a serious threat to regional security. In addition, the
North Korean cyber threat has been significantly expanding and actively exploited by the North,
imposing large costs in Northeast Asia and beyond.
The Asan Institute therefore asked RAND to cooperate in this follow-on study to examine the
North Korean OWMD and cyber threats and how to counter them. The authors of this report
describe the nature of these threats, how North Korea will or might use them, and what the
Republic of Korea (ROK) and the United States can do to counter these threats. This introduction
addresses the methodology used in this report. It then describes the apparent North Korean national
objectives that motivate its pursuit of these capabilities. It also considers the roles of WMD and
cyber operations in achieving these objectives and the limits the North has applied or might apply
to such roles because of ROK-U.S. deterrence and North Korean restraint. It concludes with an
outline of the chapters of this report.
While North Korea has generally been careful in using its OWMD capabilities in peacetime,
the North Korean nuclear weapon development may reduce that caution, an effect referred to as a
“nuclear shadow.”2 That is, North Korea may discount ROK-U.S. threats to retaliate against the
North’s peacetime aggression because it knows that the ROK-U.S. will seek to avoid escalation
that could eventually result in nuclear weapon use. After all, the ROK-U.S. have historically
shown considerable caution in retaliating against North Korean provocations, including the
North’s limited attacks, fearing escalation.3 An adversary’s “nuclear shadow” is perceived to
embolden that country to be more aggressive with conventional attacks because that country’s
threat of nuclear escalation will discourage serious retaliation by a victim.
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Methodology
This report is a combined effort of the RAND Corporation and the Asan Institute. Chapters 2
through 6 were each drafted by one RAND expert and one Asan expert. This approach allowed
the authors to include key open information from both U.S. and ROK sources. Bruce Bennett of
RAND and Kang Choi of Asan took the overall lead, with Dr. Bennett coordinating the effort,
integrating the chapters, and preparing this chapter and the front matter.
The authors draw from and summarize their threat assessments and policy analyses experiences
in these areas, updating this expertise to the current Korean peninsula circumstances. It draws on
the authors’ substantial examination of Korean security and WMD. Over decades, the authors
have monitored the open literature on the North Korean objectives and its WMD and cyber
threats and have developed their own perspectives, based in part on discussions with hundreds of
senior U.S. and ROK officials and experts on North Korea; dozens of experts on North Korean
WMD and cyber threats; and dozens of officials and experts from China, Japan, and Russia, as
well as dozens of senior North Korean escapees. The authors have performed many analyses of
North Korea and its WMD and cyber threats;4 they have also directed dozens of wargames on
these subjects and participated in many more dozens.5 This experience has also allowed them
to draw connections between North Korean culture and its WMD efforts,6 providing a unique
perspective on these threats and what can be done about them.
The authors identify how North Korea could plausibly use it WMD and cyber threats. Using
their knowledge of military operations in Korea, the authors examined ways that the North’s
WMD and cyber threats could be used to accomplish North Korean objectives, especially in
areas where North Korean conventional capabilities would otherwise be lacking in either
4

In addition to the RAND/Asan 2021 report, see, for example, Bruce W. Bennett and Darren Wheeler, Chemical
Challenge Level Analysis for Special Operations, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, TR-791, 2010; Bruce
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Solidarity,” Asan Institute, August 10, 2021; Choi Kang, Shin Beomchul, and Kang Jae-Kwang, “The Shifting
Environment in Northeast Asia and Our Responses,” Asan Institute, September 2019; Go Myong-Hyun, “Moon’s
North Korea Policy: Reengaging North Korea to Regain Strategic Initiative,” Asan Institute, June 28, 2017; Scott
Warren Harold, Martin C. Libicki, and Astrid Stuth Cevallos, Getting to Yes with China in Cyberspace, Santa
Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1335-RC, 2015; and Brian G. Chow, Gregory S. Jones, Irving Lachow,
John Stillion, Dean A. Wilkening, Howell Yee, et al., Air Force Operations in a Chemical and Biological
Environment, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, DB-189/1-AF, 1998.
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peacetime or wartime operations. Several tools were then used to assess the potential impact of
these uses, including online damage assessment procedures and previously prepared simple rules
of thumb. For example, some estimates of potential casualties are based on the area that could
suffer lethal or casualty-causing exposure from the different types of WMD, given perceived
human vulnerability. That area was then applied to the population density around likely targets.
Appropriate counters to North Korean WMD use are estimated from the various North Korean
capabilities and vulnerabilities and then used to identify and evaluate the means for countering
the North Korean capabilities and exploiting the North’s vulnerabilities. Some of these counters
have been used for decades when various countries recognized their utilities (e.g., air base
dispersal), while others are creative and new to this report (e.g., the proposed package of “carrots
and sticks” for negotiating with North Korea).
This report uses only open information (which includes information from North Korean
escapees) on the North Korean OWMD and cyber threats, as well as on North Korean objectives
and strategies. The ROK and U.S. governments likely have better information in these areas. But
no one, even Kim Jong-un, has complete information on these subjects and can predict exactly how
these threats would be used, especially given the Kim regime’s efforts to deny information in these
areas. Instead, these areas involve substantial uncertainty. A renowned former RAND scholar,
Roberta Wohlstetter, wrote: “We have to accept the fact of uncertainty and learn to live with it.
No magic, in code or otherwise, will provide certainty. Our plans must work without it.”7
The objective of this report is thus to provide the broader national security community with a
basic sense of the North Korean OWMD and cyber threats—there are few experts across all four
of these threats. How serious could these threats be, and what might the ROK-U.S. do about them,
recognizing the uncertainties? Part of this recognition needs to include what can be done to manage
the uncertainties. In particular, what can the ROK-U.S. do to deter or moderate North Korean use
of its OWMD and cyber threats? Potential options will be discussed in Chapters 2 through 5 for
each of these threats and then brought together in Chapter 6 to address the overall OWMD and
cyber threats. Ultimately, government leaders need to take whatever further information they have
available, either as that information develops or from sensitive sources, for selecting from the
options described herein and potentially others to develop the ROK-U.S. government strategies for
countering these threats.

North Korean Objectives and the North’s Strategy
There is broad agreement that the most important North Korean regime objective is regime
survival and sustained control of the North Korean state.8 Kim Jong-un seems to understand
that if his regime does not survive in control of the North, he and his family are unlikely to
7
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survive. Kim has chosen selective brutality and suppression as his key means for achieving this
objective.9 Kim faces internal instability because he has more often failed than succeeded as a
national leader and has not been able to provide the food and consumer goods that the North
Korean people have needed and wanted. Kim has emphasized his few successes, such as the
development of nuclear weapons and his summit meetings with then-President Donald Trump,
which have allowed him to claim that he is a powerful and successful leader,10 and that he has
made North Korea a near-peer of the United States.11 He has also emphasized North Korean
self-reliance as a means of demonstrating his accomplishments. Meanwhile, he strives to deny
the North Korean people information on the ROK, because he fears that the North Korean people
find a free and affluent ROK attractive as an alternative to the North Korean government. For
example, Kim Jong-un recently described ROK culture and K-pop in particular as “a ‘vicious
cancer’ corrupting young North Koreans’ ‘attire, hairstyles, speeches, behaviors.’ His state media
has warned that if left unchecked, it would make North Korea ‘crumble like a damp wall.’”12
Kim seeks to eliminate such influences because of the threat they pose.13
There is less agreement in the community relative to the other North Korean objectives. That
said, we find that Kim Jong-il’s final instructions to Kim Jong-un, reportedly written in October
2011 (two months before Kim Jong-il’s death), provide a clear perspective on the North’s other
key objectives:
•
•

•

“We must unify Korea. The unification of the peninsula is the ultimate goal of our family.
“Unification through war has no meaning. If war were to occur, such an event will set
us back several hundred years. Even if we win the war, we would leave nothing for our
future generation, therefore you must carry out this wish of the Suryeong and unify the
Koreas peacefully.
“In order to do this, we must kick out the Americans from South Korea and we must
overcome China’s political and economic interjections in our domestic affairs.

9

Kim appears to realize that brutal suppression of all dissent would affect far too many North Koreans, and thus he
selectively imposes his punishments, depending upon the examples, to deflect others from the behaviors he fears.
See, for example, Lee Chae Un, “N. Korean Middle School Student Sentenced to 14 Years of Forced Labor for
Watching S. Korean Film,” DailyNK, December 1, 2021.
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North Korea’s state-run “Korean Central Television (KCTV) typically releases a documentary each year reviewing
Kim’s previous 12 months of activities and praising him for fixing problems.” Colin Zwirko, “Kim Jong Un’s Body
‘Withered’ as He ‘Suffered’ for the People, State TV Says,” NKNews, February 1, 2022.
11

Speaking of its demands for denuclearization negotiations, North Korea has reiterated its “longstanding insistence
that it would engage Washington only if it is treated like an equal as a nuclear power.” Choe Sang-Hun, “North
Korea, Seeking ‘Equal Footing,’ Rejects Preconditions for U.S. Talks,” New York Times, March 3, 2018.
12

Choe, 2021.
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Jiro Ishimaru, “Inside N. Korea: Maximum Punishment Under the ‘Korean Wave Suppression Act’ Is Death . . .
Still, K-Pop Is Popular,” Rimjin-Gang, May 19, 2021.
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•

“Although China is currently our closest partner nation, it is also a country that we should
be most wary of in the future. Historically, China has been the country that has made us
the most miserable.”14

We thus believe that North Korea’s other two key objectives are coercing the ROK to accept,
without war, unification of the Korean Peninsula under North Korean control and to thwart
domination by the United States and China.15 The North Korean strategy for achieving both of
these objectives includes ending the ROK-U.S. alliance and getting the United States to remove its
forces from the Korean Peninsula. After the U.S. decoupling, North Korea would likely seek a
form of confederation with the ROK in which the North would be able to keep its borders closed as
much as possible to ROK influence but could secure ROK funding of North Korean development,
arguing that it is as a mutual interest with the ROK.16 Any broader unification or conquest of the
ROK would almost certainly lead to a flood of information from the ROK into North Korea,
jeopardizing the North Korean regime. North Korea would likely use its military power as a means
for coercing the desired financial support from the ROK. Even today, roughly a plurality of South
Koreans view North Korea as being militarily superior to the ROK.17 If the ROK-U.S. alliance
were terminated, the ROK may well desire to placate North Korean demands due to ROK fears of
North Korean military superiority. If the ROK were to provide significant funding to the North,
Kim could provide for his people, continue building his military capabilities, and appear powerful,
thereby probably strengthening the survivability of his regime.
But instability in North Korea could force Kim to change his strategy. If internal threats from
parts of the North Korean military that imperil his regime develop, Kim Jong-un could execute a
“diversionary war,” in which he orders the North Korean military to invade the ROK, hoping to
avoid it attacking the regime. Kim would be desperate to win such a war.
14

See North Korea Strategic Information Center, “Full Text of Kim Jong-il’s Will,” translated by Diana Myers,
You Korea News, November 23, 2012. Some are skeptical of this “will,” which came from a single source. But
the outside world was lucky to get this copy and is unlikely to get a confirming copy from someone else. The
importance of these instructions is reflected in numerous media articles describing them, though these are mainly
in Korean. In English, see, for example, Jeong Yong-soo, “Kim Jong-il’s Final Orders: Build More Weapons,”
JoongAng Ilbo, January 29, 2013.
15

Some experts believe that North Korea has abandoned North-controlled unification as an objective because of
the view that only through conquest of the ROK could that happen. They believe that the ROK-U.S. alliance can
defeat any North Korean invasion. North Korean control of unification is a very difficult proposition. We believe
that Kim Jong-un would find an invasion of the ROK a flawed strategy because it would involve a destructive
war and because it would open the North to a flood of outside information. Nevertheless, at least as of 2000,
North Korean officials described this as their objective. See Joseph S. Bermudez, Jr., “The Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea and Unconventional Weapons,” in Peter R. Lavoy, Scott D. Sagan, and James J. Wirtz, eds.,
Planning the Unthinkable, Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2000, p. 183. By 2021, the Korean Workers Party
had changed its rules to reflect its objective of having a more peaceful dominance of the ROK. See Lee Je-hun,
“N. Korea No Longer Pursues Unification Through Revolution in S. Korea,” Hankyoreh, June 1, 2021.

16

Bruce W. Bennett, Alternative Paths to Korean Unification, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation,
RR-2808-KOF, 2018.
17

Sang Sin Lee, Tae-un Min, Kwang-il Yoon, Bon-sang Koo, and Peter Gries, “KINU Unification Survey 2020:
Press Briefing,” Korea Institute of National Unification, June 26, 2020.
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In addition, U.S. or Chinese dominance of the peninsula could undercut regime survival. Kim
needs to be sufficiently powerful to periodically defy China and the United States.18

North Korean Use of Asymmetric Means
Kim Jong-un’s interest in WMD is consistent with his father’s further reported direction:
“The continuous development and procurement of nuclear weapons, long-range ballistic
missiles, and chemical and biological weapons is the only way to preserve peace on the Korean
Peninsula, and you must take this mission seriously and never lose sight of it.”19 These North
Korea WMD capabilities, plus related delivery means and cyber capabilities, have given the
North means to achieve some of its objectives in peacetime and perhaps in wartime.
North Korean WMD and cyber capabilities have a wide range of uses in peacetime. The
North’s primary use of WMD is deterring ROK-U.S. military intervention in the North. But
Kim Jong-un also uses these weapons to demonstrate his empowerment, especially for his elites
and other North Koreans, but also for outside audiences. The North uses mainly its nuclear
weapons for these purposes, though historically the Kim family appears to have used CW and
BW for deterrence before it had fielded nuclear weapons. And in the last decade or so, Kim has
used his cyber capabilities to collect intelligence and help finance his government, in particular
seeking hard currency, which United Nations (UN) and U.S. sanctions have largely denied him.
In wartime, Kim Jong-un probably knows that he would lose if he invaded the ROK with
only conventional forces. He has therefore sought asymmetric means—WMD and cyber
capabilities—to give him a chance of achieving a victory. He might be able to use these same
forces to defeat a ROK-U.S. invasion if he fails to deter such an eventuality, however unlikely
that is. But would the United States allow North Korea to use CW, BW, and nuclear weapons
(to include EMP attacks) without escalating to a nuclear weapon retaliation? Kim Jong-un may
hope so. As discussed in Chapters 2 through 5 and especially Chapter 6, the North’s OWMD
and cyber threats require the ROK-U.S. to make major enhancements to their deterrence and
war planning to avoid or minimize potentially catastrophic effects in a war, regardless of
whether North Korea uses nuclear weapons.

What Must the Republic of Korea and the United States Do to Counter
These Threats?
The ROK-U.S. do not want to suffer North Korean OWMD and cyberattacks. Several years
ago, then–U.S. Army Chief of Staff, General Mark Milley, explained that “‘what we want is to
deter. Nobody wants to have any of these wars with near peer competitors, high grade powers.
18

See, for example, Andrei Lankov and Peter Ward, “No, You’re The Puppet: Why North Korea Isn’t a Chinese
Satellite,” NKNews, May 14, 2020.
19

North Korea Strategic Information Center, 2012.
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And the only thing more expensive than deterrence, is actually fighting a war. And the only thing
more expensive than fighting a war, is fighting one and losing one.’”20 The ROK-U.S. need to
have sufficient military and related capabilities to convince North Korea that it cannot “win”
even a limited war using OWMD and cyber capabilities. It is hoped that having these needed
military capabilities will deter North Korea from using its OWMD and cyber capabilities, and
that deterrence is what the ROK-U.S. should seek.

Organization of This Report
In the remainder of this report, we examine four different kinds of North Korean asymmetric
threats and how these could be applied in combination with the North Korean nuclear threat
addressed in our previous report. The North Korean CW threat is examined in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 addresses the North Korean BW threat. Chemical and biological weapons are
asymmetric because the ROK-U.S. has renounced these weapons as an active participant in the
Chemical Weapons Convention and the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention. Chapter 4
examines the North Korean EMP threat, which is in part asymmetric because North Korea is
nowhere near as vulnerable to EMP as the ROK-U.S. The North Korean cyber threat, presented
in Chapter 5, is also significantly asymmetric because of the relatively lower vulnerability of
North Korea, which has isolated much of its electronic system and internet. The combination
of these threats plus the North Korean nuclear weapon threat are addressed in Chapter 6, which
focuses on how North Korea would likely use its WMD and cyber capabilities in peacetime,
crises, and major war on the Korean Peninsula.
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Chapter 2. The North Korean Chemical Weapon Threat1

“Chemical warfare agents (CWAs) are highly toxic chemicals that have been used in
modern military conflicts dating back to the First World War.”2 After widespread use in World
War I, the world has seen much more selective use of CW. Nevertheless, the danger of these
weapons has motivated all but four countries to renounce them by entering into the Chemical
Weapons Convention (CWC) multilateral treaty.3 Unfortunately, North Korea is one of those
four holdouts. While North Korea claims that it does not possess CW, the reality appears to be
quite the opposite.
This chapter examines the apparent North Korean CW program, the risks it poses to its
neighbors, and the current ROK-U.S. abilities to reduce those risks. The risks of North Korean
CW use in a major war appear to be considerable. Unfortunately, the ROK-U.S. do not appear
to be adequately prepared to counter or deter such North Korean CW use. In this chapter, we
examine CW use without linkage to the use of other WMD. In Chapter 6, we consider in more
detail how North Korea would likely employ CW and what the ROK-U.S. can do to counter it.

Background of North Korean Chemical Weapon Threats
North Korea turned to developing CW soon after the Korean War. “In 1954 the Soviet
Union and China transferred certain special technologies as well as chemical agents and means
of protection against them captured from the Japanese and Kuomintang during World War II to
the Korean People’s Army [KPA]. . . . In 1964 the DPRK [Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea] concluded a contract with Japan for deliveries of agricultural chemicals. Under their
guise, components came into the country initially for synthesis of tabun and mustard gas, and
later chlorine and phosphorus-containing organic compounds were imported.”4 “In 1961, Kim
Il-sung issued a ‘declaration for chemicalisation’ that was aimed at developing an independent
chemical industry, with dual civilian and military use.”5

1

This chapter was prepared by Bruce Bennett and Choi Kang.

2

Steven Pike, “What Are the Most Common Types of Chemical Warfare Agent (CWA)?” Luton, UK: Argon,
2019.
3

The other three countries are Egypt, Israel, and South Sudan. See Paul F. Walker, “Presentation to the 22nd CWC
Conference of States Parties,” the 22nd CWC Conference of States Parties, Organization for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons, November 27, 2017.
4

Federation of American Scientists, “North Korea: Chemical Weapons Program,” Washington, D.C.: 1998.

5

International Crisis Group, 2009, p. 5.
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Still, it was not until roughly 1980 that North Korea began major shifts that favored chemical
warfare.6 During the 1960s and 1970s, much of North Korea’s focus in its military development
program was on conventional forces, and in particular the fielding of armored ground forces. But
in the early 1980s, many of the armored vehicles that North Korea produced were no longer
armored personnel carriers, but rather self-propelled artillery, suitable for the delivery of CW.
In November 1980, Kim Il-sung told the Korean Workers Party that it would be “effective to
produce poison gas and germ weapons for use in combat.”7 By the late 1980s, the North Korean
CW production capability had matured, allowing the North to produce large quantities of diverse
CW and delivery systems.8

Overview of the North Korean Chemical Weapon Capabilities
This section provides a basic description of the CWA that North Korea produces, the likely
quantities of North Korean CWA, and the systems that would be used to deliver those CWA.
The Types, Effects, and Persistence of North Korean Chemical Weapons
There are five types of CWA usually referred to in the community: (1) choking agents that
disrupt breathing, (2) blood agents that block blood cells from using oxygen, (3) blister agents
that cause severe irritation to the skin and other body parts, (4) nerve agents that block nerve
impulse transmission, and (5) riot control agents that affect the eyes and other body parts. This
chapter does not examine riot control agents, which are normally intended to temporarily
incapacitate rather than cause more serious injuries or kill people.
Table 2.1 identifies some of the CWA from each of the other four types as agents that are
commonly associated with North Korea.9 The defense community provides a two-character code
for each of these, which is also given. The usual form of the CWA relates to how it would be
used in warfare, delivered as a gas or as a liquid. Of course, all liquids eventually evaporate, and
sarin in particular would evaporate about as rapidly as water, such that it would cause much of
its effects as a gas. But VX is like oil and would produce very little gas, thereby remaining
primarily a liquid contact threat for a protracted period. Chemicals such as VX can also absorb

6

Andrew Scobell and John M. Sanford, North Korea’s Military Threat: Pyongyang’s Conventional Forces,
Weapons of Mass Destruction, and Ballistic Missiles, Carlisle, Penn.: Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War
College, April 2007, p.103.
7

International Crisis Group, 2009, pp. 5–6.

8

Federation of American Scientists, 1998.

9

Not included in Table 2.1 are various other chemical agents such as lewisite (L) and tabun (GA), which North
Korea likely possesses but which have received less attention. See Anthony H. Cordesman and Aaron Lin, The
Changing Military Balance in the Koreas and Northeast Asia, Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and
International Studies, March 25, 2015, pp. 216–217.
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Table 2.1. Likely North Korean Chemical Weapons
Lethal Doses (LD) and Casualty-Causing Doses (ED)a
Chemical

Type

Usual Form

Skin LD50

Skin ED50

Inhaled LCT50
mg-min/m3

Chlorine (CL)

Choking

Gas

—

—

13,500

Phosgene (CG)

Choking

Gas

—

—

1,500 mg-min/m3
mg-min/m3

1,300 mg-min/m3
250 mg-min/m3
1,100 mg-min/m3

Cyanide (AC)

Blood

Gas

—

—

Mustard (HD)

Blister

Liquid

1,400 mg

600 mg

1,000 mg-min/m3

25 mg-min/m3

Sarin (GB)

Nerve

Liquid/gas

1,700 mg

1,000 mg

35 mg-min/m3

25 mg-min/m3

mg-min/m3

25 mg-min/m3

15 mg-min/m3

10 mg-min/m3

Soman (GD)

Nerve

VX

Nerve

Liquid
Liquid

350 mg

200 mg

5 mg

2 mg

2,860

Inhaled ECT50

35

SOURCES: U.S. Army, Potential Military Chemical/Biological Agents and Compounds, UFM 3-11.9, January 2005;
for chlorine plus ECT50 for Phosgene, Cyanide, and mustard, see Sean M. Oxford, Lucas A. LaViolet, Kristen A.
Bishop, Julia K. Burr, Carl A. Curling, Lusine Danakian, Deena S. Disraelly, Brian A. Haugh, Margaret C. Hebner,
Audrey C. Kelley, Royce R. Kneece, Preston J. Lee, Christina M. Patterson, Daniel K. Rosenfield, Hans C. Sitarz,
Robert S. Sneddon, Terri J. Walsh, Mike O. Wheeler, and Robert A. Zirkle, Technical Reference Manual to Allied
Medical Publication 7.5 (AMedP-7.5) NATO Planning Guide for the Estimation of CBRN Casualties, Alexandria, Va.:
Institute for Defense Analyses, October 2016.
a Lethal and effective (injury-causing) doses are given for a roughly 70 kg (154 pound) man.

into many surfaces such as concrete, asphalt, and soil.10 The chemical can then “off-gas” slowly,
creating a potentially protracted low-level threat that may gradually cause casualties to those
who operate in affected areas.
According to a North Korean escapee, North Korea does possess VX, as the North demonstrated
in its February 2017 assassination of Kim Jong-un’s older half-brother, Kim Jong-nam.11 According
to that escapee, North Korea also acquired the procedures for producing binary VX from Russia.
Binary weapons create a CW such as VX from two generally less toxic chemicals that combine
to make the CW just before it is delivered. They are thus safer to work with and can maintain
potency longer.
The final four columns of Table 2.1 characterize the toxicity of these agents in either liquid
or gas form in terms of
•
•
•
•

the median lethal dose (LD) of the chemical liquid on the skin at which roughly
50 percent of unprotected personnel would be expected to die
the median effective dose (ED) of the chemical liquid on the skin at which roughly
50 percent of unprotected personnel would be expected to suffer severe injury
the median inhaled lethal concentration (LCT) of the chemical gas at which roughly
50 percent of unprotected personnel would be expected to die
the median effective concentration (ECT) of the chemical gas at which roughly
50 percent of unprotected personnel would be expected to suffer severe injury.

10

Environmental Protection Agency, Persistence of Chemical Warfare Agent VX on Building Material Surfaces,”
EPA/600/S-19/074, Washington, D.C., 2019.
11

Colin Dwyer, “Banned Nerve Agent Killed Kim Jong Nam Within 20 Minutes, Malaysia Says,” NPR, February
26, 2017.
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The concentrations include a time factor. For example, a median lethal dose of sarin could
involve exposure to 35 mg/m3 for one minute or 7 mg/m3 for five minutes. Thus, CW gases that
go indoors and remain there can be lethal at much lower concentrations because of the expected
continued exposures over time.
The actual toxicity of CW varies around the values shown in Table 2.1 and are affected by
temperature and humidity, as well as the weight and other characteristics of the victim. With a
chemical such as VX that penetrates through the skin, the effect varies by the area of the body
affected. Thus, British human testing designed to achieve a 70-percent reduction in erythrocyte
cholinesterase activity (a serious but less than lethal level) determined that this effect was
achieved by 5.1 μg/kg (0.35 mg for a 70 kg man) applied to the cheek but 132 μg/kg (9.2 mg
for a 70 kg man) applied to the palm of the hand.12
The authors have found no evidence that North Korea possesses the Novichok family of
nerve agents that Russian agents used in Britain in 2018 in attempting to assassinate a former
Russian spy. But we have also not found any evidence that eliminates this possibility. The
Novichok nerve agents appear to be very persistent and more lethal than VX.13
The very small amount of these CWA required for lethal and casualty effects is notable. For
example, LD50 of VX being 5 mg suggests that a kilogram of VX would be sufficient to kill or
seriously injure 200,000 or so people. But that level of effects would require equal distribution
of just the right amount of VX to each of those people. In practice, the delivery of VX or other
CWA by artillery, special forces, aircraft, or missiles would see most of this lethality lost.
Quantity of North Korean Chemical Weapons
“In May 1996 ROK Foreign Minister Yu Chong-ha reported to the National Assembly that it
was estimated that North Korea possessed approximately 5,000 tons of biological and chemical
weapons. Given the extensive production facilities, this later estimate may constitute the low end
of the actual stockpile.”14 It is therefore interesting that more than two decades later, the ROK
2018 Defense White Paper says: “North Korea began producing chemical weapons in the 1980s
and currently holds a stockpile of an estimated 2,500–5,000T of chemical weapons.”15 The ROK
Defense Ministry has been including in its White Papers the same estimate of the North Korean

12

Timothy C. Marrs, Robert L. Maynard, and Frederick Sidell, eds; Chemical Warfare Agents. Toxicology and
Treatment, 2nd ed., Chichester, UK: John Wiley and Sons, 2007, p. 233. This difference explains why the women
who attacked Kim Jong-nam in the airport in Malaysia in 2017 were able to apply VX to their hands, rub it on his
cheeks, and then go wash their hands to remove the VX. They survived, but he died.
13

“Some variants of Novichok are thought to be five to eight times more toxic than the VX nerve agent.” “Navalny
‘Poisoned’: What Are Novichok Agents and What Do They Do?” BBC, September 2, 2020.
14

Federation of American Scientists, 1998.
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Republic of Korea, Ministry of National Defense, 2018 Defense White Paper, 2018, p. 34.
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CW stockpile since 2000,16 and many other sources, including the U.S. Army, have given a
similar estimate over time.17
The consistency of these estimates over time is suspicious, especially because it is reported that
North Korea “is capable of producing 4,500 tons of chemical weapons a year in peace‐time and
12,000 tons in war.”18 Did North Korea build a large CW production capacity and then decide not
to use that production capacity or perhaps convert it to civilian production of chemicals? We do
not know, but if these production capacities are anywhere close to being accurate, the North Korean
CW inventory may be greater than 5,000 tons. But the transfer is also possible: One senior North
Korean escapee said that the North Korean military industry personnel opposed production of
new CW, fearing leaks and possible spills.19 At the very least, North Korea may have upgraded
its CW over time. As of 1995, “North Korea is estimated to have up to 5,000 tons of chemical
weapons, most of which is sarin (GB) gas . . . and only a limited stock of other types of
chemical weapons, such as those that have suffocating and blood‐affecting properties.”20
In contrast, a senior North Korean military escapee said that he was told in roughly 2012
that North Korea had 2,000 tons of CW. He also said that CW weaponized in artillery shells
and rockets is essentially all stored in the forward area and not arrayed as a defense in depth:
Kim Jong-un was so terrorized by CW that he refused to allow weaponized CW to be stored
within artillery range of Pyongyang.21
It is also quite possible that North Korea has imported other CW. According to one prominent
North Korean escapee, North Korea checked with many parts of the former Soviet Union for
Soviet CW that those countries would be willing to sell in the aftermath of the Cold War. They
were successful in acquiring several thousand tons of former Soviet CW, 90 percent of which were
nerve agents and 90 percent was also weaponized in 240 mm multiple rocket launcher (MRL)
rockets (and these were mostly filled with VX) and a few Scud warheads.22
Chemical Weapon Delivery
North Korea has diverse means of CW delivery. “The KPA possesses artillery, multiple rocket
launchers, mortars, aerial bombs, and missiles capable of distributing chemical weapons.”23
16

Speaking of chemical weapons, the 2000 ROK Defense White Paper says: “Their quantity is estimated to be
somewhere between 2,500 and 5,000 tons.” Republic of Korea, Ministry of National Defense, 2000 Defense White
Paper, 2000, p. 58.

17

U.S. Department of the Army, 2020, pp. 1-11 and G-3.

18

“South Says North Korea Has 1,000 Tons of Chemical Weapons,” Yonhap News Agency, Seoul, March 21, 1995.

19

Interview with a North Korean escapee, May 2017.

20

“South Estimates DPRK Has 5,000 Tons of Chemical Weapons, Mostly Sarin,” Seoul Shinmun, April 15, 1995, p. 1.

21

Interview with a North Korean escapee, May 2017.

22

Interviews with a North Korean escapee, November 2016 and May 2017.

23

U.S. Department of the Army, 2020, p. G-3.
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North Korea could also use drones for CW delivery.24 Based in part on the killing of Kim
Jong-nam, the elder half-brother of Kim Jong-un, we believe that North Korea can also deliver
CW for assassinations.25 If the statement about North Korea acquiring rockets filled with VX
is true, North Korean multiple rocket launchers could become a source of very serious and
persistent CW contamination.
We have found no information that describes the amount of CW that could be delivered by
each of these means. But it is important to make such estimates so that we have an idea of the
quantity of CW that potentially must be dealt with. It is expected that North Korean artillery
(including multiple rocket launchers) would likely be the key means for CW delivery, but ballistic
missiles are also a reported major means of CW delivery.26 If North Korea has about 3,000 tons
of CW (which is toward the lower end of the 2,500 to 5,000 range cited above), we postulate that
the distribution of North Korean CW delivery would be roughly as shown in Table 2.2. The large
quantity of CW dedicated to artillery would also be supported by the report that North Korea
imported several thousand tons of nerve agent artillery rockets. We assume that several hundred
North Korean theater ballistic missiles carrying roughly 300 kgs of CW each would also be used
for CW delivery.27 We further assume that a similar amount of CW would be reserved for drone
and perhaps aircraft delivery. We postulate that about 10 percent or so of the CW could be held in
bulk storage and be available to fill more delivery systems as needed. Note that these numbers are
very approximate; rough guesses to provide a context for counters to CW later in this chapter.
Table 2.2. Possible Delivery Means for North Korean Chemical Weapons
Delivery Means
Artillery shells, rockets
Ballistic missiles
Aircraft, drones, special operations
forces (SOF)
Bulk agent

Postulated Quantity

Postulated Roundsa

2,400 tons

800,000 shells and rockets

150 tons

500 warheads

150 tons

?

300 tons

Refills for any of the above

aThe

numbers here postulate that the average North Korean artillery shell and rocket warhead is about 3 kg of
chemical weapons and that the average ballistic missile carries 300 kg of chemical weapons.
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U.S. Department of the Army, 2020, p. 8-9.
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In 2012, a North Korean assassin attempted to use a “poison pen” for an assassination, though it is not clear
whether it carried a chemical weapon or a biological toxin. See Paula Hancocks and K.J. Kwon, “‘Poison’ Pen
Mightier Than Sword for Would-Be North Korean Assassin,” CNN, November 26, 2012.
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U.S. Department of the Army, 2020 pp. 1-11, 1-14.
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The 3 kgs of a CW per artillery shell is an average derived from “Chemical Weapons: New Information
Analysed,” Jane’s Defence Weekly, February 27, 1988, p. 370. The 300 kgs of sarin per Scud warhead is derived
from Lord Lyell, “Chemical and Biological Weapons: The Poor Man’s Bomb,” Brussels: Committees of the North
Atlantic Assembly, October 4, 1996.
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Finally, because the ROK has a vast array of chemical industries, it is also possible that
North Korea could attack ROK storage or production of toxic industrial chemicals and create a
release or spill that would cause serious health effects in the ROK. Done covertly, such an attack
might not have the escalatory effect that a North Korean CW attack would have.

What Impact Might Chemical Weapon Use Have?
CW can have five kinds of effects: (1) killing or injuring people; (2) causing psychological
reactions such as panic and psychosomatic reactions; (3) causing the loss of personnel who
would be providing medical care and other support to the casualties; (4) denying operations and
activities from areas that might be contaminated; (5) forcing personnel and especially military
personnel into protective clothing, which will degrade their activities.
Table 2.3 provides estimates of the relative ability of chemical, biological, and nuclear
weapons to kill people. Because chemical and biological weapons are carried by wind, the nature
of atmospheric conditions matters, but that is far less true for airburst nuclear weapons, and thus
there is a single-column estimate for them. The area affected in Table 2.3 is the amount of a city
in which lethal effects would dominate. The indicated nuclear and biological weapons would
affect larger areas and thus cause more fatalities than a ton of sarin, though sarin would be quite
deadly on a clear, calm night. Of course, delivering 1,000 kgs of the nerve agent sarin sounds
like a very large amount. But a single 240 mm multiple rocket launcher battery could deliver that
much sarin, and the North has dozens of such batteries that could deliver rockets into Seoul.28
Table 2.3. Possible Effects of Chemical, Biological, and Nuclear Weapons
Area Affected, Potential Fatalitiesa
Nuclear, Biological, or Chemical
Weapons

Clear,
Sunny Day

Overcast
Day

Clear,
Calm Night

7.8 km2,
125,000

Nuclear air burst
(12.5 kt, blast effects)
Biological
(10 kg of anthrax)

4.6 km2,
75,000

14 km2,
220,000

30 km2,
480,000

Chemical
(1,000 kg of sarin)

0.74 km2,
11,000

0.8 km2,
13,000

7.8 km2,
125,000

SOURCE: U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction:
Assessing the Risks, Washington, D.C., August 1993, pp. 53–54.
a The original table in the cited source assumed a moderate wind on an overcast day or night, and an average
population density of 3,000 to 10,000 people living in each square kilometer of a city. These fatalities estimates are
adjusted to reflect the average Seoul population density being much greater: 16,000 people per km2. For chemical
and biological weapons, the fatalities would be for untreated people.
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Bennett, 2018, p. 92.
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CW can have severe psychological impacts. With nerve agents, part of the problem is that
psychological trauma can in some ways resemble CW effects. For example, in the 1995 sarin
attack on the Tokyo subway, 54 people were critically injured, 980 suffered mild exposure
symptoms, and more than 5,500 visited hospitals in the area with presumed chemical symptoms.
In short, those apparent “worried-well” persons outnumbered the actual casualties by a factor of
about 4.5.29 The threat of chemical exposure can also lead to mass evacuation of the potential
area of exposure.
When large numbers of people are affected by CW, many who are otherwise healthy are
forced to divert their attention to the care and support of those affected. Thus, a large number of
people were required to assist and treat the 5,500 people who went to the hospital as the result
of the Tokyo subway attack.
The affected areas described in Table 2.3 would be the areas that would largely be denied
immediately after an attack. The sarin threat would then dissipate, whereas a comparable VX
attack could deny utilization of such areas to unprotected people for weeks.
Finally, forcing personnel into protective clothing against CW would reduce their ability to
perform most functions. Many of the examinations of these degradations were done with older
protective equipment in the 1980s,30 and so it is difficult to estimate how seriously the current
generation of protective clothing would affect operations. But the degradations can be expected
to be fairly significant (some individual tasks even had more than 100-percent degradation in
the time required to carry out a task, with more performance losses expected in coordinated
combat).31 Moreover, even to perform functions such as eating, soldiers would need to be moved
out of contaminated areas, thereby reducing military presence in those areas.

Potential North Korean Use of Chemical Weapons
This section suggests various ways that North Korea could use CW. The North has already
used CW for assassinations, as discussed above, and has reportedly tested CW on North Korean
prisoners to determine the lethality of the various CWA.32 But otherwise we have found no
record of North Korean CW use and no documentation of North Korean tactics for CW use.
Nevertheless, the U.S. Army argues that “it is likely the KPA will not hesitate to use chemical
weapons in both offensive and defensive operations.”33 This is probably true because North
29
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Korea considers CW to be conventional weapons, not WMD,34 and thus as being less likely to
cause a U.S. nuclear response.
Given the previous discussion of North Korean CW assassination efforts, this section examines
limited CW attack possibilities that North Korea might consider beyond assassinations, as well as
CW attacks as part of major North Korean warfare.
How North Korea Might Use Chemical Weapons for Limited Attacks in Peacetime
Historically, North Korea has carried out a significant number of limited attacks on the
ROK, though none except for a few assassinations involving CW. The ROK 2020 Defense
White Paper identifies 1,118 North Korean provocations, not counting infiltrations, since the
1950s.35 North Korea carried out limited attacks on the ROK especially in the 1960s to try to
destabilize the ROK government and stimulate opposition to that government, including three
attempts to assassinate the ROK president (in 1968, 1974, and 1983). When those efforts proved
unsuccessful, North Korea transitioned to selected attacks apparently intended to demonstrate
North Korean empowerment to its internal audience.
The North has probably avoided limited attacks in recent years for three reasons. First, as
ROK conventional capabilities grew, the North has been decreasingly able to claim success in
its limited attacks. Suffering a defeat would be bad for the North’s internal politics and stability.
Second, North Korea learned in 2010 that attributable attacks on the ROK (such as the shelling
of Yeonpyeong Island) drive the ROK closer to the United States, which is the opposite of the
political outcome that North Korea wants. Third, the North worries about the potential for
escalation that could endanger North Korean regime survival. These developments apparently
led to the North reducing and then largely stopping its limited attacks after 2010. Instead, it has
focused on missile test provocations, which are prohibited by UN Security Council Resolutions.
Historically, the ROK-U.S. could have treated any sizable, attributable North Korean use of
CW as a major act of war, requiring a response akin to that required by the 1941 attack on Pearl
Harbor, which would place the regime in jeopardy. As will be discussed more in Chapter 6, we
therefore postulate that North Korea is unlikely to use CW for limited attacks.
North Korean Chemical Weapons Proliferation
North Korea has been a proliferator of CW and reportedly continues to be. “Since the 1990s
there have been repeated reports that the DPRK has provided chemical weapons, agents or
technology to Egypt, Iran, Libya and Syria. Most of these reports center around the sales of
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defensive equipment, manufacturing technology, assistance in developing chemical warheads for
Scud class ballistic missiles and development of chemical warfare production infrastructure.”36
“The North Koreans have proliferated CW programs to Syria and have also brought Syrians to
North Korea for training and weapons transfers. . . . Pyongyang is currently helping Syria produce
the precursors and is also providing chemical weapons parts to Syria.”37 In 2013, the South
Korean media reported: “A diplomatic source last Friday claimed the North has transferred
technologies for synthesizing chemical agents and making chemical warheads to Syria since the
mid-1990s by dispatching chemical weapons experts there.”38 North Korean has also provided
Syria with ballistic missiles and ballistic missile production technology.39 North Korea’s “other
key client for both chemical weapons and nuclear collaboration [is] Iran.”40
How North Korea Might Use Chemical Weapons for Major Attacks and War
For several decades, U.S. commanders in Korea have felt confident that a North Korean
invasion of the ROK could be defeated and thus deterred. For example, in 2002, then–Combined
Forces Command (CFC) Commander General Schwartz testified: “Although an attack on the
ROK would cause many casualties and great destruction, CFC would rapidly defeat North Korean
forces.”41 In 2021, the retiring U.S. commander in Korea, General Robert Abrams, testified to
Congress that the ROK-U.S. CFC was “fully capable of responding to a crisis and defeating any
adversary that threatens the ROK.”42
This U.S. confidence in victory has been based on ROK-U.S. conventional force superiority
over North Korea. But peninsula conditions have been changing. The ROK Army has declined
from 560,000 active-duty personnel in 2000 to about 400,000 in 2021 and may fall to roughly
300,000 by 2027.43 In 2005, the ROK Ministry of National Defense, anticipating this manpower
decline, put together Defense Reform Plan 2020 to provide a technology versus manpower tradeoff to balance these reductions from 2006 through 2020. But the ROK government underspent
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the planned budget by 100 trillion won (roughly $80 billion) as of 2020, cutting the planned
technology improvements by roughly one-third.44
This leaves the ROK Army forces in the forward defensive lines increasingly fragile. If North
Korea invades the ROK, “The first front would consist of a massive conventional assault across the
DMZ [demilitarized zone], using substantial firepower and chemical attacks on selected forwardposition targets to isolate Seoul before moving farther south. Additionally, ballistic missile
strikes—including missiles with chemical warheads—could hit South Korean and U.S. air bases,
ports, and C2 [command and control], communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance assets throughout South Korea and in Japan.”45 “In 2005, Gen. Leon LaPorte,
former commander of U.S. Forces-Korea, warned that every third round fired from North Korea’s
vast artillery fields would be a chemical weapon.”46 Nonpersistent CW such as sarin fired against
the ROK Army forward forces could cause more ROK casualties than high explosives and scare
some soldiers into abandoning their posts, potentially leaving holes in the defenses. Persistent CW
fired at avenues of maneuver could block ROK Army efforts to use neighboring ground forces to
stop a developing breakthrough. In addition, “The KPA has developed a policy of operational ‘first
use’ of chemical weapons against strategic targets (e.g., airfields, command and control centers,
ports, missile batteries) in the ROK.”47 Thus, while the ROK-U.S. have planned to use air forces to
prevent North Korean breakthroughs on the ground, North Korean use of CW against ROK combat
airfields could impair combat aircraft availability to perform this function.
The ROK-U.S. are also dependent on a major flow of U.S. military forces into the ROK in
a time of war. CW attacks on the airfields that support this force flow could reduce the flow,
especially as transport aircraft become contaminated with CW. Fearing CW effects, governments
outside of Korea may resist the landing of contaminated aircraft on their airfields, thereby also
reducing the flow of U.S. forces to Korea. “Operational exclusion is to selectively deny an
extraregional force access to or use of forward operating bases or sites within the region. North
Korea could attempt operational exclusion by launching nuclear or chemical missiles at existing
military bases in Japan, Guam, Alaska, or Hawaii.”48
North Korea may hope that its emphasis on surprise, rapid ground force advances and the use
of mixed forces such as CW could buy it the time to conquer the peninsula. If North Korea adds
only CW to its use of high explosives, it is not clear that the North can defeat ROK-U.S. forces and
conquer the ROK. The North Korean regime could be destroyed if a North Korean invasion of the
ROK fails, a very high risk to the North. Given the priority of North Korean regime survival as an
objective, we believe that North Korea is unlikely to take such a risk short of a major internal threat
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to the regime. But the addition of biological and nuclear weapons could shift the outcome to be
more favorable for North Korea, though with different risks, as will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Potential Republic of Korea and United States Counters to North Korean
Chemical Weapons
The ROK-U.S. can seek to minimize CW effects by destroying the delivery means,
preventing their delivery, protecting against the CW, and neutralizing the delivered CW. The
ability to perform these functions would contribute to denying North Korea the benefits of
CW use and, it is hoped, thereby deter the North Korean use of CW. Deterrence can also be
achieved by threatening North Korea with serious retaliation and being able to effectively
execute those threats.
This section addresses these options. It describes key means for minimizing CW effects and the
likely effectiveness of these means, while recognizing the substantial uncertainties that would be
associated with North Korea CW use. It discusses the likelihood that the ROK-U.S. capabilities
and declaratory policy in these areas would deter North Korean CW use. These assessments reflect
the information available outside of North Korea, without direct contact with the key North Korean
decisionmakers. Since we do not even know which North Korean leaders might be involved in
deciding to use CW in the future, we conclude that the ROK-U.S. must maintain a strong deterrent
against North Korea to hedge against any potential North Korean CW use.
Left of Launch
Most thinking about defeating WMD threats focuses on missile defense. But General John
Hyten, formerly the commander of U.S. Strategic Command (STRATCOM), urged a different
approach: “So when you look at missile defense and missile defeat, it’s important to look at
the entire kill chain, and instead of starting from the back end, where Patriot works in a point
defense system, it’s important to think about how you defeat and defend left of launch first.”49
“Left of launch” means before launch, when the CW warheads, their delivery means, and the
leaders who would order their launch are on the ground and targetable. There are two key
components of such operations. First, the ROK-U.S. must identify the location of the targets,
including some that may be mobile. Second, the ROK-U.S. must be able to strike those targets
effectively and in a time-urgent manner to try to prevent their movement and launch.
Locating Targets

Much of the process of locating the targets needs to be done in peacetime. Many North
Korean military assets are hidden in underground facilities to prevent knowledge of where they
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are located and of the character and quantity of those weapons. The ROK-U.S. rely heavily on
satellites and other overhead reconnaissance to locate the North Korean weapons. But locating
targets across all of North Korea with even these capabilities is very hard unless the overhead
assets can be focused on likely hiding areas.
A North Korean limited attack, especially if executed as a surprise, may prevent the ROK-U.S.
from locating the specific forces used in the attack. Moreover, preemption may not be politically or
militarily possible: North Korea could just launch different weapon(s). But against a major North
Korean attack, the ROK-U.S. should be able to gain unambiguous warning and prepare to cause
major damage to the North Korean attackers after they do their initial launches, if not before if
there is the political will for preemption.
The specific targets to be pursued are:
CW and delivery means storage. To maintain control of North Korean CW, the North
Korean military apparently tries to store CW away from the delivery systems in a limited
number of locations because of Kim Jong-un’s fears of CW, as described above. That might
mean a dozen or fewer storage facilities (one per base) for ballistic missiles, 50 or so artillery
regiments/brigades along the DMZ,50 and perhaps another dozen locations for bulk storage and
other delivery means—perhaps 75 total, a manageable number to find and confirm if the right
cueing is available. If, as a North Korean escapee argued, CW is controlled and guarded by
North Korean Strategic Force personnel,51 many former North Korean soldiers may be able to
provide information on where those personnel operate. Because the CW warheads/rockets/shells
would be heavy, the storage is presumably located close to existing roads.
Dealing with dispersal of CW and delivery means. If North Korean CW storage can be
located in peacetime, those locations could be monitored for dispersal in preparation for war,
with trucks and transporter erector launchers (TELs) leaving those locations being followed. CW
storage locations would probably not be fully evacuated by the start of a conflict, making those
targets valuable for some time. When a missile is fired from a TEL, ROK-U.S. aircraft in that
area should be able to locate and strike the TEL before it can be moved. Many trucks carrying
CW shells and rockets should also be locatable.
North Korean leadership. The North Korean leadership has a history of disappearing when
committing major provocations that it apparently feels could cause a ROK-U.S. retaliation.52
Because Kim Jong-un has used body doubles, it may not be possible to identify with certainty
his location in either a limited or a major conflict. Given the probable desire to eliminate both
Kim Jong-un and other members of his leadership, the ROK-U.S. need to identify likely regime
dispersal facilities, many of which have apparently been identified.53
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Destroying Targets Associated with North Korean Chemical Weapons

The ROK-U.S. have a large number of precision munitions that could be used to attack
and destroy North Korean underground storage locations and missiles preparing to launch. If
ROK-U.S. aircraft and missiles are ready when North Korea begins pulling its CW out of its
underground facilities or soon thereafter, the ROK-U.S. should be able to destroy the storage
locations before they are fully evacuated. This should be particularly easy with North Korean
artillery shells and rockets because it will take days to remove these shells and rockets from
their storage locations.54 The ROK-U.S. may not be able to destroy these targets before some
CW have been delivered; thus, active defenses are very important early in any major conflict.
But once North Korea uses CW, the ROK-U.S. should be able to destroy much of the remaining
North Korean CW, thereby reducing the demand on active defenses thereafter.
More difficult to destroy would be the North Korea leadership dispersal facilities, at least
some of which are reportedly hardened and deeply buried.55 According to the U.S. National
Academies, “Many of the more important strategic hard and deeply buried targets are beyond
the reach of conventional explosive penetrating weapons and can be held at risk of destruction
only with nuclear weapons.”56 The United States is producing a nuclear bomb of modest yield
that penetrates into the ground to cause enhanced ground shock coupling, achieving effects
comparable to ground bursts that have 15 to 25 times as much nuclear yield.57 These weapons
should be able to destroy leadership facilities while causing far less fallout than has been
historically expected from counter-leadership nuclear attacks.
Active Defenses
Active defenses seek to destroy the weapons or people delivering CW (and other weapons)
that are en route to their targets. The ROK-U.S. have deployed a variety of missile defenses in
the ROK that should be able to destroy many of the incoming North Korean ballistic missiles
carrying CW. Because of their limited range, the biggest challenge with missile defenses is
having enough batteries to cover all key targets. Missile defenses such as the Patriot system
could also destroy incoming North Korean aircraft and drones and perhaps even cruise missiles.
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Active defense against artillery is more difficult because of the large volume of artillery that
would be fired. The ROK-U.S. have been working on several alternative defenses against artillery
shells and rockets. One option is a variant of the Israeli Iron Dome system, which uses interceptor
missiles,58 and another is a laser system.59 It will be several years before the ROK-U.S. will field
any significant quantity of these defenses. If, as reported, North Korean artillery fire could amount
to 300,000 rounds in the first hour of a major conflict,60 none of the proposed systems would
be able to intercept more than a small number of this total. Still, that limited number might be
sufficient to protect a few, small targets as long as North Korea does not know what is being
protected (so the North cannot fire enough extra rounds at those locations to saturate the defenses).
These defenses also may become sufficient to deal with limited attacks.
In addition, active defense can be aided by directed energy (DE) weapons, including
high-energy lasers and high-power microwave devices, which use a beam of concentrated
electromagnetic energy or atomic/subatomic particles to disable missiles and artillery shells.
Although this technology is still considered nascent, the U.S. has begun fielding DE weapons
systems, and if successfully improved and employed, they can complement the current active
defenses in the next few years.61
Passive Defenses
Passive defenses are designed to protect people and resources from the effects of delivered
CW. Passive defenses focus on individual and collective protection, but also involve preemptive
contamination avoidance.
Individual protection involves masks, suits, gloves, and boots that keep CW away from a
person’s body. Individual protection can also include expedient medical treatments such as
atropine, which is designed to counter CW effects in persons who are exposed to nerve agents.
These protections can keep personnel alive and able to operate, though at a seriously degraded
level of military performance, because the protections reduce the ability of personnel to see,
hear, and engage adversaries and otherwise perform military functions.62 But these degradations
are usually considered preferable to the casualties and deaths that would otherwise occur as the
result of CW exposure. The other key downsides of individual protection are the psychological
effects of wearing this restrictive clothing and the risks associated with periodically removing
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individual protection for to eat, sleep, and perform other bodily functions, which leave personnel
vulnerable for a period of time. Passive defenses also include CW detection devices that determine
what areas are contaminated and where it is safe to temporarily remove individual protection
equipment. Once removed, masks can often be decontaminated, but suits may need to be replaced
if they have become contaminated. A key challenge is having enough individual protection for
such replacements over weeks of conflict.
Collective protection involves creating buildings and other facilities with overpressure inside
to keep CW out and filters that prevent chemical contamination from coming in. Unfortunately,
the ROK and U.S. governments have decided not to invest in such protections for most military
and government facilities in Korea, and it is difficult to create much more than small-scale
expedient collective protection against CW. When entering areas with collective protection,
personnel need to be examined for any contamination on them, and any contamination needs to
either be decontaminated or the contaminated surface needs to be removed from the individual
before he or she enters the area having collective protection.
For air and other forces based at fixed facilities, a key aspect of passive defense against WMD
and conventional attacks involves the ability to disperse assets to make it more difficult for North
Korea to destroy ROK-U.S. military forces. For example, during the Cold War, the United States
and the Soviet Union had dispersal airfields for many of their primary airfields. This approach
would be particularly important in the ROK because of the limited number of combat airfields.63
While there are often smaller airfields that fighter aircraft could use, it is not clear that logistical
supplies, security, and maintenance have been distributed to these facilities and whether personnel
have been trained in peacetime to operate from these dispersal airfields; trying to do such dispersal
in wartime without peacetime preparation could allow military assets concentrated on the few fixed
bases to be targeted and destroyed before dispersal could be completed.
Consequence Management
There are various consequence management functions that need to be performed against
North Korean use of CW. Contamination avoidance is one key function. Decontamination is a
second function. A third is medical treatment of the chemical casualties.
Avoiding chemically contaminated areas or protecting personnel who must go into these
areas requires the detection and marking of these areas. Detecting CW at an airfield after a
chemical attack can be tricky because asphalt, concrete, and other surfaces can absorb CW,
making detection difficult. But detection must nevertheless be done because the gradual
“off-gassing” of the chemicals from concrete and asphalt could harm unprotected personnel
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over time, especially during periods of rain when the CW can be pushed to the surface. One
way to do this is to place chemical detection paper or tape in some form of a grid around the
airfield before any CW attacks and then check where the paper/tape is contaminated after a
CW attack.
To the extent possible, chemical contamination needs to be decontaminated. This is most
critical with people who may have been exposed to CW before the CW cause casualties to those
exposed. Solutions that can perform this function and also deal with contamination on surfaces
such as unpainted metal and glass have been developed. Decontamination can also be performed
on personal protection equipment such as masks and to some extent protective suits, thereby
allowing this equipment to be reused.
As Table 2.1 suggests, many people exposed to CW may suffer injury but not death. Those
injured will require medical care. And many of those who think they may have been injured will
also demand some kind of care. Thus, in the aftermath of the sarin attack on the Tokyo subway
stations in 1995, some 1,000 medical injuries were treated, as noted earlier, but roughly 4,500
more people were apparently “worried-well” and consumed some degree of hospital capacity.64
The burden of handling CW casualties in this case was serious even though only 13 people were
killed by this attack.65
Retaliation and Cost Imposing
As noted in Chapter 1, deterrence is usually achieved by some combination of actions to
deny adversary benefits from an attack and actions to impose costs in retaliation for the attack.
The U.S. 2018 Nuclear Posture Review describes the U.S. cost-imposing approach to North
Korean nuclear weapon use as not letting the North Korean regime survive.66 That threat seems
to have a deterrent effect on North Korea: The North Korean leaders appear to not value much
beyond their own survival and continued control of North Korea.
Thus, even against North Korean CW use, the threat of some form of retaliation against the
North Korean regime and military leaders appears to be an appropriate cost-imposing strategy.
Because they have renounced CW, the ROK-U.S. cannot use CW (a symmetric means of
retaliation), and ROK-U.S. defense policy appears to make no specific military threat to deter
CW use. (What happens to North Korea if it uses CW that would not happen if it uses only
conventional weapons?) The North Korean regime should probably be told that limited CW
use is illogical: It risks regime survival. A U.S. retaliation against even limited CW use could
target the North Korean regime and might include U.S. nuclear weapon use.67 Moreover, any
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ROK-U.S. retaliation could cause serious escalation to major warfare and the destruction of the
regime. And if a conflict does escalate from limited warfare, it would also deny North Korea
the advantages of surprise, a major strategy component of North Korean war planning.68
In a major war, North Korea could use a substantial quantity of CW. In retaliating against that
CW use, the ROK-U.S. could still threaten regime survival, which could include nuclear weapon
use. In addition, deterrence would probably be increased by focusing the retaliation against CW use
on the destruction of the North Korean Strategic Force leadership, many of whom are unlikely
to be as seriously protected as the regime. The ROK-U.S. could establish and publish a chain of
responsibility for North Koreans involved in CW use, starting with the commander of the firing
battery, then going to the battalion and the brigade commanders and on to the Strategic Force
commander and his staff. In addition, the North Korean general staff and regime leadership would
also be appropriate targets. The North Korean regime and its subordinates need to be told that
they could be targeted in retaliation for even a limited CW attack. Threats to strike these leaders
might convince some commanders not to order CW use, even if they are directed to do so. In part,
this could be accompanied by ROK-U.S. psychological operations in peacetime to explain that
when the ROK-U.S. win a conflict started by North Korea, any commanders who supported
WMD use would be tried for war crimes.
Combining Defenses and Retaliation to Achieve Deterrence
None of the individual responses described above will be sufficient to prevent or neutralize
the effect of North Korean CW attacks. But each element of the defenses reduces the ability of
North Korean CW to overwhelm the other elements of defense. And General Hyten’s observation
quoted above makes it clear that early actions “left of launch” are key to limiting the effects of
North Korean CW attacks. Eight years ago, that led the ROK to adopt a “proactive deterrence
strategy, which will include preemptive strikes. Before the National Assembly on March 6, Jung
Seung-jo, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, made clear that preemptive strikes on the North’s
nuclear facilities are a matter of exercising the right of self-defense and Seoul does not require
Washington’s consent to make them.”69 The ROK-U.S. need to establish the thresholds of
North Korean actions at which they would execute “left of launch” attacks, if they have not
already done so.
Otherwise, the ROK-U.S. do not appear to be adequately prepared to counter the damage that
would be done by North Korean CW use in a major war started by the North. The ROK-U.S. need
to reevaluate the North Korean CW threat and prepare more serious capabilities to counter it. Nor
do they currently have declaratory policy against such CW use that would impose unacceptable
costs on the North Korean regime. The ROK-U.S. need to correct these shortfalls or face the
prospects of massive North Korean CW use.
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Chapter 3. North Korean Biological Weapons Threat1

Biological warfare agents (BWA) are either organisms or poisonous substances produced by
living organisms (i.e., toxins). The organisms of concern are generally bacteria and viruses. The
main attraction of biological agents is their high potency—on the order of 102 to 108 times more
potent than nerve agents, which are the most potent CWA. In many cases, this high potency is
the result of the biological organism replicating once it is in the body.2
The chapter examines the potential North Korean BW threats, the risks they pose, and the
actions the ROK-U.S. are taking to reduce these risks. Unfortunately, North Korea has made
major efforts to deny the ROK-U.S. any detailed information about its BW, making this subject
very uncertain. Nevertheless, BW has real potential utility for North Korea, and this supports
the possibility that the North does indeed pose a BW threat.

Background on Biological Weapons3
Most BW would be expected to be dispersed as an aerosol, spread by air movement
especially by the wind. BW agents are nonvolatile, so that once they have settled to the ground,
they are significantly less hazardous, though movement through such an area can lead to the
re-aerosolization of the BW. Most BW agents have little percutaneous effect and generally must
be inhaled or ingested to be dangerous, though some penetration into the body can come from
BW getting on people’s hands and wiped into the eyes. Once in the environment, most BWA
quickly dies or is inactivated (although there are a few important exceptions). While many CWA
kill in minutes, biological toxins can take hours to be effective, and biological diseases do not
manifest themselves for days or even weeks. The fragility of BWA means that the most likely
delivery method is using sprayers either on the ground or attached to drones. Delivery by
explosive munitions can destroy much of the agent, though the Soviets planned such delivery.4
Many biological agents do not necessarily kill the majority of their victims, who may just
be disabled for lengthy periods, depending upon the type of BW agent used. This could be seen
as a plus by the attacker since a low level of fatalities might undercut the rationale for a severe
retaliatory response such as using nuclear weapons. Biological agents can be either contagious
or noncontagious. Contagious agents could have more impact since the disease can spread to
1
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places far away from where the attack took place. However, there would be a danger of it
spreading back to the attacker’s troops or even the attacker’s country. Noncontagious agents
would not have this danger and would keep the impact of the attack focused on the enemy in
the area where the BW is released.

North Korean Biological Weapons Threat
Given the difficulty of obtaining intelligence on North Korea’s military programs, it is not
surprising that there is little hard information on North Korea’s BW program. This lack of hard
information has led to a wide range of assessments about the dangers of North Korean BW. On
the one hand, analysts such as Elisa D. Harris of the Henry L. Stimson Center and John Parachini
of the RAND Corporation have argued that there is no unclassified evidence that North Korea
has produced and stockpiled BW.5 Though North Korea has the technology to produce BW,
Harris and Parachini argue that many other countries do as well. Parachini has cast doubt on
defector reports of North Korean BW testing, saying that “many of these reports are based on
indirect or secondhand knowledge, repeat what has appeared in the open press or are evidently
inaccurate.”6 Harris goes so far as to call North Korea’s BW weapons program “purported.”
Current and past ROK-U.S. government sources present a different perspective. Andrew C.
Weber, a former assistant secretary of defense for Nuclear Chemical and Biological Defense
Programs, has said: “North Korea is far more likely to use biological weapons than nuclear
ones.”7 Similarly, the U.S. Department of State has said: “The United States assesses that the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) has an offensive BW program. . . . North
Korea is assessed to have had BW capabilities since at least the 1960s.”8 In addition, the U.S.
Army Surgeon General’s report on chemical and biological weapon threats quotes a 1993
Russian Foreign Intelligence Report that says:
North Korea is performing applied military-biological research in a whole number of universities,
medical institutes and specialized research institutes. Work is being performed in these research
centers with inducers of malignant anthrax, cholera, bubonic plague and smallpox. Biological
weapons are being tested on the island territories belonging to the DPRK (Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea).9
5
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In addition, the July 15, 1998, Donald Rumsfeld Commission report declared: “North Korea
also possesses biological weapon production and dispensing technology.”10 And the 2020 ROK
Defense White Paper argues that North Korea has a biological weapon program,11 as does the
2022 Annual Threat Assessment by the U.S. Director of National Intelligence.12
The fact that North Korea may not have stockpiled BW is not of great significance. Given the
short “shelf life” of many agents, stockpiling them would make little sense. This fact, combined
with the high potency of biological agents, makes the production of biological agents “on demand”
a reasonable option. The Soviet Union planned to produce the bulk of its anthrax weapons by this
method,13 though the Soviets still maintained rather substantial BW stocks for use in a war until
production could be ramped up.14 Nevertheless, an expert on North Korean WMD programs cites
several other U.S. government sources to argue that “it would be prudent to assume that the DPRK
possesses a stockpile of biological weapons.”15
South Korean governmental sources have stated on various occasions that North Korea has
14 possible BWA.16 These agents are anthrax, botulinum toxin, cholera, Korean hemorrhagic
fever (KHF), plague, smallpox, typhoid fever, yellow fever, dysentery, brucellosis, staphylococcal
enterotoxin B (SEB), tularemia, typhus, and T-2 mycotoxin. North Korea has no need to have
dissipated its biological weapons development efforts by developing all 14 agents. Indeed, some
of these agents, such as cholera and dysentery, are not going to be very effective in a modern
country such as South Korea. Space does not allow us to discuss all 14 agents in detail. Instead,
Table 3.1 describes ten of these agents, and in the text we will focus on two, anthrax and KHF.
Anthrax is the agent most likely to have been developed as a biological weapon by North Korea,
given evidence uncovered in the last several decades. KHF has particular utility in the Korean
context because it is endemic to Korea (it occurs naturally), and it is known that North Korea has
cultured significant quantities of the virus in order to produce a vaccine.
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Table 3.1. Characteristics of Some Potential North Korean Biological Weapons
Cases
in 2021

Incubation
Period

Duration of
Illness

Untreated
Lethality

Contagious

Aerosol
Persistence

Anthrax

0

1–6 days

High

No

High

Botulinum toxin

0

12 h–5 d

High

No

Moderate

Brucellosis

8

5–60 d

3–5 days
1–3 d if lethal,
months otherwise
Weeks to months

< 5%

No

Moderate

Biological Weapon

KHF

260

4–42 days

Weeks to months

5–15%

Rare

Low

Pneumonic Plague

0

1–7 days

1–6 days

High

Moderate

Low

SEB

0

3–12 hours

1–2 weeksa

No

Low

Smallpox

0

7–17 days

4 weeks

High

Moderate

Q Fever

48

7–41 days

2–14 days

< 1%
High to
moderate
Very low

Rare

High

Ricin

0

18–24 hours

Days

High

No

Low

Tularemia

0

1–21 days

2+ weeks

Moderate

No

Low

SOURCE: U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, USAMRIID’s Medical Management of
Biological Casualties Handbook, 9th ed., September 2020.
a There is a debate on how severely SEB affects people. This was the view presented by Bill Patrick, former technical
director of the U.S. BW program, in a seminar in 1998.

Anthrax
Anthrax has always been considered a BWA. One property of anthrax that is very advantageous
from the attacker’s point of view is that it forms hardy endospores that are very resistant to
environmental degradation.17 Whereas most bacteria and viruses will survive outside of a host
for only a day to a week, anthrax endospores can survive for decades. This property of endospores
means that anthrax can be dispersed much more effectively than most other biological agents
and the anthrax threat can persist for a long time. For example, Gruinard Island off the coast of
Scotland was used by the British to test possible anthrax weapons in 1942. In the 1980s the island
was still contaminated, but a special formaldehyde solution was used to clean the island for human
habitation in 1987.18
Inhalational anthrax is caused by inhaling anthrax endospores. It is the form of the disease that
is of the greatest BW concern and has a very high untreated mortality of almost 100 percent.19
Anthrax is noncontagious so that the effects would be limited to where the attack took place.
Inhalational anthrax has an incubation period of one to six days. Death occurs three to six days
after the start of symptoms.

17
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18
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There is a human vaccine for anthrax, but the vaccination schedule requires five shots spread
over 18 months, followed by yearly boosters.20 The large number of required shots limits the
number of people who can be vaccinated. The disease can be successfully treated with antibiotics
during the incubation period. If vaccination starts at the same time as the antibiotic treatment,
then a 42-day course of antibiotics is required.21 If the vaccine is not available, then a 60-day
course of antibiotics is required.
However, without the recognition that exposure to anthrax has taken place, treatment may
well be delayed until victims are ill. In this case, even with aggressive treatment including
multiple antibiotics, only 55 percent will survive.22 In the aftermath of the 2001 anthrax attacks,
half of the survivors had not returned to work one year later.23
Anthrax is one of the few BWA that can have cutaneous effects. If anthrax’s persistent
endospores enter the skin through a cut or abrasion, cutaneous anthrax can occur. This results in a
“malignant pustule” forming at the point of entry. In about 20 percent of the untreated cases, the
disease can become systemic and lead to death.24 Otherwise, the patient will recover. If treated
with antibiotics in a timely manner, the mortality is less than 1 percent.
On a weight basis, the inhaled lethal dose of anthrax is about 100,000 times smaller than the
lethal dose for the nerve agent sarin. This fact means that effective anthrax attacks would involve
the use of far less agent than chemical attacks.
Kim Jong-un’s visit to a North Korean biopesticide plant on June 6, 2015, raised serious
concerns that anthrax is a North Korean BWA.25 The biopesticide Kim was examining is
Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt). The endospores of this organism can be sprayed over large areas.
Bt is lethal to a number of insect pests but is harmless to other animals including humans. The
North Korean media published a large number of photos of Kim Jong-un’s visit, which show a
great deal of the equipment in this facility.
However, Bt is in the same genus as anthrax. The equipment that can produce the Bt
endospores can just as easily produce anthrax endospores. The same procedures that “weaponize”
the Bt endospores against insects can be used to weaponize anthrax endospores against humans.
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Both Iraq and the Soviet Union used the production of Bt as a cover for the production
of anthrax.26
While Kim Jong-un strolling through this facility without any protective gear demonstrated
that the plant was not producing anthrax,27 this misses the point. Though the parts of the plant
shown may not have produced any anthrax in 2015, the plant could start producing anthrax any
time Kim Jong-un ordered it to do so.
Further, since North Korea managed to obtain the equipment needed for the Bt production
facility, it could have just as easily obtained additional equipment for a separate dedicated anthrax
production facility. The Bt facility is concerning because North Korea has no need to produce Bt,
since it could easily obtain this biopesticide from China. In addition, the timing of Kim Jong-un’s
visit, coming only ten days after it had been announced that the U.S. had accidentally sent live
anthrax to South Korea,28 seems to have been intended to send a message regarding North
Korea’s biological warfare capabilities.
Prior analysis by RAND has shown that the amount of anthrax that North Korea would need
to conduct significant attacks is not large.29 RAND modeled a major outdoor attack on a large
urban area involving the release of 75 kg of anthrax slurry (containing around 1–2 kg of anthrax
endospores). Taking into account the reduction in exposure to people indoors and that antibiotic
treatment would begin once the attack was recognized, about 37,000 people would be killed,
another 60,000 would be permanently disabled due to long-term sequelae of the disease, 20,000
would be temporarily disabled, and 1.9 million would require medical treatment for weeks
(mainly antibiotic prophylaxis).30
RAND also modeled a second attack that involved the release of a small amount of anthrax
inside a 50-story office building with 10,000 occupants. Since it would take several days for the
attack to be recognized, an additional 4,250 people would enter the building and be affected.
Despite the reduction in exposure due to the building’s ventilation system filters and antibiotic
treatment once the attack was recognized, 2,750 would be killed, another 4,500 permanently
disabled, 1,500 would be temporarily disabled, and 5,500 would require medical treatment.31 Due
to the delay in recognizing that an attack had occurred, finding specific evidence that North Korea
was behind the attack might be difficult unless the attacker was somehow “caught in the act.”
26
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Long-term contamination of a building would also be a major problem. In the aftermath of the
2001 anthrax mail attacks in the United States, about $250 million was spent decontaminating
the Senate office building and postal facilities in New Jersey and Washington, D.C.32 The
American Media Inc. small office building in Florida was abandoned. Note that the total amount
of anthrax used in these attacks was on the order of 10 grams.33
Korean Hemorrhagic Fever
Of the other 12 biological agents that North Korea might possess, one that might have
particular utility in the Korean setting is KHF,34 a serious form of the disease hemorrhagic
fever with renal syndrome (HFRS). It is caused by the Hantaan virus of the genus Hantavirus
of the family Bunyaviridae. Hantaviruses’ main reservoir is rodents, in which the viruses cause
inapparent, chronic infections. Each hantavirus is maintained in one specific rodent, which in
the case of the Hantaan virus is the striped field mouse, found in Eastern Asia. It is believed that
when humans and the mice come into close contact, aerosols or fomites contaminated with the
urine, saliva, or feces of the mice result in human infections. The disease is not contagious
person-to-person.
Cases of HFRS have a long history in East Asia. The disease was encountered by Japanese
and Soviet forces during World War II and UN forces during the Korean War. However, neither
the Japanese nor Soviet nor U.S. doctors were able to determine the cause of the disease. It was
not until 1976 that a South Korean research team lead by Dr. Ho Wang Lee demonstrated that the
disease was caused by a virus carried by the striped field mouse.35 The Hantaan virus was
the first Hantavirus to be isolated. In South Korea, approximately 300 to 600 cases occur each
year.36 Since the striped field mouse avoids humans, the disease occurs mainly in rural areas in
soldiers and farmers concentrated near the DMZ. In China 12,000 to 20,000 cases are reported
each year.37
The incubation period of KHF is generally two to three weeks but may vary from four to
42 days.38 The clinical course of the disease can be mild, moderate, or severe. Treatment of the
severe disease requires weeks of extensive hospitalization, including in an intensive care unit.
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Since HFRS is a viral disease, antibiotics have no effect on it. No antiviral drugs have been
developed to specifically treat HFRS. Treatment is supportive and consists of managing fluids
and blood chemistry with intravenous fluids and hemodialysis. The fatality rate of KHF differs
according to the patient and period. In the 1960s it was as high as 25 percent for South Korean
civilians but now is around 1 percent.39 However, if hospital resources are not available, the
fatality rate could be significantly higher. Recovery from severe cases can take two to
three months.
An inactivated virus vaccine has been developed in South Korea by Dr. Ho Wang Lee.40 It has
been marketed as Hantavax in South Korea since 1990.41 The vaccination regime is three shots at
0 months, 1 month and 13 months. The immunity lasts for at least several years. A similar vaccine
is in use in China with approximately 2 million doses being administered each year.42 Interestingly,
Dr. Lee was told by a North Korean colleague that the North Koreans developed a similar vaccine,
which by 1989 had already been given to about 30,000 people.43 There is no vaccine against the
hantavirus approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
The current vaccines in use in South Korea and China provide only modest protection. One
source said, “The vaccines elicit suboptimal immune responses, confer inadequate protection
and may cause safety concerns.”44 Clearly there is a need for an improved vaccine, but such a
development is likely to occur only in China, given the low incidence of the disease elsewhere.45
This is probably the case for any antiviral treatments as well.
Since aerosols of the virus spread the disease, an aerosol release would be the typical
means for carrying out an attack. Experiments with a related hantavirus showed that in a wet
environment at room temperature, the virus remained infectious for five days.46 In addition,
there can be rodent-to-rodent spread without any direct contact but rather via contaminated
bedding. The bedding remained contagious for up to 15 days. The exact mechanism whereby
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the rodents were infected by the contaminated bedding is unknown, but these infections raise
the possibility that the virus could be spread to humans by fomites. Therefore, this virus may
be a cutaneous threat as well as an inhalational one. The risk of exposure after an attack will
persist for at least five days and perhaps up to two weeks.
It is difficult for the United States and South Korea to determine just how effective an attack
with KHF would be. There is no “animal model” of this disease, meaning there is no animal that
contracts KHF and suffers the same type of illness as humans. Usually, to determine how potent
a given BWA preparation such as anthrax endospores are, animals are exposed to the disease.
This cannot be done for KHF.
Only with experimentation on humans can the effectiveness of a prospective KHF attack be
determined. While this is not an option for South Korea and the United States, it may be for
North Korea. A number of defectors have reported that North Korea has conducted tests of
biological agents on political prisoners.47 If North Korea has performed human testing of KHF, it
may have gained significant insight into the utility of KHF as a biological weapon. In addition, if
China were to develop an improved vaccine and antiviral treatments for KHF and provide them
to North Korea, KHF might be a very effective North Korean biological weapon.
Since the KHF vaccine is an inactivated virus preparation, significant quantities of the virus
must be produced in a cell culture to create the vaccine. Since North Korea produces a KHF
vaccine, it must have the capability to produce the virus. Vaccine production and other protective
measures against KHF could be used by North Korea as a cover for the production of KHF
weapons.

Possible North Korean Uses of Biological Weapons
How might North Korea use BW, how might it be delivered, and what impact might it have?
Peacetime
In peacetime, it is normally assumed that North Korea has not used biological weapons.
Nevertheless, several decades ago a senior ROK officer said that he and colleagues believed
that North Korea had done some very limited experimentation with anthrax in the ROK,
seeking to determine the ROK ability to detect anthrax and attribute its outbreak.48 North
Korea has apparently not used BW for assassinations in the way that Bulgaria reportedly used
ricin for some assassinations in 1978, likely with Soviet assistance.49 It is normally assumed
that North Korea has been careful to avoid such uses because of the possibility of serious
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ROK-U.S. escalation in response. In addition, Kim Jong-un has struggled to plant an image of
North Korea in the international community as a “normal state”; he may fear that the use of
BW could completely thwart such existing efforts.
Nevertheless, if North Korea experiences increasing instability, Kim may be tempted to
carry out some local, limited BW attacks, trying to avoid attribution. Such attacks would best
be done with diseases that are endemic to the ROK such as typhoid fever (66 cases in 2021) or
KHF (252 cases in 2021), as listed by the Korean Disease Control and Prevention Agency.50 In
the ROK but also possibly in Japan and the United States, North Korean agents could
•
•
•
•
•

release very limited amounts of anthrax near U.S. military facilities to sow discord
between U.S. and ROK, since it could be portrayed as an “accidental” U.S. release during
its “biowarfare experiments”51
release anthrax in a building and cause major economic disruption since workers may
then stay away from any related major building.
infect ROK ground forces near the DMZ with small amounts of KHF or typhoid fever,
which may be hard to differentiate from a natural outbreak
contaminate food with botulinum, which may be hard to differentiate from a natural
outbreak
assassinate an individual with ricin.

These attacks could cause serious panic, with people fearing that BW attacks could recur and
seriously disrupt the South Korean economy and society. But North Korea would take a serious
risk that its attackers could be caught. Moreover, any BW attack would raise suspicion of North
Korean involvement. Repeated attacks would tend to confirm this involvement and potentially
leading to serious ROK-U.S. retaliation.
Wartime
In wartime, North Korea may well decide to use BW. But if it does, it must do so understanding
that the incubation period of the various kinds of BWA will delay the incapacitating effects of
any attack. That incubation delay could induce North Korea to begin some BW attacks before its
main attack on the ROK in the hope of achieving at least some incapacitation of ROK personnel
early in the North’s main attack. But to achieve surprise, the North could carry out only selected
BW attacks before its main attack. After the main attack begins, the North would have great
incentive to use BW to attack key targets while not worried about giving the ROK-U.S. warning.
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We anticipate that North Korea could employ several kinds of BW attacks:
•

•

•
•
•

Disrupt key military facilities (airfields, ports, and command and control) especially in
the ROK but also in Japan, with widespread aerosol releases of anthrax or tularemia.52
The aerosol could be made into a cocktail using toxins such as SEB53 and botulinum
to achieve a more rapid impact and agents such as Q-fever, KHF, or even brucellosis to
achieve a longer-term effect;54 anthrax would be used on facilities North Korea will not
want to use (because of its persistence), while tularemia would be used on facilities it
wanted to use
Interfere with military reinforcement and resupply by contaminating key ROK, Japanese,
and U.S. airfields and ports with anthrax (because of its persistence) or exposing critical
personnel in those areas to smallpox or plague, with Pusan being a particular target; this
could be done by aerosol release or sending in infected persons (North Korean SOF
wittingly infected or third parties unwittingly infected, for example by infecting people
flying into Pusan on a commercial aircraft)
Deny the use of logistics and related facilities using aerosol releases of anthrax, especially
in the ROK
Disrupt the advance of ROK-U.S. forces north of the DMZ by contaminating the water
supplies in that area with diseases such as cholera and typhoid
Execute an end of the NK regime retaliation by widely spreading anthrax or contagious
agents such as smallpox and pneumonic plague in cities in the ROK, U.S., Japan, or even
China by aerosol release or by sending in infected persons as noted above.

Any of these uses could cause as much if not more damage to the ROK-U.S. war effort through
psychological effects, including chaos and panic, as through casualties. Panic could come in the
form of other countries closing their borders to the ROK to avoid BW spread, and even the United
States pausing its flow of forces into Korea to avoid BW spread to its personnel and aircraft. This
could keep many U.S. forces from joining the defense of the ROK, disrupt the flow of needed
supplies (including food) into the ROK, and prevent U.S. and allied noncombatant evacuation
from Korea—all major effects on theater military operations. The use of contagious BW would
have particularly serious psychological effects, as in the case of the 1994 plague outbreak in
Surat, India, when some 600,000 people fled the city in one night in response to 5,000 reported
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plague cases, of which only 167 cases were confirmed.55 The use of anthrax in particular would
lead to many people using antibiotics for prophylaxis to prevent themselves for becoming infected
in case they were exposed, and therefore to people hoarding antibiotics in the ROK and making it
difficult for others to get antibiotics if they become infected. And that would cause further chaos.
North Korea will worry about causing negative international public opinion due to its use of
BW and also worry about the possibility of a massive retaliation by the ROK-U.S. Therefore, the
extent and intensity of North Korea’s wartime BW use will depend on North Korea’s confidence
in the performance and effectiveness of its nuclear weapons and causing needed effects against
the ROK-U.S. In any case of BW use, North Korea will strongly insist that it was not involved
and threaten to respond with nuclear weapons against any retaliation by the ROK-U.S.
Delivery of biological agents by explosive munitions such as artillery or missile warheads
would be difficult. BWA tend to be fragile, and the explosive release of the agent would destroy
much of the BW.56 Still, North Korea is reported to have been experimenting with various key
parts of BW delivery by ballistic missile.57 In particular, anthrax spores are resilient and thus
more able to survive delivery by missiles or aircraft (probably AN-2s). More BW delivery
would be expected by North Korean special forces using aerosol sprayers in the ROK rear areas,
something that could also be done by North Korean sleeper agents living in the ROK. North
Korea has some 200,000 SOF,58 some fraction of which could be given BW delivery as their
mission. Given the potency of biological agents, North Korean SOF using hand-held sprayers
could carry out a major biological attack anywhere in South Korea and even in Japan or the
United States (or China). In addition, large BW sprayers could be vehicle-mounted and used.
Drones or perhaps even AN-2 aircraft could be used to release BW in specific rear areas of the
ROK, especially if the North judges the ROK air defense network to be weaker than expected.
In order to protect the BW from the sun’s ultra-violet radiation, the BW release would probably
occur at night, during stable weather conditions.
Because aerosolized BW would be carried by the wind, the use of BW is not advised near the
DMZ, as the wind could shift and persistent BW such as anthrax could also affect North Korean
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personnel. The use of CW, with smaller and thus more controlled areas of contamination, might
thus be preferred by the North in attacking ROK ground forces at or near the front.
North Korea could carry out BW attacks “several days or weeks in advance of a conventional
military attack, to degrade critical U.S./ROK personnel (e.g., pilots, senior officers), overload
U.S./ROK medical systems, and spread panic among the civilian population.”59 It would
nevertheless want to use care and limit very early attacks in order not to give the ROK-U.S.
strategic warning of a North Korean attack. An anthrax attack on rear-area personnel would take
a number of days to have an effect because of the incubation period, but if combat were ongoing,
such an attack could have a significant impact. Biological detectors might give an alarm of such
an attack within a day. Appropriate prophylaxis or early antibiotic treatment could prevent
serious disease, but it may be difficult to provide appropriate antibiotics to all of the troops in
combat for the two months potentially needed, especially since those exhibiting symptoms
should be treated with intravenous antibiotics.60 Attacks with persistent agents such as anthrax or
perhaps even KHF on the port of Busan or on important airbases could seriously disrupt
operations and create substantial panic and chaos. They could also cause alliance friction if the
United States were to provide antibiotics to its personnel on a base that has suffered a BW attack
but not to the ROK contractors on the base or the ROK civilians living around the base.
As was also described above, a large-scale anthrax attack on a major urban area could kill at
least tens of thousands.61 Indeed, since Seoul is more densely populated than the city used in a
prior RAND analysis (Chicago), the total dead might approach 100,000. The number of deaths
may actually be even higher, as it may be difficult to provide antibiotic prophylaxis to millions
of people. North Korea’s development of nuclear weapons has decreased the chance that such
an attack might occur, but this is only because a nuclear attack could kill even more people.
Because BW is normally delivered by the wind, North Korea may worry that a wind shift
or a military advance could lead to North Koreans being infected with BW. Considering the
poor health conditions and medical infrastructure in the North, the impact of BW on North
Koreans could be much greater. Because North Korea would generally lack sufficient vaccines,
treatments, or quarantine equipment, North Koreans faced with BW use might rebel against the
regime. ROK-U.S. experts have therefore anticipated that if North Korea is serious about BW
use, the North would vaccinate at least the special forces that would carry BW along with those
developing BW. It is therefore not surprising that a North Korean defector in 2017 had anthrax
antibodies, suggesting that he had been vaccinated against anthrax.62 And “a secret federal
intelligence assessment, completed in 1998 and based on substantial evidence including recently
vaccinated North Korean soldiers, concluded that Iraq, North Korea and Russia are likely to be
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concealing smallpox virus for military use.”63 Alternatively, the North may reserve BW use for
areas south of the Seoul metropolitan area,

Potential Republic of Korea and United States Counters to North Korean
Biological Weapons
The ROK-U.S. can seek to minimize BW effects in many of the same ways as they
would minimize CW effects. But there are ways in which countering BW would differ from
countering CW.
Left of Launch
Little is known about possible biological agent production facilities in North Korea except
for the Bt facility visited by Kim Jong-un. As was discussed above, North Korea may not even
possess stockpiles of BWA but rather produce the needed agent on-demand. Even if North Korea
does have stockpiles of BWA, the amount of material may be less than 100 kg, and the required
storage facilities would be small and easily concealed. Without better knowledge, conducting
preemptive strikes against these facilities would be difficult.
Delivery of BWA would probably be by ground-based sprayers, aerial platforms such as
drones or AN-2 aircraft, or SOF. It is unlikely that the biological agents are mated with their
delivery systems in peacetime (for example, because many BWA require refrigeration until the
time of actual use). Even if some potential BW weapon delivery systems are preemptively
destroyed, the BWA could be delivered to the surviving delivery assets for use.
Active Defenses
The ROK-U.S. have deployed a variety of missile defenses that could be used to intercept
the drones or aircraft that could spray BWA. However, intercepting low-flying, low-radar
cross-section targets may not be easy.
Once a major war is underway, it may be difficult for North Korean SOF to infiltrate South
Korea. At the start of such a war, many SOF units may be sent into South Korea to attack a
number of targets with conventional weapons. SOF carrying BW could be mixed in with these
other SOF units.
In peacetime, stopping SOF carrying BW will be less demanding, since the defenses against
the SOF would need to be only partially effective. Given the possible serious consequences of
ROK-U.S. forces killing or capturing North Korean SOF carrying BW, North Korea would
probably want a high degree of certainty that an attack would succeed before undertaking such
an operation.
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Passive Defenses and Consequence Management
Detection

As was discussed above, a BW attack may not cause illness for many days. Therefore,
disease surveillance by itself will not detect an attack until many people are already infected,
sick, or dead. By then it may be too late to take many prophylactic measures. Being able to
detect an attack soon after it has occurred would offer many advantages. The United States has
been developing detection systems for the last two decades, including Biowatch, which has been
deployed in the United States. However, it could only detect a handful of biological agents, has
had an unacceptably high false alarm rate, and has been expensive to operate.
The United States has been testing improved BW detection technologies in South Korea since
2013 as part of Project Joint U.S. Forces in Korea Portal and Integrated Threat Recognition
(JUPITR). This effort is designed to protect specific installations rather than provide wide-area
surveillance. The project ran into trouble in 2015, when live samples of anthrax were accidentally
sent to South Korea instead of inactivated samples. This has led to persistent opposition to the
project from South Korean civilians who do not believe it was an accident and that U.S. BW
testing is occurring in South Korea.64 The Chinese media has helped to stoke these fears.65
The U.S. Army is testing a new integrated chemical and biological detection system known
as Capabilities to Enhance Threat Awareness, Understanding, and Response (CENTAUR). It
is expected to be tested each summer at Dugway Proving Ground through 2026.66 Clearly,
whatever technology is finally selected, it will not be deployed operationally until at least 2027.
Individual and Collective Protection

Since most biological agents need to be inhaled to be effective, soldiers would need to don
just the mask, not the full mission-oriented protective posture (MOPP) gear, in order to be
protected. However, the early detection of an attack, which is required to don the mask in a
timely fashion, may not be available, as BW is usually “detect-to-treat,” not “detect-to-protect.”67
If reliable real-time detection of biological attack were available, then soldiers would need to
wear the masks only during the few hours that the attack was in progress (as the cloud of agent
passed over them). Unfortunately, it appears that it will be many years before such a detection
capability will be available.
Collective protection involves creating structures with overpressure inside to keep BW out and
filters that prevent BW from coming in. However, the ROK and U.S. governments have decided
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not to invest in such protections for most military and government facilities in Korea. Even if such
protected structures were to exist, the long interval (perhaps days) between when a biological
attack occurs and when it is detected poses a significant problem. The structure provides protection
only if contamination from people entering it can be prevented, but until it is known that an attack
has taken place, no decontamination of the entries will take place. As a result, collective protection
will have more utility against CW than BW.
Medical Prophylaxis and Treatment

Vaccines are an effective prophylaxis against BW—a means of providing preexposure
protection. A number of vaccines are mandatory “for DoD [Department of Defense] personnel
(military, civilian & contractors) traveling for any period of time in theater.”68 Of the 14 possible
North Korean BWA, vaccinations are required for three: anthrax, smallpox, and typhoid. Vaccines
do not exist for many of the other agents, and South Korea’s KHF vaccine is not FDA approved.
But then, South Korean military forces are not vaccinated against anthrax and smallpox. Some
members of the South Korean military who are at high risk of contracting the disease naturally are
vaccinated against KHF. Clearly there needs to be some better coordination between U.S. and
South Korean military forces as to which vaccines are administered. While it would be preferred
that South Korean military forces be vaccinated for anthrax, for example, U.S. military forces
should still be vaccinated even if the South Korean forces are not, in order to attempt to deter
limited anthrax attacks on U.S. forces and also reduce the potential theater demand for antibiotics
if North Korea were to use anthrax. Vaccines for some other BW that may be used under
Investigational New Drug (IND) protocols are being developed.
A variety of treatments can be used against BW infections. Antibiotics are useful against all
bacterial agents, though some BW is better treated with specific antibiotics. In the last few
decades, effective antiviral drugs have been developed against some diseases, but they tend to be
disease-specific. The antiviral tecovirimat was FDA approved in 2018 for treatment of smallpox,
and two other antivirals may be used against smallpox under IND protocols.69 Several of the
other viral BW can also be treated with ribavirin or other IND protocols.70 The smallpox vaccine
(ACAM2000) is recommended as a treatment within four days of exposure either to prevent the
disease or to limit its severity.71 Toxins cannot be treated with either antibiotics or antivirals
and instead require an antitoxin, which is also disease specific. Further, the antitoxin must be
administered before the person is serious ill. Given the relatively fast action of the toxins and the
limited supplies of antitoxins, successful treatment is rather unlikely.
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Table 3.2. Managing Possible North Korean Biological Warfare Agents
Biological Weapon
Agent

Contagious
Person to Person

Can Be Treated
With Antibiotics

Effective
Vaccine

Anthrax

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Botulinum toxin

No

No

No

No

Cholera

No

Yes

Yesa

No

KHF

No

No

Yesb

No

Plague

Yes

Yes

No

No

Smallpox

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Typhoid fever

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yellow fever

No

No

Yes

No

Dysentery

No

No

No

No

Brucellosis

No

Yes

No

No

Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B

No

No

No

No

Tularemia

No

Yes

Yes

No

Typhus

No

Yes

No

No

T-2 mycotoxin

No

No

No

No

USFK Vaccination
Required

SOURCES: Compiled by the authors from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention webpages on each disease
and United States Forces Korea, “Force Health Protection (FHP) Requirements for the Korean Peninsula,”
Regulation 40-9, October 20, 2021.
a Protection is short-lived.
b This vaccine is not FDA approved

Table 3.2 lists the generally referenced 14 possible North Korean BW agents and whether
they are contagious, can be treated by antibiotics, whether there is a vaccine that can prevent the
disease, and whether United States Forces Korea (USFK) requires vaccination. It is interesting
to note that only two of the 14 are contagious. Seven of the agents can be treated by antibiotics,
but for both anthrax and plague the treatment must be started early to be effective. There are
vaccines for seven of the agents, but for cholera the protection does not last much beyond three
to six months, and the vaccine for KHF is not FDA approved. USFK already vaccinates for
three of the four remaining agents. The vaccine for yellow fever is quite effective, and if the
threat was seen to be serious, U.S. and South Korean forces could be vaccinated against it as
well. Limited quantities of the tularemia vaccine are available under IND protocols. The vaccine’s
effectiveness does start to decline at high exposure doses but is otherwise effective.
The bottom line is that there are many holes in medical responses if North Korea selects the
right BW; thus, it has incentives for pursuing development of multiple BW agents.
But Kim Jong-un needs to recognize that the world has changed. The development of
biological synthesis now allows some companies or even individual scientists to be able to
produce BW to retaliate against North Korean BW use. They could also acquire drones and
sprayers for the delivery of those agents. It may take days to weeks to prepare a response, but
in peacetime such a delay in the response would not be problematic. These organizations
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would understand the importance of targeting such attacks against the North Korean elites in
Pyongyang and especially the government center, which is roughly 1.5 km north-northeast of
the Pyongyang train station.
Retaliation and Cost Imposing
Both the ROK and the United States have abandoned the development and stockpiling of
BW for military attacks. Thus, they would not have the ability to respond in kind against a
North Korean BW attack and would require an asymmetric response. If the North Koreans were
to conduct large-scale use of BW during wartime that resulted in a large number of casualties and
deaths, then it would not be hard to imagine that nuclear retaliation would be in order—regardless
of any prewar U.S. declarations on the use of nuclear weapons. Indeed, the United States could
consider a nuclear response to even more limited BW attacks—for example, attacks against U.S.
military bases in the ROK or Japan, which could cause thousands of casualties. Providing clear
attribution of a BW attack, which North Korea would almost certainly deny, would be key to
justifying a nuclear weapon or any other response. The United States could strengthen deterrence
of North Korean BW attacks by more clearly threatening the possibility of a nuclear weapon
response.72
The ROK-U.S. could also threaten conventional weapon responses to North Korean BW
use. Because of the large damage that such BW use could cause, such response should seek to
cause proportionate, serious damage in North Korea. For example, the attacks could destroy
North Korean C2 capabilities (including regime leadership), power-generation capabilities, or
transportation links to China that support North Korean trade.
Combining Defenses and Retaliation to Achieve Deterrence
Unlike North Korean use of CW, there do not appear to be many good options to preempt
North Korean use of BW “left of launch.” Protective measures such as active defenses,
individual protection, and medical prophylaxis and treatment have the ability to limit but not
eliminate the impacts of a BW attack. A key element will be the ability to detect a biological
attack in near real time, which would significantly increase the effectiveness of the protective
measures against BW attacks. Unfortunately, such detection capabilities are at least five years
away, since only the CENTAUR system offers any hope of providing them.73
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For the near term, the ROK-U.S. will need to rely on retaliation to deter North Korean use
of BW. This retaliation can range from limited, precise conventional attacks to a full-scale
nuclear response, depending on the scale of the North Koran biological attack. The ROK-U.S.
need to develop a declaratory policy against such BW use if the threat of retaliation is going to
effectively deter North Korea from using such weapons.
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Chapter 4. The North Korean Electromagnetic Pulse Threat1

This chapter addresses the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) threats potentially available to North
Korea. It provides a basic description of EMP and the damage it can cause, which could be very
significant.2 It explains that North Korea likely has sufficient nuclear weapons to commit some of
them to EMP attacks. The chapter then describes how North Korea might use nuclear EMP attacks
and the impact that such attacks could have. It also describes the possibilities for North Korea
having nonnuclear EMP capabilities. It concludes by discussing potential ROK-U.S. options for
countering North Korean EMP threats.

An Electromagnetic Pulse Overview
It was expected from the beginning of the nuclear age that nuclear explosions would generate
transient electrical fields. However, even for nuclear explosions near the ground, the effects were
greater than anticipated. Far stronger and widespread electrical fields can be generated by nuclear
explosions detonated above most of the earth’s atmosphere, at altitudes of between about 30 km
and 500 km. These electrical fields are generated by the interaction of radiation from the nuclear
explosion with molecules of air in the upper atmosphere and by the heated plasma of the weapon
debris itself. These electrical fields are known as the electromagnetic pulse (EMP). Since it is
caused by explosions at high altitude, it is sometimes known as a high-altitude electromagnetic
pulse (HEMP). The effects can extend out to the line-of-sight of the explosion, meaning that the
EMP can cover very large areas, though with decreasing intensity toward the edges of the field.
The electrical fields can be quite powerful and can potentially damage electrical equipment and
electronic devices on the ground. For a technical description of EMP, see the Appendix.
It is also possible to generate an EMP by nonnuclear means. The effects of such weapons
would be far more localized, but they could potentially generate field strengths even greater
than that produced by a nuclear weapon. North Korea has demonstrated its interest in disabling
electronics (the key effect of EMP) by repeatedly carrying out Global Positioning System (GPS)
jamming attacks on various South Korean targets.3 Thus, from this example we believe the
North would also be interested in electronic disruptions using EMP. A nuclear EMP attack on
South Korea would be indiscriminate and could potentially cause damage in North Korea or even
1
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China. However, the use of nonnuclear EMP weapons would allow North Korea to conduct far
more targeted EMP attacks on South Korea.
On July 9, 1962, the United States conducted the Starfish Prime nuclear test. It involved a
1.4 mt nuclear weapon detonated 400 km above the earth, near Johnston atoll in the middle of
the Pacific Ocean. Though Hawaii is about 1,450 km away, the EMP from this test knocked
out streetlights and triggered numerous burglar alarms, causing largely transient damage,4
although it also “damaged or destroyed as many as one third of the satellites in lower earth
orbit.”5 Also in 1962, the Soviets tested three 300 kt nuclear devices at altitudes ranging from
59 km to 290 km over what is now Kazakhstan. These tests damaged diesel generators, shut
down a long transmission line, and started a fire in an electrical power plant.
During the Cold War, concerns about EMP effects on military systems motivated the United
States to harden many such systems against EMP effects. There was not too much concern about
EMP effects on civilian systems since in a large-scale nuclear war, it was thought that the direct
effects of a nuclear attack would be far more serious. Since the end of the Cold War, there has been
more concern about how EMP could affect civilian systems since even a small nuclear power
could cause substantial EMP damage by exploding a nuclear weapon over the United States.

North Korean Nuclear Forces
North Korea tested its first nuclear device in 2006. Due to the low yield of this test (1.4 kt) and
of the subsequent test in 2009 (5.0 kt), there were some doubts as to whether North Korea had
actually mastered nuclear explosive technology.6 However, three successive tests (one in 2013 and
two in 2016) with yields in the 10 to 20 kt range has put an end to such doubts. Similarly, there
were some initial doubts as to whether North Korea could produce a weapon that was small and
light enough to be carried by a ballistic missile. In comparison, China was able to develop ballistic
missile deliverable nuclear warheads by its fourth nuclear test. Given that North Korea has already
conducted six nuclear tests, it probably has ballistic missile deliverable nuclear warheads.
Before 2010 it was thought that the size of North Korean’s nuclear arsenal would necessarily
be limited since the small plutonium production reactor at Yongbyon could produce only enough
plutonium for roughly one nuclear weapon per year. However, North Korea’s revelation in
2010 that it possessed a centrifuge enrichment plant changed this calculus. Recent estimates of
North Korean’s nuclear arsenal are much larger. A RAND/Asan study estimated that in 2020
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North Korea had around 70 to 110 nuclear weapons and might have 151 to 242 by 2027.7
Siegfried Hecker, a professor at Stanford University and former director of Los Alamos
Nuclear Laboratory, has produced a lower 2020 estimate of 20 to 60 weapons with a most
likely estimate of 45.8
Whether North Korea has 45 or 90 nuclear weapons makes little difference when evaluating
the likelihood of a North Korean EMP attack. When North Korea had only five or ten nuclear
weapons, it might have seemed unlikely that North Korea would devote several of them to conduct
EMP attacks. But with the much larger arsenal estimated today and especially for 2027, it is not
difficult to imagine that North Korea might devote a small number of nuclear weapons for
EMP attacks. Indeed, North Korea might especially design several weapons to have enhanced
EMP effects. While some may doubt that North Korea has the scientific expertise to do so,
it is entirely possible that North Korea has received the needed scientific advice from Russian
scientists.9

Potential North Korean Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse Attacks
In discussing its nuclear weapons, North Korea has noted that they can be used to produce
EMP.10 Nuclear EMP is usually generated from high-altitude (25 km or more) nuclear
explosions in the atmosphere. The EMP effects propagate out to the line-of-sight associated
with the curvature of the earth. How might North Korea conduct a nuclear EMP attack?
Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse Attacks on the Republic of Korea
While South Korea could readily be attacked by a North Korean nuclear-armed, mediumrange ballistic missile, it would be difficult to devise a nuclear EMP attack that affected South
Korea but not North Korea. Indeed, the effects could extend well into China.
Even if a nuclear weapon were to be detonated just 30 km above Busan, the EMP effects
would cover almost all of North Korea, though with a lesser intensity.11 Further, this low-burst
altitude would be significantly less than optimal for causing EMP effects in the ROK. If a
nuclear weapon were exploded near the optimal altitude for E1 effects of 75 km over Busan,
the EMP effects would reach the major Chinese city of Shenyang.12
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Just how serious a problem this would be depends on how rapidly the E1 EMP intensity falls
off near the edge of the EMP field. Published diagrams show widely differing EMP intensities
near the edge of the field. One diagram indicates that near the edge of the EMP field, the intensity
falls to near zero,13 while another shows the intensity to be 50 percent of the maximum at the
field’s edge.14 A further complication is that neither diagram states the yield of the nuclear
weapon producing the E1 EMP field nor the absolute magnitude of this field. North Korea may
well not be in a position to know which alternative would apply to its possible EMP attacks.
North Korea could explode the weapon farther south, but this would lessen the EMP intensity
in South Korea. North Korea could harden some of its systems against EMP and, since it would
know when the attack was going to take place, even turn off some systems.15 Still, there would be
EMP damage in North Korea, though North Korea apparently depends on far fewer electronic
devices (which could be a benefit if they have work-arounds or a problem if the destruction of
their few essential electronic devices leaves them without redundant options). Perhaps North Korea
would find this an acceptable trade-off for gaining an edge over South Korea. On the other hand,
North Korea might not want to run the risk of causing major damage in China and would forgo
attacking South Korea with nuclear weapon–generated EMP.
Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse Attacks on the United States
Any North Korean EMP attack on the United States would not have the problem of causing
damage in North Korea or China. The problem for North Korea is how to deliver it. North Korea
has successfully launched two satellites that at various times pass over the United States. The first
satellite launched in December 2012, Kwangmyongsong-3 Unit 2, weighed only 100 kg and was
thought to be tumbling out of control. The second satellite launched in 2016, Kwangmyongsong-4,
weighed 200 kg and is believed to have maintained stable control.16 Both of those satellites were
probably too light to carry a nuclear weapon that the North could build. In addition, their orbits are
about 500 km above the earth, which would significantly diminish the EMP field (especially E1
and E3B). However, North Korea’s newer ballistic missiles could launch satellites heavy enough to
carry a nuclear weapon, and those satellites would maintain a stable orbit for at least a limited time
if the orbit were to be as low as 200 km, though even this altitude would be higher than optimal for
an EMP attack. The previous two North Korean satellites were launched southward from North
Korea. A similar future launch would result in a satellite passing over the United States from the
south, thereby evading some U.S. missile detection systems.
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Three times in 2017, North Korea tested intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). Twice
in July 2017, North Korea tested the Hwasong 14. The tests used a very lofted trajectory, which
made it somewhat difficult to determine the missile’s maximum range. It was calculated that
with a light payload the missile could reach the United States. It is not clear that this missile has
sufficient range to reach the United States carrying a nuclear warhead.17
In November 2017, North Korean tested the Hwasong-15, followed likely by another
Hwasong-15 in March 2022. Both missiles also flew a highly lofted trajectory. Calculations for
even the first missile indicate that this missile can probably carry a nuclear warhead to most of
the United States,18 and it could potentially be detonated to cause EMP during the missile’s
descent. In addition, it has been suggested that North Korea could affect at least part of the
United States using an EMP attack where the nuclear warhead is mounted on a short-range
ballistic missile or even a balloon, which would be launched by a freighter or submarine
located off the U.S. coast.19
However, the impact of an EMP attack is highly uncertain. The result of this uncertainty
is that evaluations of the EMP threat range from catastrophic to not very serious. The most
pessimistic view is that of the U.S. EMP Commission and various articles by its chairman,
William R. Graham. More recently these views have been taken up by Peter Pry, the EMP Task
Force’s executive director. Graham and Pry believe that EMP poses an existential threat to the
United States. Pry quotes Henry Cooper, former director of the U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative,
who claims that EMP damage could cause life-threatening conditions.20 Such conditions could
result from possible EMP damage to extra-high-voltage transformers that might cause large-scale
shutdowns of the electrical grid.
However, it is unclear whether any transformers would be destroyed. The Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) undertook a three-year study of the threat posed by EMP produced by
nuclear weapons.21 They found that though regional blackouts involving multiple states would be
possible, it did not expect widespread transformer damage to occur. William Radasky, a member
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of the EMP Task Force, and Pry have denounced the EPRI study as “junk science.” Their doing
so illustrates the wide degree of disagreement over the EMP threat.22
Another area of disagreement is the strength of the E1 field that might be generated. The
Los Alamos National Laboratory computed some benchmark cases for the EPRI study, which
generated a peak E1 field of around 25 kV/m. EPRI doubled this to a maximum of 50 kV/m for
some of its cases. Graham and Pry in various writings have raised the possibility that North Korea
could have obtained from Russia “super-EMP” weapons that could generate up to 200 kV/m.23
Such weapons could have yields as low as a few kilotons, and Pry has even suggested that North
Korea’s first test in 2006 was such a weapon, though this seems unlikely.24 Moreover, Graham
and Pry fail to point out that such a low-yield weapon would not produce a significant E3 field
regardless of how strong an E1 field was produced.
This latter point illustrates another problem with the current analyses of the EMP threat.
The three components of the EMP threat (E1, E3A, and E3B) tend to be looked at separately,
and the analysis often assumes the highest level of the particular threat component. But there
is no combination of weapon yield, burst location, and burst height that maximizes all three
components. For example, E1 tends to be maximum at locations somewhat south of the point
beneath the explosion (for detonations in the Northern Hemisphere), E3B tends to be maximum
directly below the burst point, and E3A at its maximum tends to be well north of the point
beneath the burst point (for explosions in the Northern Hemisphere). In order for the maximum
field for E3A to occur over the United States, the burst must be over Mexico or locations even
farther south.
An integrated threat analysis would look at all three EMP components from a single explosion
and would try to adjust the weapon yield, burst location, and height to maximize the impact of the
EMP attack. One can see why such an effort might be classified, but to get organizations (such as
electric utilities) to spend money on various hardening efforts, there needs to be an authoritative
government statement on the seriousness of the threat and what the appropriate hardening levels
should be.

North Korea’s Nonnuclear Electromagnetic Pulse Capabilities
It is also possible to build nonnuclear EMP weapons that are also known as radio-frequency
weapons. Russia is thought to be a world leader in such weapons.25 Despite much speculation on
the internet, there is no official open explanation of how such weapons operate or what they look
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like. It is unknown if North Korea has developed nonnuclear EMP capabilities, though it could
have acquired the technology from Russia. However, given that a nuclear EMP attack on South
Korea could cause significant damage in North Korea, North Korea may find nonnuclear EMP
weapons preferable for causing EMP effects because their effects have much shorter range and
can be focused on specific targets. Further, North Korea has demonstrated its interest in disabling
electronics by repeatedly carrying out GPS jamming attacks on various South Korean targets,
and it is not unreasonable to assume that it does have some nonnuclear EMP capabilities.26
Nonnuclear EMP weapons can be customized to produce a variety of frequencies to attack a
diverse set of targets.
Nonnuclear EMP weapons may be being developed and deployed by both the United States
and Russia. The weapons could be packaged inside of a standard MK84 bomb casing and delivered
by aircraft. Or the weapons could be placed inside of a cruise missile, which would be the delivery
system. Delivery by multiple rocket launchers would be another option. Drone delivery is also a
possibility, though it may not have sufficient payload to produce an effective weapon. Since the
EMP field is small, the weapon needs to be delivered accurately. This requirement may rule out
some of the older North Korean ballistic missile systems.
Nonnuclear EMP weapons have several advantages when compared with the EMP that
would be produced by a high-altitude nuclear burst. As stated above, a high-altitude nuclear
burst could cause serious EMP damage in North Korea. But while covering far less area than a
nuclear-generated field, the nonnuclear field can actually achieve higher destructive voltages—
100 kV/m as opposed to 50 kV/m.27 Finally, for North Korea to detonate a nuclear weapon
even at high altitude runs the risk of being highly escalatory and provoking a U.S. nuclear
response. The use of even a large number of nonnuclear EMP weapons would probably not run
this risk. For these reasons, North Korean use of nonnuclear EMP weapons could be preferred
to its use of a high-altitude nuclear burst. Table 4.1 compares the characteristics and threats of
nuclear and nonnuclear EMP weapons.

Potential Republic of Korea and United States Counters to North Korean
Electromagnetic Pulse Attacks
EMP protection can be achieved by counterforce attacks to destroy the weapons that would
cause EMP before their launch, active defenses that destroy the weapons en route to their
detonation location, and by passive defense measures taken to prevent EMP damage after a
nuclear or conventional EMP explosion. This section focuses on passive defense against EMP
because much has already been said about counterforce and active defense options. The key
passive defense concern is protecting major electrical transformers because their loss can cripple
26
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Table 4.1. Characteristics, Conditions of Use, and Damage Patterns of Nuclear and Nonnuclear
Electromagnetic Pulse Weapons
Criteria
Maximum
electric field
strength

Nuclear EMP

Nonnuclear EMP

~50kV/m

~100kV/m

Height of burst

30 to 500 km

Near ground surface

A radius of hundreds or thousands of
kilometers

A radius of hundreds of meters

Extent of damage
Use phase
Major target

Damage

•
•

Early > middle > end of a war
Overall infrastructure
Power system
Communication system

Power outage
Communication breakdown
Traffic congestion
Gas station fire
Nonmilitary
Water supply interruption
field
Internet outage
Interruption of financial service
Interruption of administrative
service

Military
field

Disruption to operations command
Limited operation of strategic
assets

Crisis or early in a war
Military target
• Early-warning radar station
• Communication antenna
Temporary power outage
Temporary breakdown of
communications
Traffic congestion
Temporary interruption of water
Nonsupply
military
Temporary internet outage
field
Temporary interruption of financial
service
Temporary interruption of
administrative service
Disruption to the command,
control, communications,
Military
computer, and intelligence (C4I)
field
system
Limited early-warning system

the electrical grid, and EMP damage to them can take a significant amount of time, perhaps
months to years, to resolve. But there are passive defense measures against EMP that can be taken
with all electronic devices.28
How serious is the threat of a major transformer failure due to EMP, and how many
transformers might fail? Is the number small enough that the expansion of transformer
manufacturing plants in the United States might help to solve this problem? Though discussions
often inaccurately refer to “melted transformers,” in fact it is the copper windings in the
transformer that could melt, leading to a short circuit. The transformers could be returned to the
manufacturing plants and repaired. This would not be a speedy process, but it would be faster
than the up to a year needed to manufacture a new one.29
Graham and Pry have proposed a wide variety of measures to deal with what they believe is
the existential threat to the United States posed by North Korean nuclear weapon–generated
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EMP.30 The most obvious action is to harden key elements of the U.S. electrical grid. Graham
and Pry have provided no estimate of how much time would be required to achieve adequate
hardening or what it would cost, though they claim that this could be achieved by a “slight
increase in user electric rates.”31
The basic hardening method is the use of a conductive (usually metallic) enclosure around
the system (a “Faraday cage”).32 This can surround an individual device, a room, or an entire
building. A problem is that what is inside the enclosure must have connections with the outside
to provide electric power, communications, or even air for the occupants. Steps must be taken to
reduce the EMP field admitted by these openings by various means such as protective circuits,
surge protectors, waveguide protection, or fiber optic wires. Even so, some EMP will leak into
the enclosure, and tests must be performed to ensure that the protected devices can withstand this
residual EMP field.
For other electronic systems and especially for C2 facilities, there are several options to
provide protection. For example, sophisticated surge protectors can be provided to protect
computers or other electronics from EMP surges on electrical lines. Turning electronics off and
disconnecting them from electrical lines is also possible if warning of an EMP attack can be
obtained and generated in time. And analog electronic systems are less vulnerable to EMP and
could be provided as backups to the more vulnerable digital systems, though they would still
require a power source.33
Additional measures proposed by Graham and Pry include strengthening U.S. ballistic missile
defenses by deploying space-based missile defenses, Aegis ships around the United States to
intercept missiles approaching from the south, or missiles launched from ships off the U.S. coasts.
They also propose a crash program to provide long-term emergency power to all U.S. nuclear
reactors to prevent meltdowns and the use of national technical means (U.S. satellites) to ascertain
whether any North Korean satellites are carrying nuclear weapons. Ultimately, they want the
United States to declare that EMP or cyberattacks that threaten to cause major electrical blackouts
justify preemptive and retaliatory responses using all means including nuclear weapons. They
want the United States to develop its own “super-EMP” nuclear weapons to be part of this nuclear
response. These weapons would presumably be able to black out North Korean electronic
communications and perhaps destroy the electronics in many missiles, their launchers, and related
key devices.
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The U.S. government does not appear to share Graham and Pry’s apocalyptic view of the
North Korean nuclear EMP threat and has not undertaken to implement their suggestions.
Resolving more of the uncertainty involving the seriousness of the threat would seem to be a
prerequisite to taking major EMP-related counteractions. This would include testing more
modern electronics for their vulnerability to EMP and releasing enough classified information
to indicate how much counter-EMP action is needed. However, it should be recognized that
short of conducting additional high-altitude nuclear tests (which is not likely to happen), there
will always be significant uncertainties regarding the seriousness of the EMP threat.
Protective measures against nonnuclear EMP weapons are the same as those for nuclear
EMP. However, the scope of nonnuclear EMP attacks will be much more limited, and protective
measures can probably be restricted to key facilities, and especially those in the ROK.
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Chapter 5. The Threat of North Korean Cyber Capabilities1

The word “cyber” refers to computers, the processes they control, and the data they store.
North Korea has been and is building cyber capabilities to attack the cyber domain of other
parties. The North refers to its cyber capabilities as the regime’s cyber (싸이버) toolkit.2 This
toolkit is among the most useful, asymmetric, and potentially strategically highly effective North
Korean capabilities, a weapon Kim Jong-un has reportedly described as the regime’s “all-purpose
sword.”3 Indeed, no tool in North Korea’s arsenal has the reach and diversity of potential impact
as its offensive cyber capabilities, which can target adversaries overseas at relatively low cost and
in fairly short order. Nevertheless, the open literature has only limited and primarily anecdotal
descriptions of North Korean cyber capabilities, not all of which have been openly attributed to
North Korea, and this limits our ability to deal with this threat comprehensively. The anecdotal
descriptions reflect the effects of cyberattacks that North Korea has been executing in peacetime
primarily to earn money for the regime, with little or no information about its penetrations of
ROK-U.S. information systems that could be exploited in wartime. As such, some analysts have
argued that, “If you’re worried about North Korea’s nukes, you probably should be even more
concerned about Pyongyang’s cyber weapons.”4 Yet other experts assess the North’s cyber tools
to be more a criminal and intelligence threat than an operational military tool, arguing that “despite
progress in developing its cyber-attack capabilities, [North Korea] does not possess the advanced
skills needed to cause physical damage” and noting further that “no cyber attack has ever caused
casualties, and only three or four resulted in physical damage.”5 Between these two views,
which is more likely to be accurate, the one that sees the regime’s cyber tools as on par with its
nuclear arsenal or the other that dismisses it as largely a tool for bank heists and intimidating
private businesses but not taking down key U.S. military infrastructure? Just how great is the
threat posed by the DPRK’s offensive cyber capabilities for information warfare (정보전)?
While the North Korean regime’s leadership has characterized its own cyber capabilities
in expansive terms, this chapter seeks to describe these as objectively as possible within the
1
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limits of open information and to characterize the scale of their potential impact when used
within peacetime restraints and if used to create mass effects in wartime. In order to evaluate
Pyongyang’s cyber toolkit, we draw on official reports issued by the governments of the United
States, the Republic of Korea, and Japan. We also leverage academic assessments, think-tank
analyses, and open-source media reporting. We conclude that while the potential for North
Korean cyber to constitute a strategic threat exists, in peacetime the more likely case is that the
regime will use its capabilities for less widespread, less escalatory, and more discrete goals that
are intended to remain below the level of armed conflict and to sustain the regime. Indeed, to date
this has been how the regime has used computer network operations: for intelligence collection,
intimidation, revenue generation, and to damage its adversaries’ economies.6 In contrast, North
Korea has not demonstrated truly strategic deterrent or operational effects that we might see in
wartime or approaching war. These effects would require that the North gain accesses and execute
types of cyberattacks that it has not demonstrated an ability to achieve, or at least a willingness to
execute. This could be because gaining such accesses is extremely difficult; alternatively, it could
be that the North has obtained them, but that out of a recognition of the escalatory nature of such
attacks, it is harboring them in case it needs to use them during an actual warfight. It may also
be harboring such attacks to achieve surprise when executing them, as surprise is a key element
of North Korean major war planning.7 Additionally, given the complexity of the cyber domain, it
is at least possible that the North, while executing a lower-level intrusion or attack, could
unintentionally cause the partial or complete collapse of a portion of an adversary’s critical
infrastructure, such as its electrical grid, air traffic control system, or nuclear power plants. While
not possible to rule out, these would represent outcomes substantially more consequential than
the DPRK has shown an ability to achieve as of late 2021.8
We begin by briefly describing the evolution of North Korea’s overall cyber capabilities.
We trace the origins of North Korea’s interest in such systems; lay out what is known about
the regime’s C2, goals, and strategy for employing its cyber capabilities; and take note of
key instances of past usage. We then turn to a short evaluation of the future evolution and
prospective uses of the DPRK’s cyber tools before closing with a discussion of the implications
for U.S. and South Korean policy.
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Overview of the North Korean Cyber Threat
Any discussion of North Korea’s cyber threat should begin with a discussion about the policy
goals that the Kim regime has and then seek to identify how offensive cyber missions that the
regime has conducted or could conduct would connect its aims to its ends. The United States
Defense Intelligence Agency’s 2021 report North Korea Military Power: A Growing Regional and
Global Threat describes cyber as serving the North’s goals of deterrence and coercion, supporting
its military operations, psychological warfare, intelligence-gathering, and revenue generation
through four main types of cyber operations: “computer network attack and intimidation,” “cyberenabled propaganda,” “intelligence collection,” and “currency generation.”9 Cyber-enabled
propaganda is more part of the North Korean information warfare program and lies outside the
scope of this chapter.
North Korea trains its hackers from an early age. Youngsters who show great promise in math
and science are selected from elementary schools across the country10 and trained in coding and
problem-solving skills at specialized high schools such as Keumseong 1 and 2 High-Middle
schools, and finish their education at top technology universities such as Kim Chaek University
of Technology, Kim Il Sung University, and Mirim University, though other universities in North
Korea (such as the Hamhung Computer College) also train hackers.11 In the early days of the
North Korean cyber training program at Mirim University, “25 Russian professors were invited
from the Frunze Military Academy in the former Soviet Union to give lectures.”12 While many
North Koreans must complete their mandatory military service before going to college, the
hackers in these programs are usually exempted from military service until they complete their
college studies, and then they are committed to a cyber operations service period of roughly ten
years (similar to military service), which begins immediately.
In terms of organization, North Korea’s cyber capabilities are distributed among various
government organizations. The Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB) reportedly has the largest
cyber force,13 followed by the North Korean police and security services, and then the KPA,
but other organizations also have cyber forces.14 Each year, the graduates of the various cyber
training programs are spread across these organizations.
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Most of the internet in North Korea is an internal network—most North Koreans have no
access to the worldwide web. But for more than a decade China has reportedly provided North
Korea with thousands of connections to the worldwide web, mainly for use in hacking. Then in
roughly 2017, Russia added a second set of North Korean connections to the global internet.15
These connections provide an interesting chokepoint to use against cyber activities emanating
from North Korea, but do not restrict North Korean hackers sent overseas, as discussed below.
In peacetime, many North Korean hackers operate overseas, especially in China.16 North
Korean cyber groups maintain talent brokers in China and elsewhere. These brokers contract
with local firms to provide “programmer” assistance, often sending groups of 20 or 30 North
Korean programmer/hackers to work for the firm. The hackers are told to do their very best
programming in supporting the local firm during the day and to then transition to hacking at
night using the computer facilities of the local firm. Most of these hackers work about seven
years in various firms in the host country and then return to North Korea to complete their
counterpart of “military service.”17 North Korea has also established companies of its hackers
in other countries; these companies produce online games, allowing the hackers access to the
computers of those who download and log in to those games.18 In addition, North Korea
reportedly maintains at least one large facility for hacker operations in China.19
If the North were to initiate a conflict with South Korea (perhaps because its nuclear forces
gave the leadership a sense of invulnerability and a capacity to deter U.S. intervention) or feel
that conflict had been forced upon it and become unavoidable, it might employ cyberattacks to
achieve operational military effects. In such a case, the North might “barrage the ROK with
sophisticated cyberattacks,” together with a variety of kinetic attacks, aiming to cripple the
South’s ability to wage a coordinated, joint defense.20
The Character and Quantity of North Korean Cyber
While in the late 2000s and early 2010s skepticism of North Korea’s ability to wage
offensive cyberattacks was common, by the mid-2010s and onward, analysts increasingly
recognized that Pyongyang had developed its computer network operations capabilities to the
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point where they could do significant damage.21 The Republic of Korea’s 2020 Ministry of
National Defense white paper, for example, assessed that the North was actively training cyber
warfare specialists and had developed a cadre of approximately 6,800 hackers, listing cyber as
one of the North’s “asymmetrical capabilities.”22 The 2021 Worldwide Threat Assessment by the
U.S. Director of National Intelligence noted that North Korea’s cyber program “poses a growing
espionage, theft, and attack threat.”23 And Japan’s defense white paper Defense of Japan 2021
lists China, Russia, and North Korea (in that order) as cyber threat actors, adding that “North
Korea is alleged to have been developing capabilities to steal money and secret military
information through cyberattacks, as well as developing attack capabilities against key foreign
critical infrastructure that would be executed using cyberattacks.”24
Government reports by the United States, the Republic of Korea, and Japan similarly
characterize North Korea as among the most threatening national cyber actors. This is, however,
an assessment of the effectiveness of North Korean hacking in peacetime and not its potential in
wartime. In wartime, North Korea would seek to use cyber weapons in an operational sense to
advance its goals during a conflict as opposed to its strategic value during peacetime for
intimidation, intelligence collection, and revenue generation.
What Cyber Capabilities Would North Korea Likely Use?
For a small and poor country, North Korea’s use of cyber has been impressive for its clever
adaptation of existing exploits and its ability to achieve outsized impacts. But in terms of the
technical sophistication of its cyber toolkit, North Korea’s cyber capabilities look somewhat less
impressive. As Robert Potter has argued:
when North Korea conducts cyberattacks it often does so from already known and well-understood
technical networks. To be sure, the networks required to support large-scale cyberattacks are
frequently difficult to build and maintain, and used to mask approaches and mitigate against the
risk of direct attribution. . . For all their publicity, North Korean cyber operations do not use a
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large number of ultra-sophisticated exploitations. Rather, their code base slowly evolves. They
rapidly incorporate new knowledge but generally have not shown a flair for unique development.
Much of North Korea’s current cyber exploitation kit is composed of modified versions of
previous tools that have been slowly refined and set into identifiable patterns of attack and
behavior.25

Still, as North Korea’s unsophisticated cyberattacks (such as distributed denial of service—
DDoS) regularly demonstrate, sophisticated cyber operations are not required to break into major
companies such as Sony Pictures and can potentially cause extensive damage. And despite the
fact that much is known about the North’s cyber toolkit, many ROK-U.S. computer systems and
individual computer users are still unprepared to counter a variety of North Korean cyberattacks.
If it is indeed correct that known North Korean cyber capabilities are likely restricted to the
realm of already relatively established techniques, then looking at past North Korean uses of
cyber, other nations’ uses, and well-known vulnerabilities may provide a helpful guide to
what the North could achieve in the future.26 In terms of its own past uses, North Korea has
demonstrated use of the following techniques:
•

•
•
•
•

Phishing and spear phishing: “Adversaries may send victims emails containing malicious
attachments or links, typically to execute malicious code on victim systems.” The attack
succeeds if the target opens the attachment or selects the link containing malware.27 Spear
phishing is a phishing attack that targets specific individuals, posing as a trusted source.
DDoS traffic generation attacks: This is an attack technique that exhausts the network
bandwidth of the service targeted usually through the use of botnets.28
Zero-day exploits: This technique employs “zero-day vulnerability,” a software
vulnerability that the attackers discovered before the vendors did.29
Ransomware attacks: “Ransomware is a type of malicious software (malware) that
threatens to publish or blocks access to data or a computer system, usually by encrypting
it, until the victim pays a ransom fee to the attacker.”30
“Disk wipe” attacks: Adversaries may wipe or corrupt raw disk data on specific systems
or in large numbers in a network to interrupt availability to system and network
resources.31
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•
•

•

Watering hole attacks: In this technique, malicious codes infect the browser when an
individual visits a compromised website. Because the website that is targeted for attack is
visited by a specific community, the attacker can compromise a specific target group.32
Data exfiltration through Domain Name System (DNS) tunneling: DNS tunneling
exploits the DNS server, which translates human-friendly website addresses (uniform
resource locators, or URLs) to numeric internet protocol addresses. External requests to
DNS servers are granted unfettered network data access across the firewall because DNS
requests are always allowed and often not monitored. Hackers exploit this feature to
exfiltrate data from within the network.33
Credential harvesting: This applies to a wide spectrum of techniques for password
pilfering, ranging from brute-force password cracking to social engineering techniques
that convince the user to voluntarily provide passwords and credentials to the attacker.
Once credentials and passwords are gained, attackers penetrate the network and exfiltrate
data with a low chance of detection.34

Some of North Korea’s more widely discussed victims have been individuals; foreign
businesses, banks and other financial actors, and media outlets; foreign critical infrastructure,
including South Korea’s nuclear power agency;35 and adversary defense institutions.
North Korea may have a more advanced toolkit for use against military and other highly
protected cyber targets. In peacetime, the North could use this toolkit to collect information
and to insert “trapdoors” in adversary operating systems that it could access in a conflict. North
Korean hackers would presumably be actively involved in seeking such penetrations
into sensitive adversary computing systems, though it would limit such activities to avoid
calling attention to their successes, leaving the trapdoors in place for use in a conflict.
Other nations’ uses of cyber may be examples that the North could use to inform its own
conception of how to effectively employ cyber. Such uses could include the use of disinformation
for political warfare inspired by Russian, Chinese, or Iranian operations. More directly relevant to
a military operation could be an effort by North Korean cyber actors to target U.S. C2, logistics,
or other systems that would be necessary to support military operations in defense of South Korea
in a conflict, inspired by Chinese or other writings about key point and system destruction
warfare.36 Separately, the alleged U.S. and Israeli deployment of the Stuxnet virus to damage
Iran’s nuclear enrichment centrifuges, the 2017 NotPetya supply chain attack by Russia against
Ukraine, the 2021 ransomware attacks on the Colonial Pipeline refined petroleum distribution
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system in the United States, and the 2022 Russian malware scheme accompanying its invasion of
the Ukraine could all serve as examples for North Korea to emulate.37 Indeed, North Korean
hackers also “work with all kinds of cyber criminals around the world, including Russian cyber
criminals,”38 giving the North’s hackers access to the strategies and tactics of hackers beyond the
North. These attacks suggest the potential for adversaries with state resources, patience, and
sophistication to develop bespoke attacks that target hardware, sophisticated infections that
could spy on or cripple large numbers of systems, or cause mass-effect takedowns of critical
infrastructure.

Potential North Korean Uses of Cyber for Strategic Effects in Peacetime
Among the myriad ways North Korea employs its cyber toolkit, several possible targets stand
out as worth noting for their strategic impact.
First, the North could hack its way into adversary intelligence, planning, or C2 systems in ways
that would degrade or complicate U.S. and ROK military planning. These attacks could enable the
North’s other forces to achieve greater battlefield successes, a sort of indirect contribution of cyber
to accomplishing strategic effect. In 2016, according to a South Korean lawmaker, Pyongyang
allegedly broke into the computer networks of the ROK’s Ministry of National Defense and made
off with the combined ROK-U.S. joint war plan.39 Such plans could enable the Korean People’s
Army to better target U.S. and South Korean joint forces and counteract the warfighting approach
the allies might seek to execute in a conflict, potentially prolonging the war and possibly affecting
its outcome in significant ways.
Second, the regime has already demonstrated that it can use its cyber tools to amass enough
financial resources that it can afford, even under international sanctions, to continue advancing its
nuclear weapons and other WMD programs, as well as its ballistic and cruise missile delivery
systems, and even to sustain the selective modernization of key aspects of its conventional
forces.40 Indeed, Chainalysis estimates North Korea stole US$1.75 billion worth of cryptocurrency
between 2017 and 2020.41 For its part, the UN has estimated in 2019 that Pyongyang’s bank heists
and cryptocurrency exchange raids had netted the regime at least US$2 billion. And in a single
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operation in 2022, North Korea reportedly stole $620 million in bitcoin.42 Regardless of the
specifics, such figures represent a staggering haul, considering that the country’s gross domestic
product was estimated to have shrunk 4.5 percent in 2020 to just $27.4 billion under the pressures
of COVID-19 and the regime’s decision to shutter its borders to trade.43
Third, the regime has clearly sought not only to strengthen itself by hacking for intelligence
gains and revenues, but also to damage others’ overall economic well-being, including South
Korea’s.44 Indeed, the Seoul-based Korea Institute for Industrial Economics and Trade, a
government-linked think tank, estimated in 2014 that the 2013 “Dark Seoul” attack by North
Korea that targeted three South Korean television stations and a bank may have cost ROK
banks and media outlets as much as $820 million, and projected that by 2020 the South might
be exposed to hacks that cost it up to $25 billion annually, with most of those attacks coming
from North Korea.45
Finally, the regime could, notionally at least, use its hacking tools to break things, lock up
critical systems, and kill people. This would be the most damaging approach to employment, but
is, again, one the regime has not shown either a capacity or possibly a willingness to use yet,
which is to say that the regime may be deterred from such activities in peacetime.
However, if it felt that it needed to use cyber to regain escalation dominance in a spiraling
crisis, or if it felt that its adversaries were closing in and it had nothing left to lose and so wanted
to use all of its remaining tools to harm the ROK and the United States, then it is conceivable
that the regime might attempt to employ cyber in a military operational sense. The next section
examines how that might look.

How Might North Korea Use Cyber for Coercive and Warfighting Purposes?
North Korea’s computer network operations appear to come both from abroad, with operatives
distributed across China, Southeast Asia, and elsewhere, and from inside North Korea, where the
regime can exercise a more granular degree of control. Because North Korea possesses just two
external servers (being hosted by China and Russia), it may face incentives to use its cyber weapons
early in a large-scale conflict lest Beijing, Moscow, Washington, and/or Seoul shut down or cripple
the North’s access to the internet.46 Of course the regime may have operatives overseas who could
execute large-scale, destructive cyberattacks if those servers were knocked out, but in a major
armed conflict with the United States or South Korea, the North’s C2 systems may themselves be
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degraded, with the possible consequence that the regime’s overseas agents may be cut off and
might hesitate to act without explicit approval. Some experts suspect that North Korean hackers
posted overseas may behave autonomously when supervision from Pyongyang becomes lax.47
Should the regime seek to employ its cyber tools as weapons of war in support of military
operations, North Korean leaders would face a set of choices about their strategy and targets.
Would they be looking to intimidate or coerce their adversaries? Or would they be looking to
slow and complicate adversary military operations? And wouldn’t they employ every last weapon
in their arsenal so as to harm their enemies once the regime perceives its survival is being
seriously threatened (which may be the regime’s perspective from the beginning of a conflict)?
If Pyongyang believed that conflict was imminent or had started, but was not yet clearly
going to be all-out, it could seek to brandish its cyber tools, together with other capabilities,
in an attempt to “escalate to deescalate”—that is, to deter ROK-U.S. escalation by taking an
escalatory step in the hopes of compelling Seoul and Washington to back down and deescalate.
Taking such a path could lead North Korean leaders to favor targets that are of medium to high
strategic value, but not so catastrophic in impact that they would lead to calls by Washington
and Seoul for the regime to be destroyed. Examples could include, but not be limited to, the
South Korean or Japanese banking sectors and electrical power grids, though even with these,
North Korea would risk not knowing what the ROK-U.S. escalation redlines are.
By contrast, if a crisis had already spiraled into a major conflict but had not escalated to the
point that the regime was convinced its end was near, it might seek to deploy cyber weapons
to create panic in South Korea; hamper the abilities of the ROK, the United States, and others to
press north or evacuate their own personnel from the peninsula; coordinate their political-military
strategies; or deliver additional forces into the theater. This might lead to an approach that sought
to damage the South Korean air traffic control systems near Incheon; complicate port operations
out of Osan, Kunsan, and/or Busan (which the United States would use in any noncombatant
evacuation operation and for force flow onto the peninsula); disrupt traffic signals to cause
accidents and gridlock in major cities; target the ability of U.S. forces to flow into Korea from the
Continental United States (CONUS) or U.S. bases in Japan; attack U.S. private-sector logistical
support networks; or strike at critical infrastructure in Guam and Hawaii. And given the growing
ROK-U.S. use of unmanned systems, the North may well target the control of these systems to
neutralize them or, worse, to turn them back against the ROK-U.S.48 A particularly attractive
target for the North might be Japan, inasmuch as any desire by Japan to respond to North Korean
aggression could be resisted by South Korea, where many actors would be loath to accept
Japanese forces either on the peninsula or attacking the North.
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Finally, if the North were convinced that the ROK and/or the United States had decided to
take down the regime and were on an inevitable path to doing so (which could be determined
even before the start of a conflict), and if it still possessed a capacity to access computer
networks connected to the global internet (which would seem by no means guaranteed by that
point in a crisis), the North might seek to gamble for resurrection or play the Samson card of
bringing everyone down with it by attempting to strike at critical infrastructure that would carry
enormous consequences for other targets. This could mean trying to hit South Korean dams and
electric power grids; water treatment plants; hospitals; subway, train, and bus lines as well as air
and seaport infrastructure; radio, television, cellular and internet service; and other private-sector
actors, including firms or individuals via internet malware such as the WannaCry worm. Of
course, many of these targets have been penetrated by North Korea before and may be better
prepared against repeat cyberattack. If so, the North could aim to go lower but broader on the
escalation ladder, targeting individuals through rapidly proliferating hacks intended to harm South
Korean society. Such attacks could come in the form of ransomware, but could also take the form
of targeted or broad-brush disinformation intended to sow social mistrust in the ROK leadership
or the ROK-U.S. alliance or to induce an upwelling of anger at Japan (and subsequently U.S. and
the ROK leadership).

What Impact Might North Korean Cyberattacks Have?
Assessing the prospective damage or impact from a hypothetical North Korean cyberattack
requires bounding the problem and acknowledging the limitations of attempting to model
complex, networked system attacks at an as-yet undefined point sometime in the future. While
we were not able to develop such a model here, we do identify several considerations that could
shape the impact North Korean cyberattacks could achieve:
•
•
•
•

What effect is North Korea aiming at?
Which actors is North Korea targeting?
How quickly do the victims recognize and seek to counter the attack?
How effective are the victims and their computer support personnel at remediating the
effects of the attack?

In terms of lives lost, people injured, and economic losses, a North Korean cyberattack
could potentially cause between zero and thousands of deaths. To date, it is unclear if anyone
has actually died directly from a cyberattack, though some attacks in other regions appear to
have caused deaths indirectly by delaying treatment, causing stress, of fueling a misallocation
of resources.49 Yet as far back as 2012, then–U.S. Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta warned of
the threat of a “cyber-Pearl Harbor,” an attack that could “derail passenger trains, or even more
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dangerous, derail passenger trains loaded with lethal chemicals. They could contaminate the
water supply in major cities or shut down the power grid across large parts of the country.”50
The actual Pearl Harbor attack, if taken as a literal, as opposed to merely figurative, reference
point claimed approximately 2,400 lives and gravely damaged U.S. military capabilities in
the Pacific. More recently, Federal Bureau of Investigation Director Christopher Wray, in an
interview with the Wall Street Journal in June 2021, compared the surge of ransomware attacks
in recent years with the terror attacks of September 11, 2001.51 Those attacks were estimated
to have killed just shy of 3,000 people, injured roughly 25,000, and done billions of dollars in
damage (or trillions if the attacks are considered as having led directly to the United States wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq). Thus, it seems reasonable to speculate that a cyberattack that is truly
large scale could conceivably kill and/or injure thousands and do hundreds of millions to billions
of dollars in damages. Indeed, North Korean hacks on banks and other institutions are already
estimated to have caused hundreds of millions in losses, so estimates of billions of dollars for a
strategic scale cyberattack seem plausible.

Potential Republic of Korea and United States Responses to North Korean
Employment of Cyber
South Korean and U.S. options for addressing the cyber threat posed by North Korea can be
divided into four basic bins: negotiations, deterrence by denial, deterrence by punishment, or
attempting to leverage third parties. In reality, no single category of responses is likely to prove
sufficient, and indeed even if both parties adopt all four collectively, the North is still unlikely to
be deterred from at least some types of cyber intrusions and/or attacks.
Negotiations
First, although negotiations are highly unlikely to succeed and any agreements would be
difficult if not impossible to enforce, the United States and South Korea could seek to negotiate
norms with North Korea that seek to ban the use of cyber weapons, at least against certain types
of targets such as critical infrastructure where the primary victims would be civilians. The cyber
domain is at best an extremely difficult and at worst nearly impossible domain in which to
negotiate credible, binding, monitorable, and enforceable agreements. The uncertainty surrounding
attribution of cyberattacks can even play into North Korea’s hands: The United States and South
Korea could disagree on the threshold of attribution and on attribution of specific attacks, which
could lead to disagreements between the allies. Nonetheless, despite these difficulties, the United
States has held both formal and Track 1.5/Track 2 dialogues on the subject of cyber norms
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with adversary nations such as China and Russia,52 both of which are regarded as far more
capable cyber adversaries than North Korea (though they also have more equities that the United
States can hold at risk and a greater desire for at least a modicum of positive interactions with
Washington).53 Furthermore, as indicated in their May 2021 Joint Statement, both the United
States and South Korea have indicated a willingness to engage in “diplomacy and dialogue” with
North Korea, suggesting that talks on cyber, while certainly not promising, are at least not off the
table if the North were to respond favorably to initiatives by Washington and/or Seoul.54
Defensive Responses
A second set of approaches the allies could undertake would focus on defensive steps aimed
at deterring North Korean cyberattacks by denying their effects. This would essentially amount
to a combination of steps aimed at raising the difficulty of the North gaining access to allied
military or civilian computer systems; making improvements in users’ cyber hygiene through
multifactor authentication and improved passwords; enhanced intrusion and anomaly detection;
and/or advanced post-intrusion remediation. Such options are challenging in that they require
large numbers of South Korean and U.S. actors to take action and potentially involve significant
financial costs for what may appear to some to be ambiguous or low-level returns. Somewhat
less challenging than coordinating across the totality of both ROK and U.S. societies would be
steps aimed at enabling U.S. and ROK armed forces to fight on while enduring North Korean
cyberattacks and securing critical infrastructure within the United States and the ROK. In
addition, the ROK-U.S. could create their own hacking teams to find weaknesses in the cyber
environments of key businesses and then fix those weaknesses.55
Recent RAND work has highlighted that true measures of readiness need to reflect the ability
of the total force to continue operating despite persistent adversary cyberattack, including those
portions of the commercial sector to which the U.S. military outsources aspects of logistics,
maintenance, and transportation.56 At a broader level than just purely military readiness,
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U.S., South Korean, and third-country actors could seek to prioritize the defense of privacy,
information, and information systems, recognizing that “data are power” and that in order to
secure data, like-minded nations need to establish clear, legally embodied standards to govern
and protect them, perhaps building around the European Data Protection Regulations or Japan’s
concept of Data Free Flow with Trust.57
Peacetime defensive options could also include actions to reveal North Korean cyber
operations and discourage third parties from falling victim to the North Koreans. For example,
the ROK-U.S. could post information in gaming chatrooms about the identity of North Korean–
developed gaming websites, identifying them as posing serious risks to users’ data. The ROKU.S. could also collect information on North Korean programmers/hackers operating in China
and other countries, identifying the companies hosting such hackers and applying secondary
sanctions to those companies to discourage this continuing practice. And the ROK-U.S. could
identify and sanction the North Korean cyber brokers operating in other countries, making their
continued efforts more difficult. The ROK-U.S. could look for cases in which North Korea
hackers steal funds from their host companies and expose that behavior. More seriously, ROKU.S. hackers could identify the software being developed for third-party companies by North
Korean hackers and insert bugs and logic bombs in that software to discourage third-party use of
North Korean “programmers.” As U.S. and allied capabilities for cyber forensics and technical
attribution continue to improve, Washington and Seoul could consider consistently naming North
Korea when they assess it is the source of cyberattacks anywhere in the world.
Offensive Responses
By contrast, a third set of options would focus more on offensive steps that the United
States and/or South Korea would take to deter North Korean network attacks by holding at
risk things North Korea values. In peacetime, the ROK-U.S. could need a joint committee to
establish criteria for attribution and to attribute specific North Korean cyberattacks to justify
such actions. Offensive actions could focus on taking down North Korean computer networks
directly via cyber or kinetic means after an attack is detected,58 or seeking to dissuade the
North from conducting such attacks by linking the cyber issue to other issue sets, such as
punitive sanctions or aid cut-offs. Higher up the escalatory ladder, the United States and/or
South Korea could seek to physically destroy North Korean military units, C2, or hardware in
retaliation for cyberattacks by the DPRK, essentially seeking to deter cyber with noncyber
tools and potentially with escalation and responses not directly related or proportional to the
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original attacks. The United States could also seek to co-opt North Korean hackers, inducing
them to defect or at least adjust their allegiance such that in wartime, many target their fellow
hackers rather than the ROK-U.S.59
In framing peacetime offensive responses, it is important to remember that Kim Jong-un may
be more sensitive to asymmetric responses that send outside information into North Korea than to
almost any other measure the allies could take. Thus, as noted in Chapter 1, Kim has called ROK
culture and K-pop in particular a vicious cancer corrupting North Korean youth, which could
cause the regime to collapse like a damp wall60—what could be more fearful to Kim? Examples
could include finding better ways to deliver South Korean soap operas, dramas, and K-pop into
North Korea; providing outside news to recipients in the North; transmitting ROK offers to assist
North Koreans that Kim has rejected or likely would reject; depicting North Korean documentable
graft and corruption; and depicting Kim Jong-un’s lifestyle. The ROK-U.S. could even invite
North Korean visits to the ROK or the United States, for example, by inviting graduate students
from North Korea to come study business, the arts, and social science.61
But in wartime, in circumstances in which the North anticipates a conflict escalating to very
high levels of violence or in which such escalation already appears to be unfolding, threats to
impose sanctions or attempt to cut off the North’s access to the internet are unlikely to play any
deterrent role, as Pyongyang would already be anticipating far worse consequences. Moreover,
the North may believe that its attacks give it plausible deniability, or it may believe that its
nuclear or other strategic systems such as its chemical or biological weapons, long-range artillery
or other military assets will deter allied retaliation or permit it to achieve escalation dominance.
Thus, the ROK-U.S. need to develop means for rapidly isolating North Korean hackers from
the global internet in a war. The peacetime efforts described above to reduce the number of North
Korean hackers working in China and Russia would be very helpful in this process. There should
also be an effort in combination with efforts to disrupt communications between North Korea
and its hackers in China and Russia in a conflict. In addition, the ROK-U.S. should put serious
pressure on China and Russia to terminate North Korean remote internet connections in wartime,
with a backup plan to find the cables supporting those connections and to cut or break them.
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This could be a challenging, as in the case of recruiting any foreign agent. But some North Korean escapees claim
to have contacts with North Korean hackers who are operating in China and may be able to help recruit those
disliking the regime. The potential susceptibility of North Korean hackers is demonstrated by those hackers who
have defected from North Korea. Interview with a former senior elite North Korean escapee, August 2016.
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In several discussions with North Korean escapees, one author has been told that the senior elite in North Korea
would very much like to have their children come to study in the United States. And according to an interview with
the ROK unification minister in December 2019, Kim Jong-un has told his faculty at Kim Il-sung University that
they need to be publishing in outside academic journals to enhance the academic stature of North Korea. Kim could
be told that there may be no better way to accomplish that objective than to have North Korean graduate students at
major U.S. universities, at least some of whom would presumably publish in major U.S. journals. They could then
return to the North with established relationships with those journals.
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Third-Country Involvement
Additionally, or alternatively, the United States and South Korea could work with allies,
partners, and third countries around the world in an effort to identify, track, and prosecute North
Korean criminal cyber actors, cutting off their access and terminating the threat they pose to the
allies’ security. As noted above, it may be the case that in any contingency that North Korea
expects will escalate to high levels of violence, Pyongyang may have an incentive to use its best
cyber tools early in anticipation of losing over time its ability to access the internet via its servers
in China and Russia.

Conclusion
Overall, North Korea’s employment of cyber means to achieve strategic effects has significant
impact in peacetime. Nevertheless, “the most dire predictions” of cyber doomsday scenarios
from a decade ago “did not come to pass,” probably because those making these predictions
misunderstood the way the domain functions as a space for contestation and conflict.62 It is
hoped that with continued counter-cyber diligence, the ROK-U.S. and other global actors can
moderate North Korean cyber effects in peacetime. If not, it is always possible that the North’s
hackers could surprise outside observers by hacking into systems that, if disrupted, would cause
costly, hard-to-remediate, wide-area effects.
North Korean cyberattacks will become even more important after the outbreak of a largescale armed conflict, though after the start of major war the use of WMD could dwarf the relative
importance of cyberattacks. While the North’s use of offensive cyber may not be as relatively
consequential as nuclear usage or even large-scale conventional long-range artillery, it could still
cause hundreds of millions to billions of dollars in damages and potentially kill thousands of
people in South Korea, the United States, Japan, or elsewhere, both directly and indirectly.
U.S. and South Korean options to counter cyber tools need to focus on deterrence by denial
and policing and intelligence cooperation (or pressure) on third countries to identify and cut
off North Korean internet access in peacetime and especially at the outset of a crisis. Thus far,
deterrence by punishment or negotiation seems poorly suited to the challenge of reducing the
North Korean cyber threat. Realistically, the challenge posed by the DPRK’s cyber tools will
persist for years to come and grow in scale so long as Pyongyang does not pursue the kinds
of outright confrontation that could lead Washington and Seoul to seek to cripple the North’s
accesses to the global internet by sanctioning Chinese, Russian, and other entities giving access
to North Korean hackers. If the regime is able to develop increasingly sophisticated attacks such
as its recent move into ransomware suggest, the strategic threat to the North’s cyber toolkit poses
is likely to grow.
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Chapter 6. Characterizing and Countering North Korean
Combined Weapons of Mass Destruction and Cyber Employment1

Chapters 2 through 5 have treated each of the OWMD threats and the cyber threat
independently and focused on what North Korea could do as opposed to what it is more likely
to do. In this chapter, we look more at how we expect North Korea would use cyber threats and
OWMD in conjunction with nuclear weapons (thus, all WMD) to achieve its objectives. These
uses differ during peacetime, crises in North Korea, and a major conflict. In peacetime, we
expect North Korea to employ its cyber capabilities fairly aggressively, but to avoid employing
OWMD out of fear of ROK-U.S. retaliation that would jeopardize the survival of the regime.
In a crisis, North Korea may be more aggressive with both OWMD and cyber employment
because the crisis situation jeopardizes regime survival to some extent. And in a major conflict,
the North Korean regime would undoubtedly use its WMD and cyber capabilities; and it would
not be constrained by moral brakes or other considerations in using such weapons, knowing
that if it lost such a conflict, the regime would not survive. The regime would therefore use its
WMD and cyber capabilities very aggressively, seeking to achieve synergistic effects beyond
the effects described in the previous chapters.
This chapter describes how North Korea’s use of its WMD (including nuclear weapons) and
cyber capabilities would likely be a function of what the North perceives it can gain from such
uses and what costs it may suffer from that use. This trade-off is fundamental to deterrence. We
therefore begin by describing the conditions that could limit North Korean WMD and cyber
usage, including ROK-U.S. deterrence. We then turn to describing how the North has historically
used these capabilities and how it might use them in the future in peacetime, crisis, and war.
Finally, we conclude by recommending how the United States should respond to these North
Korean WMD and cyber threats. Note that throughout this chapter, we use only open sources and
therefore are more able to address the potential threats and options for responding to them. In
practice, “‘deterrence is in the eyes of the beholder,’”2 which means it is Kim Jong-un who
decides when he will be deterred from any given action. It is not clear that even he can predict all
of the circumstances in which he would or would not be deterred.
While the earlier chapters do not say much about North Korean nuclear weapon use, in this
chapter we do consider nuclear weapon use to adequately reflect the WMD synergies that
the North could seek. Even in peacetime, the growing North Korean nuclear threat may well
embolden North Korea’s use of its OWMD and cyber capabilities, an effect usually referred to as
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Lawrence Freedman, Britain and Nuclear Weapons, London: Macmillan for RIIA, 1980, p. 27.
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the “nuclear shadow.”3 In addition, the increasing number of North Korean nuclear weapons and
appropriate delivery means increases the likelihood of North Korea’s employing nuclear weapons.
Nevertheless, this chapter does not examine the full details of North Korean nuclear weapon use,
which is discussed in more detail in the predecessor to this report.4

Projecting North Korean Weapons of Mass Destruction and Cyber
Employment
While North Korea appears to have the OWMD and cyber capabilities described in Chapters 2
through 5, its use of those capabilities may be limited by what it can actually (not just theoretically)
do and what it wishes to do with the capabilities. We address these issues here.
What Can North Korea Do with Its Other Weapons of Mass Destruction and Cyber
Capabilities?
There is relatively little concrete information on North Korean OWMD and cyber capabilities.
While the North may be able to carry out very limited attacks with its OWMD capabilities, it may
lack sufficient OWMD to do major attacks or nationwide attacks against the ROK or other
neighbors despite current open assessments. It could also make a mistake such as the Aum
Shinrikyo did in the early 1990s, acquiring and working with a vaccine strain of anthrax rather
than the lethal strain.5 And the North might not have the types or capacity of the means to
deliver its OWMD. With its cyber capabilities, the North may be able to carry out basic hacking
but lack the capability to carry out far more sophisticated attacks against well-defended computer
systems. And even the North may not know for sure what it can do with the capabilities it has
developed. For example, it may think it has many missiles for delivering chemical, biological,
and nuclear weapons, but there could be fundamental flaws in the North’s missile designs that
would lead to many missile failures when a larger number of launches are tried simultaneously
as opposed to when a few launches are done as a test after the missiles have been checked and
prepared for the tests.
Ultimately, what North Korea can do is an issue of confidence. For example, North Korea is
testing ballistic missiles in peacetime because it wants to use those tests to establish the importance
of North Korean empowerment both internally and externally, and it is fairly confident that most of
those tests will succeed. Alternatively, North Korea has not invaded the ROK because it is not at
3

For example, as part of his invasion of Ukraine, Russian leader Vladimir Putin has threatened that any NATO
intervention could lead to Russian nuclear weapon use. And that threat has severely limited NATO action. If Putin
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all sure its weapons will make enough difference to allow it to defeat ROK-U.S. forces. In such
an invasion, if North Korean BW cannot sufficiently suppress air operations from airfields in
the ROK and its CW cannot cause enough damage to the ROK-U.S. ground forces, the North’s
invasion could very well fail and lead to the destruction of the regime. And that outcome would
be unacceptable because regime survival is the regime’s primary objective. As another example,
North Korea has demonstrated that it has a fairly high degree of confidence in its cyber capabilities,
which it has used extensively for intelligence gathering and financial purposes, but it could be very
uncertain about its ability to cause major cyber damage to the ROK-U.S. militaries or societies.
North Korea can enhance its confidence in using its OWMD and cyber capabilities in several
ways. One way is to increase the quantity and quality of those capabilities, so that even if some
attacks fail or are not as effective as expected, the overall regime objectives for using these
weapons can still be achieved. Another approach is to perform more extensive operational testing
of these capabilities. Traditionally, the North Korean military-industrial complex has tested
weapons for developmental purposes but did not require operational testing.6 But North Korea’s
recent testing of its ballistic missiles appears to have added operational testing.7
Achieving Synergistic Effects
North Korean WMD and cyber threats can have various synergistic effects that will affect
peacetime and conflict more seriously. These vary from physical effects to psychological and
financial effects. Some examples of actions and effects are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Korean cyber and EMP attacks could disrupt C4I systems, making it more difficult
to respond to and recover from WMD attacks
North Korean cyber and EMP attacks could deny warning of WMD attacks and disrupt
defenses against these attacks, making the WMD attacks more effective
North Korean cyberattacks could steal money from other countries and use that money to
enhance North Korean WMD capabilities
North Korean nuclear weapon attacks could expose people to radiation and physical
trauma, leaving them more vulnerable to chemical and biological weapons effects
North Korean use of some BW can have the effect of suppressing the immune system,
making people more vulnerable to chemical or nuclear weapon attacks
North Korean WMD attacks could make it difficult or impossible to gain access to where
WMD damage has been done, exacerbating the rescue and recovery effort
North Korean WMD attacks would cause psychological effects that would only be
compounded by subsequent WMD attacks.

We expect that North Korea will seek to maximize these and other synergistic effects.
6

Developmental testing examines whether or not a weapon system being developed will actually function as
expected. Operational testing examines whether weapon production provides weapons that actually work and can be
used effectively by their military forces. The North Korean focus on developmental testing was described in 2017 by
a North Korean escapee who had been a senior leader in the North Korean military industrial complex.
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Would North Korea Be Willing to Employ Its Other Weapons of Mass Destruction and
Cyber Capabilities?
Most countries look at the employment of their military capabilities from a benefits and costs
perspective. When countries perceive that there are clear benefits to gain that are greater than the
potential costs associated with obtaining those benefits, they are often inclined to employ their
military forces. Still, major war on the Korean peninsula has been avoided in recent decades,
suggesting that North Korea lacks confidence in achieving more benefits than costs in such wars.
For example, North Korea’s apparent belief that an invasion of the ROK would be defeated (not
providing the benefit of the North controlling the ROK) and would lead to the destruction of the
North Korean regime (an absolutely unacceptable cost) has probably contributed to deterrence on
the Korean peninsula. But many North Korean provocations have not been deterred (including
13 days with a total of 20 or so missile launches from January through April 2022). In April 2021,
President Biden had promised “stern deterrence” of North Korea,8 but the United States
apparently failed to make threats adequate to deter these North Korean provocations.
And deterrence is not static, so North Korea has sought more powerful military capabilities
that might give it an ability to conquer or at least influence the ROK. Nevertheless, deterrence still
holds because the North apparently perceives that it still lacks the military capabilities needed. The
ROK-U.S. can enhance deterrence of a North Korean invasion by some combination of fielding
capabilities to (1) reduce the likelihood that North Korea could gain a victory while (2) enhancing
the ability to punish North Korea if it does invade the ROK (and regime destruction is the most
serious punishment that the ROK-U.S. could impose on the North Korea regime). The ROK
Ministry of National Defense’s “three axis system” (now called the “WMD response system”)
follows this framework by applying denial through the “kill chain” (counterforce operations) and
Korean air and missile defense while applying punishment through “Korean Massive Punishment
and Retaliation.”9
Deterrence is complicated by the uncertainties in the benefits and costs, by circumstances
surrounding the action, by the willingness of the parties to take risks, and because any given
action might actually become a chain of actions. Leaders who contemplate waging war, for
example, are seldom assured of victory but may face circumstances in which the status quo
appears even more risky than war (for example, if Kim senses that the North Korean regime
is on the verge of collapse). Alternatively, the United States is often reluctant to militarily
respond to North Korean limited attacks, fearing that the North might then escalate and cause
serious societal damage; North Korea often recognizes this U.S. reluctance. In the end, many
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experts argue that deterrence is “in the eye of the beholder” and that the risk-taking propensity
of an actor such as North Korea may reduce ROK-U.S. deterrence.
Note that the willingness to use military force applies two ways. That is, the ROK-U.S. must
be prepared to use military force to impose sufficient costs on North Korea or North Korea will
not be deterred. In trying to deter North Korean use of WMD, the United States has committed
a nuclear umbrella to its ROK ally, effectively promising to use nuclear weapons if needed in
response to North Korean nuclear weapon employment and potentially OWMD employment.
This deterrent threat has been expressed as follows:
Our deterrence strategy for North Korea makes clear that any North Korean nuclear attack against
the United States or its allies and partners is unacceptable and will result in the end of that regime.
There is no scenario in which the Kim regime could employ nuclear weapons and survive.10

Since the regime will almost certainly hide in deep underground facilities in any major war,
and since those facilities can only be destroyed with nuclear weapons,11 this is effectively a
commitment of a U.S. nuclear response to North Korean nuclear weapon use.
Kim Jong-un understands this threat and is building ICBMs that will carry nuclear weapons
to target the United States. He apparently hopes that by threatening a few U.S. cities with nuclear
weapons, he can get the United States to abort its “nuclear umbrella” commitment to the ROK.
To sustain the U.S. deterrent against North Korean nuclear weapon use, the United States must
demonstrate a willingness to execute a nuclear retaliation against North Korea in response to any
North Korean nuclear weapon use. Without such a U.S. commitment, North Korea may perceive
that the United States lacks the will to use nuclear weapons against North Korea in such a case,
and therefore Kim Jong-un may conclude that there would be no major cost to his nuclear
weapon use, leading to a classical failure to deter North Korea.12

North Korean Peacetime Uses of Other Weapons of Mass Destruction and
Cyber Capabilities
North Korea seeks to deter ROK-U.S. military intervention that might (1) depose the North
Korean regime, (2) destroy key North Korean military capabilities, or (3) retaliate against and/or
punish North Korean provocations. An expert familiar with North Korean thinking explained:
10
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While deterrence is a major constraint on North Korean willingness to employ its OWMD and cyber capabilities,
there can be other reasons why North Korea would constrain this employment. For example, Kim Jong-un might
conclude that he must follow his father’s proscription of war, in part because a North Korean conquest of the ROK
would open North Korea to an immense flow of outside information that could seriously jeopardize the Kim regime.
Alternatively, Kim might decide that the use of a contagious biological weapon such as smallpox is too dangerous
because it could spread back into North Korea and have far more lethal effects in the North because of the poor
health system there.
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“The DPRK views its unconventional arsenal primarily as a means of deterrence, believing that
as long as it is able to ‘inflict pain’ on the United States, the ROK, and Japan, the United States
will be deterred from attacking the DPRK.”13 And the North’s WMD offers very effective
means for inflicting pain on the United States and its allies. The regime has been very clear that
it views nuclear weapons as a “‘powerful treasured sword to protect the sovereignty of the
country and the dignity of the nation and provides a sure guarantee for focusing efforts on
preserving peace and security, building economy and improving the standard of the people’s
living.’”14 Of course, by “protect the sovereignty of the country,” the regime means regime
survival and continued control. In short, the North views its nuclear weapons as playing a major
strategic deterrence role in peacetime.
The North does not speak similarly of CW and BW. Nevertheless, the North’s OWMD and
even conventional military capabilities play a role in deterring ROK-U.S. attacks on North Korea.
The ROK-U.S. have feared that even limited military responses to North Korean provocations
or attacks (such as the sinking of the ROK warship Cheonan or the North Korean shelling of
Yeonpyeong Island) could lead to an unacceptable North Korean military response that causes
ROK-U.S. casualties and could spiral into a major war with massive casualties. This view reflects
the ROK-U.S. reluctance to risk even a few casualties.15
Kim Jong-un has also been a risk-taker with some of his military forces in peacetime, though
most of the risks he takes are at the low end of escalation. Moreover, they are often risks he has
taken before without facing significant costs, and thus he seems confident that he can get away
with taking these risks again. For example, Kim has committed dozens of ballistic-missile test
provocations despite multiple UN Security Council Resolutions prohibiting these tests. But in
doing so, he has significantly limited the tests of ICBMs, clearly understanding that those tests
could lead to a U.S. response, whereas according to both the Trump and Biden administrations,
short-range missile tests posed no immediate threats to the United States or its allies.16 In fact,
Kim is fairly expert at testing the thresholds of escalation and of conditioning outside responses,
apparently attempting to demonstrate his empowerment, especially for internal audiences, and
allow his military to test developing weapons without suffering consequences.
Thus, Kim has had his hacker forces actively involved in cyberattacks for years and has
apparently gotten away with many of them. In response to the 2014 hack of Sony Pictures,
President Barack Obama promised an “appropriate and proportional” response.17 But in
13
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practice, it does not appear that the United States carried out his threat, likely undermining some
future deterrence efforts. Still, North Korea has mainly pursued a fairly low level of cyberattacks,
recognizing that disabling power grids or causing the failure of a nuclear reactor could well be
treated by the ROK-U.S. as an act of war to which they would respond strongly.
Table 6.1 summarizes North Korea’s recent peacetime use of OWMD and cyber capabilities
(green shading), and our assessment of the relative likelihood of future uses in conditions short of
a major war (yellow, orange, and red shading). North Korea has reportedly tested CW and BW
effects on people and attempted several assassinations with CW.18 Moreover, the assassination
of Kim Jong-nam was committed in Malaysia, probably reducing the chances of a ROK-U.S.
retaliation. North Korea has not tested its nuclear EMP capabilities, but we do not know if North
Korea has tested any conventional EMP capabilities. There appears to be no peacetime history of
combined use of multiple types of OWMD simultaneously, probably because such actions would
be too escalatory. Nevertheless, the ongoing North Korean use of its cyber capabilities has allowed
North Korea to collect intelligence and steal billions of dollars of hard currency denied by UN/U.S.
sanctions (part of which will fund WMD and missile development),19 while causing some damage
and disruptions in an increasingly cyber-oriented world and bringing a different kind of warfare
Table 6.1. North Korean Peacetime and Crisis Employment of Other Weapons of Mass Destruction
and Cyber Weapons
North Korean Targeting of
Weapon
Tests

Individual

Chemical

On prisoners

Kim Jong-nam, 2017
Park Sang-hak, 2011

Biological

On islands,
on prisoners

Weapons

EMP

Conventional
EMP possible

Cyber



Possible; Soviets and
Bulgarians have
without U.S.
retaliation
Possible with isolated
individual,
conventional EMP
Ongoing stealing of
cryptocurrency,
hacking computers

Small
Group/Area/Firm
Possible—toxic
industrial
chemicals?

Large
Nationwide
Group/Area/Firm
Too high a risk of
Inappropriate:
serious retaliation, insufficient chemicals,
escalation?
delivery means

Possible—use
endemic disease?

Possible but risky;
would likely try to
deny attribution

Possible with
contagious disease;
very risky

Possible with
nuclear EMP but
very risky
Sony 2014,
Bangladesh Bank
2016

Possible with nuclear
EMP but extremely
risky

Possible:
conventional EMP,
not nuclear EMP
Ongoing stealing
of cryptocurrency

WannaCry 2017

SOURCES: Authors’ assessment based on analysis of sources cited in this chapter, as well as Bruce W. Bennett,
The Challenge of North Korean Biological Weapons, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, CT-401, 2013a.
NOTE: Green = the North has done this. Yellow = a possible use. Orange = a possible but dangerous use.
Purple = not possible or too dangerous.
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even to periods of “peace.”20 Still, North Korea has sought plausible deniability in its cyberattacks
and limited its extreme cyberattacks (in some cases, perhaps to reserve major attacks to be a
surprise in a war, as discussed below), presumably seeking to avoid ROK-U.S. retaliation.
We expect that North Korea will largely follow these historical precedents because it knows
it has avoided serious consequences in doing so. In this regard, its employment of CW in
assassinations appears to reflect a desire to demonstrate empowerment, as well as a perception
that very limited CW employment appears very powerful but less likely than even very limited
BW employment to cause a serious ROK-U.S. retaliation. While North Korea reportedly
believes that CW is not WMD,21 the North’s general avoidance of CW employment in peacetime
compared with more common conventional weapon attacks suggests that the North recognizes
CW employment as posing a much greater risk of a serious ROK-U.S. response. North Korea
could carry out a terrorist CW attack such as the Aum Shinrikyo did on the Tokyo subway
system in 1995, but it seems unlikely that North Korea would perceive a significant benefit from
doing so, and it could risk serious retaliation. As noted in Table 6.1, North Korea might execute
a covert conventional weapons attack against a ROK toxic industrial chemical production facility
to cause CW-like casualties, analogous to the way that a toxic gas leak at Bhopal, India, in 1984
killed thousands of people and injured hundreds of thousands.22 It might be difficult to determine
whether such a spillage was an accident or purposeful and thus whether to execute a ROK-U.S.
response.
Any North Korean provocation poses the risk of causing unintended escalation. Thus, in
2010 when North Korea shelled the ROK’s Yeonpyeong Island, the ROK prepared to escalate
by striking North Korean missile bases, and it was feared that North Korea would escalate in
response. At the time, one article said: “Diplomats and analysts in Washington and elsewhere
around the world warned that while neither the North nor the South wanted all-out war, the
risk of incidents such as today’s was that it could tip the peninsula into an accidental war.”23
Situations such as this could lead to limited OWMD attacks as a next or subsequent escalation
step. Avoiding any North Korean provocations is thus critical to avoiding escalation to OWMD
use—an escalation that the North Korean “nuclear shadow” potentially makes more likely. It is
possible that future ROK-U.S. leaders will be as risk averse as past leaders relative to escalation
with North Korea, though they may also conclude that a failure to respond adequately to North
Korean provocations also makes war more likely. Kim will likely perceive a bias toward caution
by ROK-U.S. leaders; if instead these leaders decide that adequate responses are required, they
need to pose clear threats to North Korea and make it also clear that they have the will to execute
those threats.
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North Korean Uses of Other Weapons of Mass Destruction and Cyber
Capabilities in Crisis or Limited Conflict
In a future situation in which the North Korean regime perceives that it is facing a crisis or
limited conflict, North Korea may decide to be more aggressive with its military capabilities,
though still being careful with its OWMD and cyber capabilities. For example, if the regime
perceives that internal instability is growing, it might decide to attack a ROK warship or fire
artillery at a ROK island, as it did in 2010. Still, we have heard from several senior ROK military
personnel that artillery firing into Seoul is a redline that would be treated by the ROK as the start
of a major war. This could be an exaggeration, but the risk to the North Korean regime of firing
on Seoul or using OWMD is clearly greater than the risks it faced in its 2010 conventional
attacks; this means that North Korea would require some significant increase in the benefits it
seeks to justify taking such risks. That said, if the regime can be confident that an attack will be
plausibly deniable, the risk to the regime would be significantly less. Thus, according to Table 6.1,
North Korea could consider using special forces or North Korean agents in the South to cause a
covert release of toxic industrial chemicals or spread a limited amount of an endemic disease
such as KHF. But such plausibly deniable uses would limit the benefit of those attacks for
building the appearance of regime strength. Alternatively, North Korea could seek to use a
ballistic missile carrying a conventional warhead to damage ROK toxic chemical facilities or
a nuclear power plant, potentially releasing lethal chemicals or a radioactive cloud but hoping to
avoid a U.S. nuclear response. Such a serious act of war could lead to a ROK-U.S. preemptive
counterforce attack on North Korea even if the United States chose not to execute a nuclear
weapon response.
Unfortunately, at some future time North Korea may conclude that it can return to more
frequent limited attacks on the ROK. Two factors could potentially lead to such a decision. First,
the growing North Korean nuclear weapon inventory may convince the North Korean regime that
it could avoid retaliation against its limited attacks (perhaps even OWMD) by threatening to
escalate to nuclear weapon use against any ROK-U.S. retaliation—another effect of the so-called
nuclear shadow. Second, if the North Korean regime perceives that it is increasingly challenged
by internal instability, it may conclude that it needs success in limited attacks to motivate greater
support for the regime besieged by claimed ROK-U.S. aggression and thereby manage its internal
instability. Still, the North Korean regime could fear that threatening nuclear weapon use might
not deter a major ROK-U.S. retaliation against a large or perhaps even a small attributable North
Korean OWMD attack, and that would be even more true if North Korea used multiple types of
OWMD. In considering limited attacks on the ROK, the trade-off between the risks of escalation
and the potentially greater damage caused by OWMD would be key to the North determining
whether to use OWMD.
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North Korean Uses of Other Weapons of Mass Destruction and
Cyber Capabilities in Major War
We postulate above that Kim Jong-un would prefer to avoid a major war with the ROK-U.S.
But if Kim felt that internal instability was seriously jeopardizing the regime, he might consider
a major war as a way of unifying his elites and diverting attention from the regime’s failings.
Much of the examination of a major war in Korea focuses on a purely conventional war, in
which, as noted in Chapter 2, U.S. commanders in Korea have consistently argued that victory
would be easily within their grasp.24
It should therefore be no surprise that for decades, North Korea has sought WMD and cyber
capabilities to augment conventional military capabilities in an invasion of the ROK. Kim Jong-un
has developed a fairly significant nuclear arsenal. Soon after his father’s death, he reportedly
ordered his military to prepare a new war plan for rapidly taking control of Seoul and all of South
Korea, a plan that he approved in 2012. This plan included the use of nuclear weapons and all
elements of North Korean national power, including OWMD and conventional forces, to establish
control over the ROK and achieve North Korea–controlled unification.25 Conceptually, this plan
would be executed in three phases: (1) North Korean mobilization and alerting for war accompanied
by selective precursor attacks, (2) the North Korean main attack and follow-up, and (3) North
Korean attacks designed to stop the conflict before regime destruction, should the war go badly for
North Korea. North Korea could also have to plan to deal with Chinese intervention.
North Korean Preparations for Major War
As noted in previous chapters, North Korea feels that surprise is critical to a successful
outcome of an invasion of the ROK. It apparently hopes that surprise will delay and disrupt
ROK-U.S. defensive preparations before an invasion while allowing many of the North Korean
preparations. The North would especially like to delay the deployment of U.S. forces to the
peninsula. The North may try to delay ROK-U.S. preparations by making it appear that the
North’s preparations are only to put pressure on the ROK-U.S., claiming that any ROK-U.S.
preparations would precipitate a war that could be otherwise avoided. Alternatively North Korea
could adopt a subterfuge such as claiming that it has detected covert ROK-U.S. preparations to
invade the North and that the North is simply activating its defenses to deter the ROK-U.S.
aggression (as it has claimed before).
As part of its preparations, the North may consider precursor attacks to undermine the strength
of ROK-U.S. forces. As long as these attacks are not immediately detectable or are plausibly
deniable, the ROK-U.S. may not retaliate. If they do retaliate, North Korea may lose any advantage
24
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from these precursor attacks. This is especially true because any North Korean attack would
constitute an act of war. And North Korean WMD precursor attacks could justify a ROK-U.S.
counterforce attack on North Korea, which would seriously defeat key elements of the overall
North Korean offensive. ROK-U.S. ballistic missiles can be delivered against North Korean targets
so rapidly in the counterforce role that the North would probably decide to delay its CW, nuclear,
and EMP attacks until the beginning of its full offensive because these could be detected and
attributed and risk a ROK-U.S. counterforce response. Use of these weapons could be interpreted
as a precursor attack rather than an isolated limited attack, especially in the context of other North
Korean preparations for war. The ROK-U.S. could begin preparation to preempt the North’s
main attack even during ambiguous warning of war,26 including alerting and targeting missiles,
preparing combat aircraft, putting U.S. bombers on airborne alert over neighboring sea areas, and
surging U.S. air and naval forces to the peninsula.
But North Korea could be expected to carry out cyber precursor attacks and possibly also
BW precursor attacks. The North would have to be careful with its cyberattacks not to take an
action that is so serious that the ROK-U.S. would interpret that as unambiguous evidence that
a war is starting. North Korea may also be able to use BW in precursor attacks if it can avoid
detection of the BW and if the incubation period of the BW delays the disease effects until after
the start of the North Korean main assault. Nevertheless, North Korea would be taking a risk
even with these precursor attacks: An astute ROK-U.S. C2 system may detect even these attacks
as precursors and escalate to a counterforce attack.
CW attacks and more extensive BW attacks and cyberattacks designed to cause high damage
might be used selectively in the last ten to 20 minutes before the main North Korean attack, as
these would establish a condition of war and trigger a counterforce attack27—but ten to 20 minutes
might be too little for the ROK-U.S. to put most weapons on target in North Korea before the
North would launch its main attack. These North Korean attacks would be designed to shatter
ROK-U.S. C2, create chaos and panic in both the ROK-U.S. military and society, break the
cohesion of the ROK ground forces so that the main North Korean ground attack could rapidly
achieve multiple exploitable breakthroughs, and delay the arrival of U.S. forces in Korea. In
addition, North Korean strategic special forces could target the various missile defense batteries
in the ROK using mortars, large-caliber sniper rifles, and drones from standoff positions. These
attacks would then facilitate the delivery of the North’s WMD.
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North Korean Execution of a Major War
North Korea is unlikely to withhold any of its WMD from its main attack against the ROKU.S.28 Any WMD that it withholds would be subjected to an early ROK-U.S. counterforce
attack, potentially destroying much of it. Thus, the ROK-U.S. counterforce capability has three
effects: (1) It makes many North Korean precursor attacks too risky, (2) it forces North Korea
into a “use it or lose it” position with regard to its WMD forces, and (3) it makes the historical
North Korean strategy of building several missiles per TEL a risky approach, but nevertheless
something North Korea might do because of limited financial resources. Still, North Korea may
have historically planned for a secure reserve force of missiles and nuclear weapons. Today, it
could well lose this force early in a war unless it denies information about it to the ROK-U.S.
The North Korean main attack would involve six components. First, North Korean artillery,
including CW use, would seek to expand the chaos caused by the precursor attacks in the forward
ROK-U.S. ground forces, allowing the North Korean infantry to create rapid breakthroughs. It
could use a mixture of a nonpersistent CW (sarin would be best) to disrupt the forward forces
but allow North Korean forces to proceed into those areas within an hour or so. It could use a
persistent CW (VX would be best) to protect the flanks of the North Korean penetration.29 If each
of the 7,000 or so forward-deployed North Korean artillery pieces fired just an average of 50 shells
or rockets in the first hour, that would amount so some 350,000 total shells and rockets. If, as
argued in Chapter 2, one-third of North Korean artillery shells and rockets were to carry CW and
the average shell/rocket carried 3 kg of CW, that would amount to some 400 tons of CW delivered
in the forward ROK area in the first hour—enough to cause massive damage, cohesion failures in
many ground force units, and many initial breakthroughs. simultaneously, North Korean tactical
special forces that were positioned in tunnels under the DMZ would break out of those tunnels,
attack any cohesive defenders, and lead the North Korean infantry through defensive gaps.
Second, after North Korean infantry opened breakthroughs of modest (5 to 10 km) depth, the
North Korean heavier forces would seek to exploit these breakthroughs, rapidly moving through
any gaps that develop and racing to capture and destroy ROK-U.S. military forces and facilities in
28
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the rear. In addition, to widen the breakthrough and dissolve still-coherent forward ground forces,
North Korean artillery fire, including nonpersistent CW (possibly on flechettes), could move
down the defensive lines from the breakthroughs to cause casualties and panic. North Korean
infantry and some special forces could move immediately behind the forward defensive lines to
roll up any of those defenses not broken by artillery fire and panic. Some North Korean artillery
fires (including CW) would shift to ROK-U.S. ground force reserves and to ROK-U.S. artillery
units in an effort to suppress them. Some North Korean special forces would be assigned to attack
the ROK forward artillery shelters to disable the fire of those units possibly using fuel-air
explosives (thermobaric weapons). Other North Korea special forces would seek to locate
ROK-U.S. self-propelled artillery units to facilitate North Korean fires against them.
Third, the ROK has focused much of its military force modernization on the development of
advanced fighter aircraft capable of interdicting North Korean ground-force breakthroughs. The
ROK-U.S. fighter forces in the ROK are located on a small number of military airfields, making
those airfields valuable targets of the North Korean ballistic missiles carrying nuclear weapons.
These airfields could also be targeted by ballistic missiles carrying CW, strategic special forces
and agents employing BW, and North Korean drones carrying BW and fuel-air explosives. The
use of redundant attacks would seek to ensure serious damage or destruction of the air forces and
personnel on these airfields.
Fourth, similar North Korean forces would be used against ROK-U.S. C2 facilities in order
to try to further degrade the C2 that had been targeted by precursor attacks.
Fifth, the North would want to degrade the flow of U.S. forces to Korea. It could do so by
damaging and/or contaminating the planned reception airfields and ports in the ROK with
nuclear weapons delivered by ballistic missiles, persistent CW (such as VX) delivered by
missiles and drones, and persistent BW (such as anthrax) delivered by SOF and drones. As
noted in Chapter 3, North Korean use of BW could cause psychological effects more serious
than even the physical casualties, with other countries closing their borders to the ROK, the
United States being unwilling to flow forces or personnel into the ROK, and chaos within
the ROK resulting from fear of BW. The North could also execute attacks against Japan using
nuclear weapons, EMP, and BW delivered by missiles and cyber warfare. And the North could
threaten nuclear and BW attacks on the United States if U.S. deployments continue and seek to
coerce the United States into abandoning the ROK.
Sixth, North Korea would reportedly also target U.S. populations in the ROK (especially Camp
Humphreys30) with similar means (nuclear weapons, CW, and BW) also seeking to coerce U.S.
disengagement from its alliance with the ROK. The North apparently believes that killing thousands
of American military personnel and civilians in Korea would cause the United States to abandon
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the ROK and withdraw U.S. forces, decoupling the ROK-U.S. alliance and allowing the North a
rapid victory against the ROK31 without the North facing a serious U.S. nuclear retaliation.32 Such
North Korean hopes could be a significant miscalculation: the U.S. people could still demand the
end of the North Korean regime. North Korea would probably attempt to deter U.S. nuclear
weapon use by threatening to retaliate against U.S. cities with ICBMs carrying nuclear weapons.33
This potential would provide the United States with strong incentives for preemptive counterforce
and counter-leadership attacks.
North Korea apparently hopes to cause so much damage and chaos with its precursor attacks
and the invasion main attacks that the North would gain a substantial margin of military superiority
over the ROK and perhaps even gain the ability to dictate ROK surrender.
Regime Survival After a North Korean Invasion of the Republic of Korea Is Stopped
North Korea knows that any invasion of the ROK would be highly risky and could fail. The
regime would therefore likely keep a reserve of WMD forces intended to degrade ROK-U.S.
capabilities and coerce war termination once the North recognizes that its invasion is failing. The
most important elements of this strategic reserve could be ICBMs carrying nuclear weapons and
contagious BW, theater missiles with the same payloads, and North Korean special forces infected
with contagious BW. North Korea would use the ICBMs to coerce the United States into war
termination, potentially issuing a series of threats and then carrying out attacks on the United
States if it fails to yield to the threats. The North would use its theater missiles to coerce ROK
termination and also to put pressure on Japan not to support the United States. The North could
use its own personnel infected with contagious BW to expose many people in the ROK, Japan,
or the United States, trying to create chaos and a strong desire in the targeted countries to terminate
the conflict before destroying the regime. North Korea could also use its strategic reserve nuclear
weapons in an attempt to deter U.S. employment of nuclear weapons against the North.
North Korea’s strategic reserve of WMD would have a major problem: Survival until its
employment is required. North Korea could not hold just three to five nuclear weapons to serve as
31
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a nuclear reserve force because many of those weapons could be destroyed as a result of the initial
and subsequent ROK-U.S. counterforce attacks. In practice, North Korea might want to hold as
much as a third of its nuclear weapon and BW forces as a strategic reserve in order to sustain
its reserve through major combat, but even then, little or none of the force might survive for a
conflict-ending operation. North Korean CW could lack sufficient power to be a meaningful
part of this strategic reserve, and any nuclear weapons withheld could be best employed directly
against targets rather than used to cause EMP. North Korean cyber forces might retain some
capability as a strategic reserve, though they would need to be able to cause major damage to the
ROK-U.S. to play a meaningful role.
Seeking to Counter Chinese Intervention
Chinese leader Xi Jinping has been very clear “that China would ‘absolutely not permit war or
chaos on the [Korean] peninsula.’”34 To support Chinese security, China reportedly has plans
to intervene in North Korea in the case of war on the peninsula or a North Korea collapse.35 If
China does intervene in North Korea without a North Korean invitation, it is possible that North
Korea could also employ its WMD and cyber capabilities to counter such an intervention. Despite
this possibility, China has generally avoided putting pressure on North Korea to restrict its nuclear
weapon development, apparently believing that North Korean denuclearization can occur only
when outside threats against North Korea are reduced.

Proposed Republic of Korea and United States Responses
Based upon available open information, we believe that there are many actions that the
ROK-U.S. can take to deter North Korean employment of OWMD and cyber capabilities and to
counter that employment if deterrence fails. With regard to the individual types of OWMD and
cyber capabilities, Chapters 2 through 5 offer many recommendations especially focused on
defending against North Korean OWMD and cyber employment, and those recommendations
will not be repeated here except where there is synergy between actions taken against the
different kinds of OWMD. Instead, this section focuses on imposing costs in peacetime in
response to North Korean OWMD and cyber activities and provocations, and appropriate
warfighting (denial) in wartime against OWMD and cyber employment. Because cyberattacks
are in many ways separate from OWMD attacks, most of the material on countering North
Korean cyberattacks is found in Chapter 5.
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Peacetime Responses
In peacetime, North Korean provocations pose a risk of escalation to war, including WMD
use. And North Korean provocations such as missile and nuclear weapon tests facilitate the
growth in North Korean WMD threats—something the ROK-U.S. want to prevent. The ROKU.S. face three challenges in responding to North Korean provocations. The first, especially true
with North Korean cyberattacks but potentially also with CW and BW employment, is detecting
the North Korean attack and attributing that attack to North Korea. The second challenge is
finding the means for deterring and responding (should deterrence fail) to all North Korean
provocations. The ROK-U.S. must deter direct North Korean employment of its OWMD and
cyber capabilities, as well as broader North Korean provocations that could create an escalation
spiral to OWMD use and perhaps even general war. The third challenge is preempting North
Korean provocations by providing the North more positive means for demonstrating its
empowerment.
Recognizing the uncertainties in North Korean strategy and what is required to deter the
North, our project compiled a series of actions that could be taken in peacetime. These are
offered as options. Many have been discussed with U.S. and ROK government personnel and
with North Korean escapees, but the choice among these options would still require a clear
ROK-U.S. strategy tailored to the specific conditions in peacetime.
First, some North Korean provocations are relatively easy to detect and attribute. But others are
more difficult, especially when North Korea seeks plausible deniability. For example, attribution is
a key challenge with cyberattacks and likely would be with OWMD attacks because North Korea
would be seeking to avoid a ROK-U.S. response. The ROK-U.S. have worked on improving
detection and attribution of OWMD and cyberattacks, but they need to increase these efforts.
Second, preventing North Korean employment of its OWMD and cyber capabilities requires
that the ROK-U.S. establish a credible deterrence framework for preventing most North Korean
provocations and anything related to OWMD in particular.36 North Korea must be convinced that
the use of OWMD is too dangerous and that even other military provocations should be avoided
because of the risk that they could trigger an uncontrolled escalation into OWMD use. This is
particularly important because confrontation on the peninsula tends to be escalatory, and North
Korea may perceive that it can escalate to OWMD use in challenging the ROK-U.S. because of the
North’s “nuclear shadow.” A framework for deterring North Korean provocations could have ten
components, described below.
Establish a Set of Minimum Redlines That Are Clearer and Actionable Against North Korean
Provocations

As noted above, the ROK-U.S. have failed to deter many North Korean provocations in 2022
alone. Against whatever of these provocations that the ROK-U.S. find unacceptable, and other
36
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escalated North Korean actions such as limited attacks with CW, the ROK-U.S. must define and
communicate clear redlines with more specific ROK-U.S. responses threatened that must be
credible.37 Less serious North Korean behavior (e.g., a submarine incursion into ROK waters)
might or might not cause a ROK-U.S. offensive response. To deter North Korea, the ROK-U.S.
must communicate to the North which of the most serious provocations are unacceptable and the
potential consequences that would be imposed for those provocations. And these consequences
cannot be idle threats—the ROK-U.S. must have the will to execute them, or future deterrence
would be undercut. North Korea has learned that the ROK-U.S. threaten the North with strong
rhetoric but are weak on imposing the threatened costs. As a result, this rhetoric has little
influence in deterring North Korea. The ROK-U.S. should also be clear that North Korean
provocations below the minimum redlines could also lead to real ROK-U.S. responses.
Otherwise, the North might feel safe to challenge the ROK-U.S. with provocations below the
minimum redlines.
Remove the North Korean Justification for Escalation by Asserting and Demonstrating That
South Korea and the United States Are Not Hostile Toward North Korea

This will require the ROK-U.S. to find alternative ways to impose costs on North Korea that
are not as escalatory or overly hostile. For example, appropriate ROK-U.S. information operations,
the often-neglected component of ROK-U.S. strategy, might appear far less hostile than military
attacks or economic sanctions. Thus, the ROK-U.S. could publicly comment on North Korean
hostility in indoctrinating its people against the ROK-U.S. and argue that the truly hostile country
in Northeast Asia is North Korea. After all, the ROK-U.S. do not indoctrinate their people against
North Korea. The ROK-U.S. could also explain that Kim Jong-un is responsible (not the United
States) for the suffering of the North Korean people that results from the sanctions imposed by the
United Nations. These sanctions could cease if Kim terminated his flagrant violations of conditions
set by the United Nations, conditions agreed to by China and Russia. The ROK-U.S. should further
explain that North Korea is continually in violation of UN Security Council Resolutions and
refuses to recognize the authority of the United Nations.38
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Impose Costs on Kim Jong-un with Outside Information

Kim Jong-un is afraid of outside information, and especially the example of ethnic Koreans
living well in the ROK. Indeed, Kim has been ruthless in trying to prevent that information from
reaching his people. The ROK-U.S. should use ROK soap operas, dramas, and K-pop, more
actively broadcasting and otherwise transmitting such information into North Korea. And to
discourage North Korea from doing another ballistic missile test, the ROK-U.S. could threaten to
respond by scattering hundreds of thousands of USB drives with this material all over Pyongyang.
These USB drives and external broadcasts into the North could also include outside-world facts
and facts about the corruption in the North Korean government interspersed between the programs
that we already know are very popular in North Korea.
Punish North Korean Provocations Economically

For example, the ROK-U.S. could threaten to tighten the economic sanctions efforts by
interdicting or at least identifying North Korean ships involved in illicit ship-to-ship transfers39
and by more explicitly identifying the Chinese and other country violations of existing sanctions.40
The United States should also mount a major information operation to counter the North Korean
claims that the existing sanctions are all due to the United States. The United States should explain
that many of the sanctions have been imposed by the United Nations and were supported by China
and Russia.
Establish a Baseline of Day-to-Day Peacetime Defenses of South Korea, Recognizing the Likely
Growing Potential for North Korean Limited Attacks in Peacetime

Some ROK-U.S. air and missile defenses (including fighter aircraft) should be actively
operating daily in a random pattern, and others should be available to operate based on an hour
or so of warning. The ROK-U.S. should do an assessment of protecting military forces and
civilian populations, identifying air and missile defense gaps, and acquiring, if needed, more
air and missile defenses to fill those gaps. The ROK-U.S. should also identify potential targets
of North Korean drones or SOF (such as Patriot missile batteries or the production or storage
of toxic industrial materials) and enhance means for identifying attackers and the ability to
defeat such attackers (for example, identifying forged passports to intercept SOF infiltrating
into the ROK and ensuring sufficient guards to protect potential SOF targets).
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Provide Enhanced Peacetime Defenses of South Korea for Periods of Crisis and Ambiguous
Warning of War

These would involve greater readiness of air and missiles defenses; more guards (including
reserve military personnel) for potential targets (such as nuclear plants); and provisions for
dispersal, hardening, and deception around potential targets such as ROK airfields. In normal
peacetime, exercises involving “red teams” should be used to test these defenses and improve
protection efforts.
Respond in a Strong If Not Escalated Manner Against Any North Korean Conventional Attack on
South Korea

This involves employing the ROK concept of proactive deterrence.41 For example, the
ROK-U.S. could threaten to attack known North Korean CW storage facilities associated with
the North Korean artillery if North Korea fires conventional artillery across the DMZ, preventing
North Korean use of that CW. Alternatively, a North Korean conventional missile attack near a
ROK city could be met by an attack on the North Korean central military headquarters and/or
North Korean CW production and storage facilities.
Prepare for an Early Conventional Counterforce Response Against North Korean Limited
Chemical or Biological Weapon or Electromagnetic Pulse Employment

Because limited CW, BW, and/or EMP employment would be acts of war and expected
as precursors to a North Korean invasion of the ROK, such attacks would justify a ROK-U.S.
counterforce response against the North. The ROK-U.S. could tell North Korea that it would be
nearly impossible to differentiate a North Korean limited OWMD attack from an OWMD invasion
precursor, and that OWMD terrorism is therefore too risky for the North. If the North Korean
attack is very limited and a counterforce attack is considered too escalatory, the ROK-U.S. could
threaten to destroy parts or all of the two North Korean oil refineries with conventional weapons in
response to an isolated North Korean nuclear EMP attack that affects the ROK (identifying such
options could strengthen deterrence of North Korean OWMD employment).42
Recognize That North Korea Could Respond with Escalation

North Korea has traditionally used the threat of escalation to deter ROK-U.S. punishment
for its provocations, thereby undermining the deterrence of the North Korean provocations. The
ROK-U.S. must therefore threaten a sequence of escalating actions against North Korea if the
North escalates. The ROK-U.S. must have a multistep strategy much as good chess players do,
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and they must let North Korea know that they are prepared for those multiple steps and that the
North will find the costs of its escalation will not be justified by the benefits that it seeks. In
particular, the ROK-U.S. must have an effective approach to warfighting, as described below,
in order to deter North Korea from considering escalation to war.
Demonstrate the Will to Execute These Actions and Accept the Risks of Escalation

The primary way to demonstrate this will is to impose costs on North Korea for its next and
subsequent provocations. North Korea perceives itself as becoming increasingly powerful given
its possession of nuclear weapons, against which the historically passive ROK-U.S. behavior
becomes increasingly dangerous. North Korea needs to be told that while it perceives its nuclear
shadow gives it more freedom to provoke and attack, that nuclear shadow requires more serious
ROK-U.S. responses to disrupt the North Korean escalation strategy.
Deterring North Korean employment of its cyber capabilities is more difficult, in part because
these activities are diverse and ongoing and partially sheltered by the support of China and other
countries. Chapter 5 discusses options for deterring cyberattacks
A “Carrot and Stick” Strategy
Because the Kim regime will continue to require opportunities to display its empowerment, the
ROK-U.S. must induce North Korea to make those demonstrations in more positive ways. This is
where the ROK-U.S. need a “carrot and stick” strategy, offering carrots that would allow North
Korea to positively demonstrate its empowerment. For example, the United States could offer
North Korea a relationship “warm-up” deal: The United States could give the regime 3 million
doses of the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines (enough for the senior elites), provide 10 kgs of rice
for every North Korean, offer to place 25 North Korean graduate students in some of the best
universities in the United States to establish them as international scholars (a goal Kim Jong-un
set in late 2019), and agree to coordinate with the United Nations to allow selected North Korean
textile exports, all major accomplishments if the North Korean regime accepts them. In exchange,
North Korea would be asked to allow U.S. inspection of the presumed Kangson uranium
enrichment facility and inspection of the KN-23 missile, small prices for North Korea to pay
(not requiring dismantlement, yet). The United States could make this offer very publicly and
unilaterally, bypassing the requirement to negotiate with North Korea, but putting pressure on
North Korea to accept the offer because it is generous and should be particularly attractive to
the North Korean elites. Even if Kim refuses such an offer, one “stick” is that many North
Korean elites could be upset with Kim because they would find the offer personally attractive.
As a second step with carrots and sticks, the United States should provide North Korea with
balance sheets showing the U.S. perceptions of what North Korea wants in negotiations and what
the United States wants, and the U.S. perceptions of the percentage of the end state reflected by
each individual item on the U.S. “wants” balance sheet and on the North Korean “wants” balance
sheet. The United States should invite North Korea to propose adjustments to the balance sheets.
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Then the United States should make offers to North Korea that might involve a 5-percent deal
from each balance sheet. Doing so would again allow the United States to bypass the need to
get North Korea to come to the negotiating table, forcing the North to negotiate on the U.S.
proposals or potentially face embarrassment both internally and externally for refusing specific,
important offers. The regime could, of course, claim any such agreements as major victories, but
unless the ROK-U.S. want to fight a war with North Korea to reduce its nuclear weapons, such
negotiations offer the potential for peacefully reducing at least the growth in the North Korean
nuclear weapon threat.
Wartime Responses
Much of the historical discussion of a potential war on the Korean peninsula assumes that such
a war would be largely a traditional, conventional force conflict with perhaps some minor overlays
of WMD. As described herein, that appears to be a very unrealistic perspective that needs to be
abandoned and replaced by a view of Korean conflict in which WMD and cyberattacks are actively
employed. This replacement was the perspective of U.S. and Soviet forces on the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) Central Front during the 1980s, but most current ROK-U.S. military
personnel have not been trained on what to expect from, and how to operate in, such a conflict. The
ROK-U.S. need a “strategic deterrence and warfighting group” of government officials and experts
to develop potential North Korean WMD and cyber employment scenarios, to assist in formulating
a strategy for responding to WMD/cyberattacks, to coordinate counter-WMD and cyber actions
across government agencies, to organize regular education and training relative to WMD and cyber
threats, and to help with testing the strategy in training and war plans. This group should identify
specific roles for each of the relevant organizations and specific ways for them to cooperate in
any contingency. ROK-U.S. strategy needs to reflect these conditions and to make U.S. nuclear
weapon use a more integral part of war planning and training in order to demonstrate ROK-U.S.
readiness.43
Countering a North Korean WMD invasion would require a mixture of excellent detection,
counterforce, defense, and reconstitution capabilities. As in peacetime, the ROK-U.S. need
to maintain finely tuned warning systems to detect North Korean preparation for war, and
especially North Korean precursor attacks. The ROK-U.S. need to establish minimum precursor
attack redlines to designate when a state of war exists that potentially justifies early ROK-U.S.
conventional counterforce responses. Such responses could selectively or comprehensively
neutralize North Korean WMD capabilities and delivery means. The ROK defense minister
recently described the developing ROK capabilities and strategy: “The military currently has
a large number of missiles with significantly improved range, accuracy, and power, and it can
accurately and swiftly strike any targets in North Korea. . . . If signs of a missile launch are
43

This action would really worry China and hopefully induce more Chinese pressure on North Korea to moderate
its efforts to build WMD.
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especially clear, it has the ability and posture to precisely strike at the origin of the launch as well
as command and support facilities.”44 While North Korea interpreted this statement as the threat
of a preemptive ROK counterforce attack,45 such a counterforce attack would not be a true
preemption that starts a war if it is responding to a North Korean precursor attacks; it would
instead be simply responding to the war that North Korea had already started.
A clear definition of such ROK-U.S. minimum redlines may cause North Korea to defer or
even forgo some precursor attacks in order to maintain strategic/operational surprise. And the
risks to the North of early ROK-U.S. counterforce responses could potentially deter Kim Jong-un
from deciding to invade. Even if the ROK-U.S. fail to execute a counterforce response before
the main North Korean attack, they need to have sufficient capability, with a second strike, to
eliminate most North Korean WMD and delivery means soon after the start of a war. The
ROK-U.S. need to be able to deny North Korea continuing use of its WMD throughout a war
and especially once the regime fears defeat. Doing so requires continuing ROK efforts to deploy
theater ballistic missiles (land- and sea-based) and a U.S. deployment of theater ballistic missiles
in the ROK, potentially including hypersonic missiles. Fighter aircraft, cruise missiles, and
drones would take longer to reach North Korean targets and thus should be prepared to perform
armed reconnaissance and cleanup of North Korean facilities that somehow survive ballisticmissile strikes.
The ROK-U.S. also need to posture their forces and prepare their civilians for surviving WMD
warfare and being able to continue to operate. That means providing adequate warning systems and
prompt counterforce capabilities, air and missile defenses, defenses against North Korean special
forces, passive defenses such as dispersal and hardening, provisions for evacuation of targets North
Korea will likely strike and establishing effective military capabilities at alternative locations,
protective clothing and buildings with collective protection, denial and deception to limit North
Korean knowledge of potential target locations, and medical and repair capabilities to manage the
consequences of North Korean attacks. Reconstitution after a North Korean major attack could be
supported by backup C2 means, dispersed military units, better trained and armed reserve forces,
and hidden or dispersed stockpiles of weapons and supplies (potentially some stored in other
countries). Substantial capabilities for decontamination, medical treatment, and quarantine should
be created in the ROK-U.S. military reserve forces and other governmental agencies, in addition
to extra airfields and equipment to facilitate rapid U.S. force flow into Korea in the aftermath of
North Korean WMD use. In all of these areas, military capabilities need to be acquired where they
are currently insufficient; personnel need to be trained to achieve high performance and resilience;
44

“Defense Minister Warns North Korea, ‘If There Are Signs of NK Missile, We Will Prepare for a Precision
Strike’,” One Korea Network, April 4, 2022.
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“He must be crazy or silly to speak of ‘preemptive attack’ on a nuclear weapons state.” Jeongmin Kim, “North
Korea Says Seoul ‘Crazy’ to Talk of Preemptive Strike on ‘Nuclear Power,’” NKNews, April 3, 2022. After a North
Korean precursor attack, especially one using OWMD, the ROK, recognizing that a state of war already exists,
would actually be crazy not to attempt to preempt and neutralize much of the North’s main attack.
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and C2 need to be improved, including interagency coordination. All of these actions should
enhance deterrence of North Korean WMD employment, making it clear that the ROK-U.S. are
prepared to survive North Korean WMD attacks and respond appropriately.

Conclusions
North Korea has deployed substantial WMD and cyber capabilities and is enhancing those
capabilities on a continuing basis. The ROK-U.S. need to take these threats seriously and develop
an integrated deterrence and warfighting strategy for countering them.
The ancient Roman author Vegetius said, “If you want peace, prepare for war.”46 If you are
prepared for war, opponents are unlikely to attack you. North Korea recognized that it would
almost certainly lose a war limited to conventional weapons and has thus followed this concept,
developing WMD and cyber capabilities to challenge the traditional ROK-U.S. concept of war
on the Korean peninsula.47 And having developed these capabilities, the North can also use
them offensively.
The ROK-U.S. must therefore adjust their war paradigms to focus on the actual threat that
North Korea poses. It is critical to prepare for the right war, and that will require new efforts by
the ROK-U.S. because they have been too focused on conventional war in Korea as it may have
occurred in the past. Making this change will require significant U.S. adjustments in strategy,
military education, and military capability development. Such efforts are needed now to deter
North Korean threats, provocations, and potential war initiation.
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Years ago, when asked about whether North Korea would use CW in a war, the most senior North Korean escapee
to date said that North Korea was not a rich country, and thus it would not invest money in capabilities it did not plan
to use. US debriefing of Hwang Jang-yop, 1997.
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Appendix. Technical Description of Nuclear Electromagnetic
Pulse

The EMP caused by a nuclear weapon exploded in space starts within a nanosecond of the
nuclear explosion and lasts for several minutes.1 There is an electrical field of varying strength
during this time. The EMP is broken into three components, E1, E2, and E3.2 E1 peaks about ten
nanoseconds after the explosion and lasts to about one microsecond after. Because the shortlived E1 generates very large electrical voltages that could damage a wide variety of electrical
devices, it is the component of the greatest concern. E2 occurs from about one microsecond to
about ten milliseconds after the explosion. The strength of the electrical field at this time is much
lower than earlier, and its general characteristics are similar to a lightning strike. Since many
electrical systems are hardened against lightning, the E2 component of EMP is not of much
concern. E3 lasts from about one second after the explosion to about five minutes after. The
strength of this electrical field is much lower than even E2, but the long duration means that
substantial currents can develop in electrical transmission lines and transformers, which could
collapse the electrical grid. If there is sufficient damage to transformers, then power restoration
could take months, leading to substantial disruption and potentially loss of life. The E1 and E3
components of EMP are thus the ones of concern.
The magnitude of the various components of EMP can be affected by the nuclear weapon
yield, its burst altitude, the weapon design, the strength of the earth’s magnetic field at the burst
site, whether it is day or night, the solar sunspot cycle, and the earth’s composition underneath
the electrical devices being affected. The strength of the E1 component increases only slowly
with increases in weapon yield. This is especially the case for thermonuclear weapons, since the
E1 component is produced by the relatively low-yield fission trigger of the weapon. The gamma
radiation from the fission trigger ionizes the atmosphere so that the radiation from the main
thermonuclear part of the weapon has a greatly diminished effect.
One implication of this fact is that even low-yield nuclear weapons can generate worrying E1
strengths. The E1 electrical field is generated by the prompt gamma rays released as the nuclear
fission is occurring. For many nuclear weapon designs, the fissioning nuclear material is buried
well inside the weapon and the weapon’s high explosives; the tamper and weapon casing absorb
many of the gamma rays, reducing the E1 field. Presumably, weapons designed specifically to
1

A basic description of nuclear weapons is provided in U.S. Department of Defense, Nuclear Matters Handbook,
Washington, D.C., 2020, Chapter 13. A nuclear explosion in space would also affect satellites in low earth orbit and
thus be very escalatory.
2

For a general discussion of EMP, see Michael K. Rivera, Scott N. Backhaus, Jesse Richard Woodroffe, Michael
Gerard Henderson, Randall J. Bos, Eric Michael Nelson, and Andjelka Kelic, EMP/GMD Phase 0 Report: A Review
of EMP Hazard Environments and Impacts, LA-UR-16-28380, Los Alamos, N.M.: Los Alamos National Laboratory,
October 24, 2016, pp. 16–39.
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enhance E1 would use lesser amounts of high explosive, use thinner, more gamma ray transparent
tampers, and use thinner cases. There is an optimal altitude for a weapon explosion to produce
the highest E1 strength. The optimal altitude increases as the weapon’s yield increases, but it is
generally about 60 to 100 km. Regardless of these factors, the E1 strength is generally in the
range of tens of kilovolts (kV) per meter and for ordinary nuclear weapons is thought not to
exceed about 50 kV per meter.
E3 is broken into two components, E3A and E3B. E3A occurs about one to ten seconds after
the explosion. E3B occurs about ten seconds to around five minutes after the explosion. E3A is
strongest for explosions occurring at night during the solar sunspot minimum and weakest for
explosions occurring during the day during the solar sunspot maximum. E3A is maximized for
explosion altitudes of about 500 km, whereas E3B is maximized for explosion altitudes of about
130 km.
The strength of the E3A field depends linearly on the yield of the weapon and is important
only for weapons with yields above 100 kt.3 The strength of the E3B field tends to plateau
for yields above ten kt. However, at this low yield the area affected is rather small. It is only for
yields above about 100 kt that the E3B field is important. Therefore, while large-yield weapons
can produce significant E3, weapons with a yield of under about 100 kt do not.4 Also, for burst
altitudes below about 100 kt, the E3A and E3B fields are not significant. The strength of the E3
field is strongly dependent on the earth’s conductivity (impedance) underneath the electrical
device being affected. Most analyses have assumed a nominal impedance, but recent work
looking at actual impedance leads to wide variation (factor of 3 or 4) in the calculated E3 field.5
For a given explosion location, the places on the earth where the E3A effects are the strongest
do not coincide with the locations where the E3B effects are the strongest. The E3A effects are
displaced far to the north (in the Northern Hemisphere) of the burst point, whereas the E3B effects
tend to occur near the burst point. Since the E1 effects also occur near the burst point, an EMP
attack would aim to explode a weapon over the point where the attacker would want the effects
to be felt. Therefore, only E1 and E3B are the primary effects of concern in an EMP attack. For
weapons with a yield less than 100 kt or burst heights below 100 km, only E1 will be of concern.
If a weapon is burst high enough to produce significant E3B fields, the E1 production will be
suboptimal. Note also that the E1 and E3B effects are not maximized at the same locations near
the burst point.6
3

James Gilbert, John Kappenman, William Radasky, and Edward Savage, “The Late-Time (E3) High Altitude
Electromagnetic Pulse (HEMP) and Its Impact on the U.S. Power Grid,” Goleta, Calif.: Metatech Corporation,
Meta-R-321, January 2010, p. 2-8.
4

Rivera et al., p. 39.

5

Jeffrey J. Love, Greg M. Lucas, Benjamin S. Murphy, Paul A. Bedrosian, E. Joshua Rigler, and Anna Kelbert,
“Down to Earth with Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse: Realistic Surface Impedance Affects Mapping of the E3
Geoelectric Hazard,” Earth and Space Science, Vol. 8, No. 8, 2021, p. e2021EA001792.
6

For an illustration of the E1 extent and its intensity, see Savage, Gilbert, and Radasky, 2010, p. 2-4. For an
illustration of the E3B extent and intensity, see Gilbert et al., 2010, p. 2-12. Note that in each diagram the weapon
is exploded at the near-optimum altitude for the given effect so that for E1, the burst altitude is 75 km, and for
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The impact of an EMP attack is highly uncertain. There have been no high-altitude nuclear
tests since 1962, and the measurements of the EMP from these tests were far from comprehensive.
All EMP threat fields used today to determine the vulnerability of various electrical components
are based on computer models. Furthermore, the best ones are all classified. All that is available on
an unclassified basis are very simple generic EMP threat fields.
What is worse, electronics have changed drastically since 1962, when many devices depended
on vacuum tubes. Today’s microchips may be much more vulnerable, and the fact is that far more
devices from cars to refrigerators now use microchips, and society is much more dependent on
electronics such as computers and cell phones.
A key issue is whether major damage would occur to extra-high-voltage transformers resulting
in a long-term shutdown of the electrical grid. Long-distance transmission of electricity requires
the use of very high voltages. Once the electricity is generated, a transformer is used to greatly
increase the voltage, which is then transmitted for long distances. When the electricity is near its
destination, another transformer lowers the voltage, allowing the electricity to be distributed to
consumers. The main high voltages used for long-distance transmission in the United States are
765 kV, 500 kV and 345 kV.7 For transmission in South Korea, the voltages are 765 kV and
345 kV.8
The manufacture of new, large transformers can take more than a year, and they are custom
designed. They require special steel, which is produced by relatively few manufacturers. There
are about 2,000 such transformers in the United States, but less than 100 units are manufactured
a year worldwide.9 The transformers weigh between 100 and 400 tons. Moving the finished
product to the required location is difficult. Specialized railcars are needed, of which there are
only about 30 in the United States.
The E3 portion of the EMP can set up a quasi-DC current in transmission lines. This current
would then pass into the transformers. Various effects could cause grid collapse. By itself, the
grid could be restored in a day or two. However, if the current is strong enough, it could cause
sufficient heating in the transformer to lead to catastrophic failure.10 The current created in the
transmission lines would be quite variable, as it would depend on the line length, orientation of
the line to the nuclear detonation, and the impedance of the earth beneath the transmission line.
Still, the destruction of even a small fraction of the transformers would pose serious problems for
restoring the grid.
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Infrastructure Security and Energy Restoration Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, “Large Power
Transformers and the U.S. Electric Grid,” Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Energy, April 2014 update.
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Kepco, “National Power Grid,” undated.
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Abbreviations

Bt

Bacillus thuringiensis

BW

biological weapon

BWA

biological warfare agent

C2

command and control

C4I

command, control, communications, computer, and intelligence

CFC

Combined Forces Command

COVID-19

coronavirus disease 2019

CW

chemical weapon

CWA

chemical warfare agent

CWC

Chemical Weapons Convention

DDOS

distributed denial of service

DE

directed energy

DMZ

demilitarized zone

DNS

Domain Name System

DPRK

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea)

E1, E2, E3 (E3a, E3b)

alternative EMP effects

ECT

effective concentration

ED

effective dose

EMP

electromagnetic pulse

EPRI

Electric Power Research Institute

FDA

Food and Drug Administration

GB

sarin

HEMP

high-altitude electromagnetic pulse

HFRS

hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome

ICBM

intercontinental ballistic missile

IND

Investigational New Drug
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KHF

Korean hemorrhagic fever

KPA

Korean People’s Army

LCT

lethal concentration

LD

lethal dose

MOPP

Mission Oriented Protective Posture

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

OWMD

other weapons of mass destruction

RGB

Reconnaissance General Bureau

ROK

Republic of Korea

ROK-U.S.

Republic of Korea/United States

SEB

staphylococcal enterotoxin B

SOF

special operations force

STRATCOM

U.S. Strategic Command

TEL

transporter erector launcher

UN

United Nations

USAMRIID

U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases

USFK

United States Forces Korea

WMD

weapons of mass destruction
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